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Abstract 

A potential for h m  exists whenever a child is separated nom his or her parents through 

an apprehension and placement into foster care. Child welliue has the responsibility to 

support those children it places into care and their alternative care givers through the 

experiences of separation and loss. For many children, placement inîo care is a 

traurnatizing experience. The children entering care present with behavioural and 

emotional needs which challenge and stress theu care givers. The care giver's ability to 

support a child's needs during placement has a significant impact upon the trauma 

experienced by the child. The foilowing practicum reports on a 10 week group 

intervention for children in care of a rural child welf'are agency, which provided 

participants with the opportunity to talk about their separation experiences and feelings of 

being in care. Extensive reviews of attachent, separation and loss theories are examined 

to consider their implications for working with children in care. A group intervention with 

children at a latency-eariy adolescent development levd is thoroughly presented. The 

challenges in working with the care givers of these children through a parailel group 

process are also exploreci. Four measures are used to waluate the effectiveness of the 

group, and severaI recornrnendations are considered for fùrther group interventions. 
- 
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Introduction 

The Problem Area 

Child welfâre practitioners can experience a Solomonic predicament when doing 

protection work. 

Taking a child into care is Iike starting a war: it is easy to fire the first shot, 

but it is not without risk, since there is no telling where the process that has 

been unieashed wüi end. But there are some fimilies that are so abusive and 

negleaful ... that the decision not to remove their children and place them in the 

care of an alternative f a d y  with the capacity to rneet theu needs is, in eEect, 

a decision to submit them to even a longer and more dangerous period of 

neglect and abuse. (Steinhauer & Chappel 1998, pp. 7-8) 

In those situations where the decision is made to remove a child, the child w e k e  system 

has the responsibility to do so in the least detrimental way and to reduce the impact of the 

separation and loss experience through sound practice which helps the chiid and his or ber 

f a d y  to cope with the experience (Steinhauer, 1991). 

A potential for h a m  exists whenever a chüd is separateci nom his or her primary 

care giver. "The decision to remove a chiid fiom the family in order 'to protect' the child 

must be weighed agaiiist the possibility of t r a ~ t i z i n 6  the child in the foster-care 

situation" (Grigsby, 1994, p. 271). For the chiid, the "trauma of separation and placement 

generates feelings of abandonment, helplessness, anger, feu of abandonment by the 
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parent, and fear of death of the parentn (Grigsby, 1994, p. 272). Reflecting back over 

apprehensions that 1 have been hvolved with in my child protection career, 1 am remindeci 

of the many impacts that children face which r d t  fiom the decision to remove them fiom 

their families. For some of these children, the experience has been traumatizing. 

ChiIdren who corne into alternative Gare often present with behaviorai and 

emotional needs which challenge and stress their care &ers (Fanshei, Finch, & Grundy, 

1989; Fanshel & Shinn, 1978; Jewitt, 1982; Lawder, Poulig & Andrews, 1986; 

McKenzie, 1997; Pilowsky, 1995; Steinhauer, 199 1). McKenzie States: 

Children who have been abused and negi-ed senously enough to be 

removed from their families and placed into foster care, do have Long term seMce 

needs ...[w hich puts] an obligation on us to prepare and help their [foster] families 

with this predictable reality. (1997, p. 3) 

Care givers (foster parents) have a critical role in responding to the emotional 

needs of the child(ren) in their care (Palmer, 1995). The coping and parenting skills 

required by the care giver(s) to support the chiid's emotional needs will strain their f d y  

system. InsufEcient placement resources, training, and supports for foster families can 

lead to poor placement decisions, placement breakdowns, and subsequent moves for the 

child. The risk of placement drift for the child(ren) in care is thus increased (Sparrow 

Lake Alliance, 1996; Steinhauer, 1991). Such &I experience for a child in care is not 

unusual (Pardeck, 1984; Taber & Proch, 1987) and cornes 'bvith consequent destructive 

eEects on chiidren" (Palmer, 1990, p. 227). Palmer's (1995) study highlighted these 
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issues and problems with the cMd welthre system and the cntical need to support children 

and their care givers through the experiences of apprehension and placement. 

The apprehension of children in child protection work is often cnsis bound, 

emotionally intense, involving conflict, and traumatic for the child. Even in those 

situations where the placement of a child is on a planneci, consensuai basis there are the 

separation experiences for the child and family to contend with pius the nsks to the child 

of being in care. Clearly, CO- into agency care is a significant event in a child's iife 

which needs to be understood, achowledged, and supported. 

The focus of this practicum was in developing a group intervention through which 

issues arising nom this experknce could be addressed. My leamhg objectives for this 

practicm included: (a) developing my clinical skiils in working with groups of children in 

the latency- early adolescent dwelopmental levels; (b) increasing howledge and 

understanding of separation and loss experiences for children coming into are; 

(c) developing intervention skills working with children who have experiemed loss and 

separation trauma as a result of coming into agency care; (d) developing skiils to support 

the care givers ofchildren in care who are experiencing emotiod and behavioral issues as 

a result of coming into are; and (e) evaluating if this intervention can support and assist 

children in care and thek care givers around dealing with the separation and loss trauma 

from coming into altemtiw are. 



Chapter One: The Separation Experiences of Children in Care 

Literature Review 

Introduction 

It is accepted in child weffhre that children who corne into care need help dealing 

with separation and loss issues Vahlberg, 1979; Jewett, 1982; Palmer, 1995; Steinhauer, 

199 1). Children who enter foster care will experience separation and loss nom one or  

both of their parents. A child's sense of continuity and stability with his or her family wül 

be disrupted and forever changed by the experience of coming into Gare (Siu & Hogan, 

1989). 

A child's separation and loss experience resulting from coming into agency care is 

afFected by the care and supports received foilowing the apprehension and placement. 

"Parent-cMd separation, the breaking and rernaking of attachments, makes the care 

experience central in the foster child's emotional We" (Rosenfeld et al., 1997, p. 452). 

Children go through a procas of grieving and mou-g when they are separated fkom 

their birth parents (Steinhauer, 1995). This process is either inhibiteci or supporteci by the 

people and systems surrounding the child. 

Palmer (1995) raises several issues concerning the support children receive when 

they enter care which can increase or decrease some potential impacts of separation and 

losç. What are they told about why they are in G e ?  Who tells them and when are they 

told? How long is it until they sa their parent(s) again? Does the child feel responsible or 

guiity about wming into a re?  To whom is blame assigneci? What an the conditions 
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surrounding the apprehension? Do these conditions support or inhibit the child's active 

grieving? What is the chiid's experience of loss? The answers to th- and other 

questions provide an understanding of what the experience has been k e  for the child and 

whether his or her attachent needs were supported through the experience. 

The potentiaiiy traumatic impact of separating a child h his or her natural 

parent(s) to protect the child has become a cntical variable considered in child welfare 

practice. Hegar (1 988) highlights changes in child w e k e  practice (e.g., the use of fsrmily 

presewation and family strengthenùig approaches) which seek to avoid the unnecessary 

placement of children. 

As weil, removing a child fiom his or her famiiy exposes the child to other 

systemic risks which have to be considered in the decision to remove a child. Placement 

resources for children who corne into w e  are often limited, inadeguate and overburdened 

to meet the high needs that many children present when entering care (Rosedeld et al., 

1997). This critical systemic problem in child welfare contributes to the breakdown of 

placements which cm result in the child experiencing multiple placements and entering a 

cycle of limbo within the system (Sparrow Lake AlIiance, 1996). A child who experiences 

placement drift is exposed to fiirther emotional and psychological trauma (Steinhauer, 

199 1). 

Fahlberg (1 979), Hegar (1 WB), Palmer (1 999, and Steinhauer (1 99 1) promote 

best practice p~c ip l e s  for those fMes where chiidren do enter care. These principles 

are based upon this understanding of the impacts of sepmtion upon children and fkniiies 
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and include: (a) keeping the placements as short as possible by retwning children when 

protection plans are in place; (b) encouraging f h l y  visitations; (c) ensuring consistent 

workers; (d) adopting f d y  inclusive practices, i.e., involving the family and extended 

family in ail aspects and decision making regarding the child coming into care; 

(e) working to train and support foster parents; (f) using kinship are; (g) keeping 

sibhgs together when possible; and (h) seelcing pemuuiency planning for alI children who 

enter rare. Permanency plannuig is understood as '3he d to maximize historical 

continuity and to minimize the penod that any child remains in limbo" (Steinhauer et al., 

1995, p. 2). 

The foliowing Literature review wi.ü outline the significance of a t t a c b t ,  

separation and loss theories in understanding and supporting the experiences of children 

who are apprehended fiom their natural parents and enter the foster care system. As we4 

the review will look at the theory and issues related to group work interventions with 

children who are in the latency to early adolescent developmental stage. 

Aîtachment Theo- 

"Attachment theory provides a basis for and is supported by theories c o n c e h g  

separation and loss" (Palmer, 1995, p. 19). Attachment, loss and separation theories 

contribute to the social worker's comprehension of children's comections with their 

parents, f d e s ,  foster care ptovidets, and others who play important roles in children's 

lives. With this knowledge md experience chiid protection workers can better understand 

and support a child's behavior aswciated with separation and loss resuiting f?om an 
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apprehension (Worden, 1982). As well, the child welfsre systern may achieve improvd 

decisions, practices and outcornes for those children and their f d i e s  with whom they are 

involved. 

Two of the primary contributors to attachent theory are John Bowlby and Mary 

Ainsworth. John Bowlby's early research focused upon mother-chiid separation and this 

was influenced by the work of one of his students at the Tavistock Chic, James 

Robertson. Robertson's observations of young children in a hospital who were separateci 

fiom their parents helped Bowlby to direct his research toward the nature of the early 

relationship between infant and mother. Bowlby appreciated the value of naturalistic 

observations fiom Robertson's hospital data and his subsequent ethnological approach to 

theoretical development was inspired with this tradition of primary observation. From 

this early work, Bowlby's theory of attachment came to represent the psychological 

connection between people that p e d t s  them to have significance to each other (Bowlby, 

1969). 

Mary Ainsworth joined with Bowlby at the Tavistock Chic and in her research 

focused upon very young children. Ainsworth also made naturalistic observations of 

mothers with their infants in several different settings, from villages in Afkica to Amerkm 

inner cities (Bretherton, 199 1, 1995). S he distinguished attachment as the young child's 

need to maintain closeness and contact with an attachent figure and the chiid's 

experiencing distress upon separation fiom his or her attachment figure, pleasure upon 

reunion and grief at loss (James, 1994). 



What is attachment? 

James defines attachment as "a reciprocsl. enduring, emotional, and physicd 

m a t i o n  between a child and a care @ver" (James, 1994, p. 2). An attachment 

relationship results nom the process of mutual nced fuifiilhg interaction that develops 

early in Me between an infant and his or her primary attachment figure, usuaüy the mother. 

Fahlberg (1 979) labels this interaction as the Arousal-Relaxation Cycle. In this 

interaction, an attachment relationship develops when the prUnary a r e  giver can both 

perceive and then meet the needs of the infant (Steinhauer, 1995). 

Bayless (1990), Fahiberg (1979), and others describe how the nature of attachent 

relationsbips grow and develop. Trust and secunty are nourished by the care giver who 

responds positively to the young child's expression of need. This fulnlling of basic needs 

results in the child being able to both relax and enjoy his or her interaction with the care 

giver. It also promotes the development of selfworth and self esteem in the child as the 

care giver M e r  initiates interactions with the child seeking his or her positive response 

thus reinforcing this cycle of reciprocal interaction between the care giver and chiid. 

Fahiberg (1979) identifies this process as the Positive Interaction Cycle. Through this 

interaction, the child develops confidence and trust in a relationship which meets his or her 

basic needs and this experience will extend to other relationships. 

A healthy attachment relationship betwe& the child and care giver plays a 

signi£ïcant role in the positive development of a chiid by gMng the child a seaire 

emotional base fiom which to explore his or her world (Bayiess, 1990). "A secure 
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attachment evokes feelings of belonging, acceptance and trust" (Steinhauer et al., 1995, 

p. 45). The results of secure attachent relationships are many and include: (a) the child 

learning to soothe seE (b) the child learning to control iiis or her aggressive tendencies to 

protect its signifiant relatiooships; (c) the child having the confidence to take nsks 

because she or he will know there is a secure base to fa11 back on; (d) a child's self esteem 

growing as he or she feels valued and worthy of someone else's affection; (e) the child 

developing language and other communication skiiIs; (f) the development of trust and a 

positive 'korld view"; and (g) the child leaming to be ~ e ~ r e l i a n t  (Rycus, Hughes, Br 

Ginter, 1988; Steinhauer, 1995). 

There can exist for the child, a hierarchy of attachents (Steinhauer, 1995) as 

children can leam to have multiple attachments. However, al1 children, to survive, require 

a primary attachent figure (care giver), and this becomes the person to whom a child 

tum for codon  and security when anxious, threatened or hurt. As the child's sense of 

security and confidence grows, he or she can leave the attachent figure for longer 

amounts of time but always returnllig for support and safkty. When the attachent figure 

is gone or threatens to leave, the child responds with anxiety and emotional protest 

(Bowlby, 1973). These reactions fiom the child upon separation fiom his or her 

attachment figure are called attachment behaviors, which are those behaviors designed to 

decrease distance, and maintain proximity and &tact with the attachent figure 

(Bretherton, 1991). if attachment behaviors are unable to restore the attachment f~gun, 

then the child enters grieving and m o h g  and displays withdrawaI, apathy and despair 



(BowIby, 1973). 

Ainsworth's naturalistic obsewations in Uganda and Mkyland of infant-mother 

attachment patterns and cMdren's exploratory behavior contributed to this awareness of 

the child's need for a secure base fiom which to explore his or her environment and to the 

understanding of attachment behaviors. Ainsworth advanceci her research on attachment 

and sepration when she developed a laboratory observation procedure (the strange 

situation) wnsisting of scenarios in which the csre giver (again, usudy the mother) and a 

female stranger interact with, depart nom, and r&te with the inf" in an environrnent 

which offers the child opportunities for exploration (Main, 1995; Steinhauer, 1995). 

In conducting this research, Ainsworth's focus was drawn to the understanding 

and meaning of the reunion behaviors between the child and mother aAer the introduction 

of the treatment effect of the strange situation. This study of the chiid's attachment 

behavior evolved into the Strange Situation Classification System (Bretherton, 1995; 

Main, 1991) which can be used to assess attachent in children up to two and a half years 

of age. How the child behaves in the strange situation is believed to provide clues as to 

the nature of the attachment relationship between the child and his or her a r e  giver 

(mother). Ainsworth' s team had: 

closely observed mothers and children in their homes [during the first year of 

life], paying carefid attention to each mo-ber's style of responding to her 

infant in a numba of £imdamentai areas: feeding, crying, cuddling, eye 

contact and smiling ... and [because of this airefiil observation], they were able 



to make specinc associations between the babies' attachment styles and the 

rnothers' style of parenting. (Karen, 1990, p. 36) 

Assessing a child's attachment is important to both understanding the child's connection 

to his or her parent, the potential impact of any separation, and to evaluate the ability of 

the chiid to fom new relationships (Bayless, 1990). 

The types of attachent relationships were classified by Ainsworth (Grigsby, 1994; 

Main, 199 1; Stellihauer, 1995) as: (a) secure attachent (Ainsworth's Type B); 

@) insecure/avoidant attachment (Ainsworth's Type A); and (c) Uisecure/ambivaient 

attachment (Ainsworth's Type C). A fourth classification of disorganized/disoriented 

attachment main's Type D), was developed later by Mary Main (1991). There are aiso 

subcategories dweloped within each of the four types. 

The child's behaviour in each of the four classifications of infant attachment and 

the correspondhg care @ver behaviow which evoked that attachent pattern are 

described as follows: 

1. Secure attachent (Type B) is where the infvt shows signs of missing 

the parent on deparhue, seeks proximity upon reunion and then returns to play. This 

pattern is believed to be related to the parent's sensitivity to infant signals. 

2. Insecure/avoidant attachent (Type A) is where the uifmt shows few 

signs of missing the parent and actively ignores Gd avoids the parent upon reunion. This 

pattern is beiieved to be related to the parent's insensitivity to infànt signais. 

3. Insse/ambivalent attachmeut (Type C) is where the idmt is - 
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distressed and highly focused upon the parent and cannot be settied by the parent upon 

reunion, ofien expressing anger and failhg to retum to play. This pattern of behaviour is 

believed to be associated with insensitivity and unpredictability of parental responsiveness 

to infant signals. 

4. Insecure-disorganized/disonented attachent (Type D) category was 

developed in 1990 as researchers found many children whose attachent behaviour 

included a diverse array of behaviors that did not fit into any of Ainsworth's 4 B, C 

types. "Our anatysis revealed, instead, that what these undassinable infants shared in 

common was bouts or sequences of behaviour that seemed to lack a readily observable 

goal, intention, or explanation" (Main, 1991, p. 423). SteVlhPuer (1995) belims that 

Type D attachent patterns are the most commonly seen among children in child w e k e  

and that this is a pattern which suggests the child is fnghtened by his or her care @ver and 

that the child has not developed a strategy yet to deal with his or her anxiety. The parental 

behaviour for Type D is unknown. 

Poor or inconsistent parenting expenences can lead to anxious or tenuous 

attachments. Tluee types of attachent disorders identifid in children are (Bayless, 

1990): (a) the non-attached child, who has never formed a signifiant phary  attachent; 

@) the inadequately or anxiously attacheci child, who has had primary attachments 

repeatedly disrupted and broken; and (c) the t r a k t u e d  child, who has experienced abuse 

andlor neglect and is unable to trust. SpeciGc behaviors olchildrn with attachment 

problems include (Bayless, 1990; Rycus et ai., 1988): (a) aggressive behaviors; 



@) control battles; (c) chronic d e t y ;  (d) delayed conscience development; 

(e) indiscriminate affection; ( f )  lack of self-awareness; (g) overampdency; (h) poor 

eye contact; (i) withdrawal; (j) low self-esteem; and (k) inadequate social skius. These 

are behaviors that are often observed among the foster chiid population (Pilowsky, 1995). 

A child's attachrnent experience is betieved to lead to an intemaiized collection of 

expectations and assumptions which will infiuence subsequent relationships throughout the 

child's life (Parkes, Stevenson-Hinde, & Marris, 199 1). Bowlby (1973) States: 

No variables . . . have more far-reaching effects on personality development 

then have a child's experiences wiuUn his farnily: for, starting during his first 

months in his relation with both parents, he builds up working models of how 

attachment figures are likely to behave towards him in any variety of 

situations, and on those models are based al1 his expectations, and therefore all 

his plans, for the rest of his Me. (p. 369) 

However, critics of attachment theory beliwe that a child's development is not solely 

determineci by the quality of attachent in the fkst few months or yean of life and that 

other aspects of parenting are also important. 

Kagan (1984) argues that genetic and temperament factors play an important role 

in relation to the fit between parent and child. Further, that by focusing upon the primary 

care giver (usuaiiy the mother), attachent t h e o h  have ignored the role of the father 

and blame mothers for ail "psychiatric rorrow" in their chilcirea. Kagan a h  suggests that 

the strange situation is based upon a v g r  small sarnple (Le., 23 Baltimore families) that 



was not very representative. 

Steinhauer (1995) also betieves that there is not a direct relationship between 

attachent experiences and later psychopathology, though insecure attachent increases 

the risk. He contends that attachent has a more indirect impact on a child's development 

which is further Uifluenced by several other contextual factors, which include: (a) famiy 

adversity (family psychopathology, marital pathology, stress levels, socioeconomic Iwels); 

(b) parenting styles; and (c) child characteristics (temperament and "goodness of fit" to 

parentai gender, parental attributions, and parenting style). 

He and others have developed an updateâ assessrnent instrument, the Assessing 

Parenting Capacity Mode1 (Steinhauer et al., 199S), for the child welfare practioner that 

attempts to consider this "fit7' between parent and child. This tool is intended for use in 

assessing the parentïng capacity of families to assist in rnaking irnproved child protection 

decisions. It focuses upon the context for the f d y  (cuitural and current stressors); the 

child (developmental progress); the childfcare giver attachrnent relationship; and parent 

factors (impulse control acceptance of responsibility, parenting behaviors, relationship to 

the community, and the use of dinical intewentions) to develop a family parenting profile. 

This approach improves upon Ainsworth's observing of the interaction between parent 

and child in an artificial, strange laboratory setting which has an impact upon the 

interaction observed. As well, Steinhauer's tool-is completed in a contextuaily sensitive 

manner and is helpful for assessing the attachent relationship between a parent and an 

older child. 
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The assessment of the attachment relationship between the chiid and his or her Gare 

giver is composed of four parts, all of which must be completed. Part A is an assessment 

of the predominant pattern of the care giver-child relationshp through obsexvation and 

ratings of the "child's usual or habitua1 responses when in a f e a r  and codortable 

situation" (Steinhauer et al., 1995, p. 49), and is divided into 4 age sections; (a) infant to 

12 months; (b) toddlers 1 to 2 112 years; (c) pre-schoolers 2 1/2 to 5 years; and (d) 

children 5 years and older. Part B is a swey of the child's key relationships. Part C 

enquires about any separation and losses the child has experimced. Part D involves 

understanding the care giver's own experiences of being parented and "his or her current 

view of how the experience in the family of origin is nvrently affécting his or her feeling 

and fiinctioning" (Steinhauer et al., 1995, p. 53). AU four parts are completed to provide 

an assessment of the attachent relationship between the child and care giver. The authors 

are carefiil to caution users of the model that the quality of the assessments made "are only 

as good as the skiii, objectivity and sensitivity of the assessor" (Steinhauer et al., 1995, p. 

18). 

Werner and Smith (1992) identifiai through theu extensive study of resilience 

factors in children that it is possible to recover from early experiences of adversity and 

trauma. The key factor in a childps bouncing back from early deprivation was in "havhg 

at least one person who accepted them for theelves, who rewarded them for helpfulness 

and woperation, who gave them some challenges, who encourageci their interests, who 

contributeci to their ~e~esteem, or who provided a model for living" (Guy, 1997, p. 20). 
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Maier (1 994) States that children in care: 

have a good chance for a promising Nture, if they can find selected aitemative 

persons who can stand by and care actively for them Such later positive 

attachment connections can be readily traced to the quality of care expenence 

in foaer care or ot her alternative forms of group living. (p. 3 6) 

This positive fiaming of the role a t tachent  can have in a chiid's development is what 

sustains those who work with damaged children in care. There is hope to rebuild and 

repais a child's ability to f o m  an attachment relationship. 

Loss and Se~aration Theories 

BowIby (1973) studied the behavior of infants dunng separation and at reunion 

with their care giver. He d e h e d  separation and loss as where the "subject's a t tachent  

figure is inaccessible, either temporarily (separation) or permanently (loss)"(p. 178). He 

focused upon the impact of separation nom their mother on young children's emotional 

behavior and highlighted the distress of children during separation and their anxiety afler 

it. If a child's attachment behaviors were unable to restore the proximity to  the 

attachrnent figure, then the child began to grieve and rnourn and present behaviour 

characterized by withdrawal, apathy and despair. Attachent behavior is "any form of 

behavior that results in the person attaining or retaining proximity to another individuaï' 

(Grigsby, 1994, p. 270). W~thdrawal behavior is where the child seeks to increase the 

emotional distance fiom persons and objects and is used by the child as an escape and/or 

avoidance defense. The child employs withdrawd behaviors afker repeated experiences 
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where the chiid's attachent behaviors are not succesSf3.i in achieving reunion with bis or 

her attachment figure (Grigsby, 1994). 

Bowlby (1973) describes the impacts of separation and loss of the attachment 

object (usualiy the mother) as potentially traumatic: 

Experiences of separation fkom attachrnent figures, whether of short or long 

duration, and experiences ofloss or of being threatened with separation or 

abandonment - aii act . . . to divert development fiom a pathway that is within 

optimum ümits to one that Lie outside them. @p. 369-370) 

Bowlby (1973) identifieci anxiety and fear as primary feelings aroused by 

separation and loss. Both responses were found to operate together in children's behavior 

during separation and loss experiences and served a protective fbction. The child7s basic 

survival needs motivated his or her instinctive attachrnent behavior. Bowlby aiso found 

that there were individual Merences in a child's susceptibility to this fear of separation 

and loss. This was because of ciifferences among children in: (a) constitutional variables 

of the child (developmental, inVUlIlerability/vulnerability factors); (b) any previous 

experiences (Le., habituation, observationel leaniing) that reduce the child's susceptibility 

to fear, and (c) any previous experiences (i-e., fiightening experiences, stories heard, and 

threats) that increase the child's susceptibility to fear. 

Bowlby (1980) ex8mjlled children's readons to separation and loss and its impact 

upon the development of attachent: 

Since the goal of attachment behavior is to maintain an affectional bond, any 



situation that seems to be endangering the bond elicits actions designecl to 

preserve it; and the greater the danger of loss appears to be the more intense and 

varied are the actions elicited to prevent it. (p. 42) 

He descnbes this as a developmental proass that leads a young child to respond with fear 

and anxiety when he or she hds ,  or believes his or her attachent figure to be 

inaccessible. The actuai loss/separation experience causes sorrow and arouses anger 

which may serve both fûnctional and dysfunctional purposes (Bowlby, 1973). 

Bowlby (1973) describes several other responses of chiidren to separation 

expenences: (a) faling alone and miserable; (b) faüng sorry for his or her parents; 

(c) feeiing he or she doesn't care what happens; (d) feeling he or she will do his or her 

best to get dong; (e) feeling angry at somebady; (0 feeling that ifhe or she had been a 

good child, this wouldn't have happened; (g) feeling that his or her house will now be a 

scary place to live in; and (h) feeiing that it is not really happening, that it is a dream. 

Bowlby (1973) highlighted that children's responses to separation darered. 

Children nom "stable" homes expressed more concem and distress at what was happening 

(aîtachment behavior); whereas children who had expenenced long or repeated 

separations gave more angry and fault fkding responses (withdrawal behavior). Bowlby 

(1980) believes children separated corn attachment figures exist in situations of chronic 

acute stress where their efforts to restore affectional bonds are continualiy renewed and 

fnistrated thus reviving feelings of grief and loss. 

In his thkd volume, Lors: Sadness and Depression (1980), Bowlby explores the 
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trauma of loss. The "loss of a loved person is one of the most intensely painful 

experiences any hurnan king can suffer"@. 71). He identifies many concepts of the 1 0 s  

experience which contn'bute to an understanding of loss for chiidren. Some of these 

include: (a) affectional bonds between cMd and parent; (b) grief and m o u h g  

experienced by childreq (c) a child's use of defenses; (d) experiencing trauma; and 

(e) the impact of loss upon sensitive periods in eariy üfe. Bowlby's research highlights 

"the long duration of grief, on the difficulties of recovering from its effécts, and on the 

adverse consequences for personality îùnctioning that loss so often brings" (1980, p. 8). 

As with separation experiences, Bowlby suggests that there is an individuality of 

the responses to loss among children. Bowlby beiieves a child's responses to loss are 

"greatly infiuenced by conditions [existing] in his [or her] family at the time of and after 

the loss" (1980, p. 36). Children will expenence loss uniquely and this expenence will be 

influenced by the chiid's developmental stage, the nature of the loss to the child, and the 

differing ciraunstances and contexts for each chiid. 

Bowlby (1973, 1980) identifies three phases of separation and loss responses in 

children, which he labels as the Stages ofMourning: (a) Protest, where children 

experience separation anxiety when attachment behaviors are begun but cannot be shut off 

or stopped; (b) Despair, in which grief and mourning are begun when attachent 

behaviors fail in making the attachment figure adable; and (c) Denial or detachment, in 

which the child has a need to employ defenses and withdrawal behaviors. 

Bowlby (1980) suggests that healthy grieving has several characteristics that were 



once though to be pathological. He uses the tenn "mourning" to cover a variety of 

reactions to loss and defines heakhy mouniing as: 

The successfil effort of an individual to accept both that a change has 

occurred in his [or her] extemal world and that he [or she] is required to make 

corresponding changes in his [or her] internai, representationai world and to 

reorganize and perhaps to reorient his [or her] attachment behavior 

accordingly. (p. 18) 

Healthy mounring involves coping with pain and experiencing feelings of anger and hatred. 

Bowlby (1980) highlights the role of anger and hatred in mourning: 

The loss of a loved person gives rise not only to an intense desire for reunion 

but to anger at his departure and later, usuaüy to some degree of detachment; 

it gives nse not only for a cry for help, but sometimes aiso to a rejection of 

those who respond. (p. 3 1) 

The unavoidable painftiness of mournllrg is because of the persistent and insatiable 

yeaming for the lost figure. Pain following loss is the result of a sense of g d t  and a fear 

of retaliation (Bowlby, 1980). 

The emeriences of se~aration and loss for children enterin~ agency care 

Attachent, separation and loss theories have many significant implications for 

child w e k e  practice. Separation in child welfi;e is either actuai (temporary or 

permanent) or threatened (iipending) (Siu & Hogan, 1989). Child w e h e  practitionen 

need to understand the impacts that separation and loss a n  have upon a chiid at different 
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developmentai lwels. "Most foster children carry a permanent emotional scar fiom their 

separations" (Rosenfed et al., 1997, p. 454). This knowledge and experience become 

critical to the decision making process of whether to apprehend a child and to how to 

support the child through the process of separation and loss. This understanding has also 

encouraged the development of alternative interventions to the removal of a child from his 

or her birth f d y  in child protection work (Hegar, 1988; Palmer, 1995). 

Siu and Hogan describe apprehension as a critical transition in a child's Me. The 

apprehension represents a "hazardous Life event(s)[ for the child and his or her M y ]  and 

custornary ways of coping simply are inadequate" (Siu & Hogan, 1989, p. 343). 

Apprehension represents a cnsis for the chiid for several reasons: 

1. An apprehension introduces the experience of separation which will 

create relationship difficulties for the child and the farnily. "Once chüdren enter care, 

existing problerns in attachent ody increase" (Eayless, 1990, p. 20) because of the 

potentialiy traumatic experience of separation, and the resulting relationship difficulties for 

the child with issues of trust and security. An apprehension aumot be undone, although 

its impacts can be reduced. 

2. An apprehension can be hazardous for the child because the resources 

for the placement of children are Uisufncient and often result in poor placement decisions, 

breakdowns, subsequent moves, and htroduces \he risk of placement drift and children 

becoming " in limbo". The Sparrow Lake Aliiance Task force (1996) and Steinhauer 

(1991) document the emotiod and psychological impacts resulting for children when driff 
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occurs. These include: (a) children experiencing intense stress, (b) a child's emotionai 

resources being spent in coping, (c) the child's sense of secunty king undermineci, 

(d) children lacking significant attachments necessary for psychological and emotional 

growth, (e) chiidren having behavioral ditficulties, ( f )  children lacking a sense of identity; 

(g) children having impaired social interactions due to poor self concept, and (h) children 

becoming detached individuals. 

3. Fosta care is legaily impennanent. Usudy foster families are 

temporary and children can move fkom f d y  to famity. Chiidren understand this, or 

expenence it, and feel insecure. 'The longer a child is in foster care, the more placements 

the child is likely to have, and the more emotional darnage the child may have as a result" 

(Meha, 1997, p. 2). 

4. Placement into a foster home also can expose the child to other risks 

associated with that particular foster f d y .  Children have been subjected to abuse and 

negiect while being in "protective" custody. 

5. An apprehension is bazardous to the child's remainiag connected to his 

or her birth f d y .  MiWian, Bulloclq Hosie and Hoak (1986) found that unless a child 

leaves care within the first six weeks, he or she has a strong chance of being in care two 

years later. Their study found a marked decline in social work activity on behaif of the 

natural fiunily by the second haif of the first 

The reasons for a child entering foster Gare are many, and may involve aspects of 

the following "sanarios" that 1 have obsemed. An apprehension might be sudden and 
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without warning for the child, or it may be planned and prepared. Chilâren may or 

not observe their parents "fighthg" for them. A child may be apprehended tiwi a safi 

place, Le., school or day care. to reduce the potential for conflict. The apprehension may 

be the punishment their parents have threatened them with, e.g., "don't tell or you'il be 

taken away; behave or 1 wili send you to a foster home". However a child cornes into 

care, he or she wiii experience the separation nom naîural parents in light of his or her 

own context and ciraimstances. Thus, the impacts and coasequences wüi vary fiom chiid 

to child (James, 1989). 

Children can be traumathai d e n  they are apprehended and placed in care 

(Limier, 1967). Trauma can be undastood to refer to "overwhelming, uncontrollable 

experiences that psychologicdy impact [children] by creating in them feelings of 

helplessness, wlnerability, loss of safety, and loss of control" (James, 1989, p. 1). 

Fahlberg (1988) and Palmer (1995) suggea that there are several f;lctors which 

influence the child's reaction to separation when coming into care and how traumatic the 

experience will be for the child. Ther include: (a) prior factors (e.g., the family 

environment fiom which the child is removeci, child variables includuig age and stage of 

development, and the nature of the attachment relationship fiom which the child is being 

separated); @) experience (e.g., the ciraunstances of the apprehension itse& the child's 

perception of the apprehension, the degree ofchaage the child must cope with, the loss of 

a cultural identity co~ection, the number and duntion of previous separations and losses, 

and the extent to which the parent(s) prepare a cMd for this experience including the 
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child's perceptions of the reamns for the separation); and (c) the extent to which the child 

w e k e  system (policies and practices) and the foster family support the chiid around the 

experience of coming into are. "Separating a child fiom his or her parents can have 

hamiful effects upon the child's development. The more traumatic the separation, the 

more likely there will be signifiant deveiopmental consequences." (Rycus et al., 1988, 

P- 4)- 

Fahlberg (1988) identifies that children WU perceive themselves as either beiag 

given away, taken away or as king in charge of the move whm they are apprehended and 

placed into care. How the chiid perceives his or her apprehension WU have different 

psychological and traumatic impacts upon hirn or her. 

Thotnlison (1990) highiights the critical influence that post apprehension care and 

support has in helping the child to cope with the separation experience and the degree of 

trauma expenenced by the child. "The convergence of studies fiom child weifate, foster 

care, attachent and child development suggests that successfùl outcornes of children ri 
care] are dependent upon whether d y  negative experiences are continued or ameiiorated 

t hrough later beneficial experiences" (p. 1 3 2). 

Baytess (1990) and Palmer (1995) ident* stages of a chiid's reaction to placement 

which are similar to Bowlby's Stages of Mourning (Protest, Despair, Detachment). 

Bayless (1990) describes five stages of grief for &iidren who enter care and some 

behaviors which characterize them: 

1. Shock: When children f h t  enter care they offen are on th& best 



behavior, calied the "honeymoon" period, during which they are oflen cornpliant and 

cooperative. Bayless suggests this may be a result of the c W s  denial and bargaining 

coping behavior. Children think that ifthey are good they may be aliowed to return home. 

Children may develop stress-related ilinesses at this stage. 

2. Guiltf Self-Blarne: Children who enter care may come to blarne 

thernselves and feel being in care is their fault. Often, coming into care, " c o ~ s "  for the 

chiid his or her negative selfworth. Children rnay be feeling '%ad" inside and may act out 

to be disciplineci and punished by their care givers which wili validate how they are feehg- 

Palmer (1995) describes how this self-blame is partialiy fkom the child lacking information 

and understanding about why he or she is in care. 

3. Anger: This is often the stage where the behavior of the chiid may most 

challenge care givers, as the child does anything to get home. Typically, the child rebels 

and acts with hostile, defiant, testing behavior. Children may run away during this stage. 

The child's feelings are o h  displaced ont0 foster parents and social workers. The angry 

behavior may also d o w  the cMd to test whether the foster family really cares about him 

or her. WiIl the foster family hang in there, or wiil they discard the child for "bad" 

behavior? 

4. Despair: A sense of hopelessness sets in for the child who now is giving 

up. Children cm expaience pain, despair and depression, and their behavion reflect this. 

They may be lethargïc, withdrawn and regress in their behavior. Physical seV-rïire may 

detenorate. Bayless suggests that some chilcirai may develop very serious emotional, 
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behavioral difndties at this stage includiag suicidai ideation and eating disordem. 

5. Adjustrnent: In this stage the child begios to invest him or herselfin 

new relationships within the context of king in care. Behaviors are generally more 

positive and hopefd and children begin to be able to talk more easily about their situation. 

McAuley's (1996) research identifieci that children in care have difFerent feelings 

and bebavioufs besed upon the Iength of time they have been in care. Her study compareci 

feelings of children at Stage One (four months into fostering); at Stage Two (one year into 

foaering); and at Stage Three (two years into foste~g).  The themes which dweloped 

f?om her study included: (a) the impact on the chilâren of the loss of contact with fnends 

and significant others in their previous homes and schools were greatest in Stage One, 

@) there was preocaipation and identification wîth their birth f d e s  at all three stages, 

(c) the children's perceived a lack of emotional permission for fostering fiom their binh 

parents, (d) the children were unable to compartmentalize aspects of their complex social 

relationships, and (e) the children identined the foster parents as the people in whom they 

wouid entrust their ConCern at aU thre  stages of placement. Her study did not 

distinguish between children who were in long term stable foster homes and those who 

may have had multiple placements. 

Fine's (1993) research suggests that children in care cycle through predictable 

stages characterized by emotiod crises with behavioral acting out. These stages involve 

"an initial honeymoon foilowed by a crisis of acceptance affa two or three months, 

foilowed by another penod of stabiiity which, aAer severai more months, wouid lead to a 
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cnsis of belonging foIlowed by relative stsbility" (Fie, 1993, p. 56). The research data 

indicates that serious emotiond and behavioral crises occurred as the intensity of the 

relationship between foster chiid and care givers increased. 

Loyalty issues are another factor impacting upon the child's behaviour whiie in 

care. Much like a child caught in the middle between separated parents, a child in care 

may "'beiieve that ifhe [or she] is accepting ofthe placement and becornes emotionally 

close to his [or her] substitute Gare givers that he [or she] is disloyal to his [or her] birth 

family'' (Fahlberg, 1988, pp. 2-3). As well, any positive f&gs displayed by the child 

towards his or her birth famüy, rnay be disloyal to the foster f d y .  The child 

expenencing this may react with constricteci and guarded emotionai behaviour. 

Palmer (1995) hdicates that for children coming into care, their care givers rnay 

see the initial protest at the time of apprehension but not often despair or depression. 

Palmer believes this is because the adults around them encourage children prematurely to 

detach and they abort the grieving process. Palmer beiiwes this is also a defensive 

reaction as children may be too overwhehed by placement and its irnptications to admit 

theu feelings to consciousness. The importance for practitioners then is the need to corne 

back and help children complete their grieving process. Fahlberg (1988) adds that some 

children in care grieve for what never was: 
- 

Their grief process.. .involves grieving for a parent-chiid relationship which 

never occurred. Their griefinvoIves not having a parent who was able to love 

and care for them on a continuous basis. This fom of grieving d e s  just as 



much ernotional pain but fiequently there is les  adult support for this type of 

grief process. (p. 1) 

Bayless (1 990) and Palmer (1 995) highlight several ciifferences between a chitd 

who is expenencing separation and loss because of foster placement (apprehension) and 

chitdren experiencing other types of sepmition and loss. These Merences affect how he 

or she copes with the separation and can have sigdicant truunatic impact upon the child- 

The difFerences include: 

1. Foster placement (apprehension) is usually more traumatic for the child 

as it involves damiliar people (social workers, foster parents, police, etc.) and places 

(new homes, communities, schools, niends, pets, etc.). 

2. The child has usually experienced stressnil situations in his or her home 

before apprehension, Le., the reasons why the child may have b a n  perceived as in need of 

proteaion. This reatity for the child has been characterized by a sense of crisis, a loss of 

control, fear and uncertainty. 

3. The child may already have an inseaire or anxious attachent 

relationship with his or her parents because of abuse, neglect, or inconsistent and chaotic 

care giving experiences. Attachrnent theory suggests that those children with insecure 

attachrnents have more diculty tolerating separation (Steinhauer, 1995). Children who 

corne into care may not have experienced posi6e attachments in their f d e s  of ongin 

where their basic needs oftrust and Security may not have been met. Bayless (1990) 

describes the situation for the cbild whose basic expression ofneeds is not respoaded to 
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positively, leaving him or her expenencing displeasure, anxiety, and unMiiied nad. T h e  

children have leamed not to trust relationships, are inseaire and fearfiii, and present the 

foster carers with behavior that is challenging to cope with and dficult to understand. 

4. The children placed usuaiiy have lower selfesteem because of 

unreliable, abusive parenting. Children who possess low seifesteem may experience doubt 

about the legitimacy of their feeliogs and perceive themselves to have Little power to 

change their situation. They experience hopelessness and despair. 

5. Children who corne into care because of serious abuse are often 

suffering post traumatic stress disorder. 

Palmer (1995) argues that these Werences for children entering foster care M e r  

push children into prematurely detaching fiom thek feelings about their separation and 

loss expenence, and that "they bury their ambivalent reactions of yeaming for and anger 

towards their parents" (p. 47). These unresolved feelings can prevent the cbild fiom 

placing trust in any relationships with new care @ers and affect the child's abiïty to fonn 

new attachrnents. Bayless (1990), Palmer (1995) and Steinhauer (1980, 1995) believe 

children who have previously been placed into care and have experienced repeated 

separations are more vuinerable to traumatic separation experiences because the trauma 

from separation becomes cumulative. 
- 

Palmer's (1 995) signüicant study of the experiences of children in the foster can 

systern and the impacts that system practices can have upon children highlights the 

reactioas of cbildren in foster a r e  to their separation experiences. Palmer condudes Born 
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her shidy that many social workers, parents and care givers often wiiude to pretend that 

separation is not a painfiil experience for the child. This is often done in a belief they can 

protect the child fiom this experience, or it may be denial by the adults in the child's We of 

theû own experiences of separation Palmer believes that when children in care lack 

Somat ion  about the reasons for the separation, they blame themselves. This lack of 

knowledge leaves the child feeling powerless and creates more obstacles to healthy copiog 

behavior. Fahlberg (1991) suggests that it is critical for a r e  givers and workers to 

understand those behavion that children in care develop to survive behg in the system. 

Palmer believes strongly that children who corne into a re  have the right to receive 

supports from their social workers, care givers and parents; and that agencies have the 

responsibility to ensure that these supports are provided. These supports include (1995, 

p. 136): (a) "Children need to have their separation feelings recognwd at an early point; 

@) children need to have more information about why they are in care; and (c) children 

need the opportunity to begin resolving feelings about their fiunilies." 

Vogrincic (1990) suggests t h  workers and a r e  gïvers n a d  to utüize the concept 

of "transparency" in working and üviog with a child in a r e .  Transparency involves 

distinguishing for the child in care the Merences between the two f d e s ,  rather than 

trying to disguise thern. "Clear distinctions between the foster f d y  and the biological 

fafnily are important for the experience of the child growing up in a foster home" 

(Vogrincic, 1990, p. 125). This approach supports the child in learning to live and cope 

with both fâmiiies by expenencing the differences as reai, i-e., values, des ,  noms, culture 
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etc., which aliows the chiid to fuid his or her place and to test out how it fits for him or 

her. One helpful way to support children in a r e  to understand this reality is through the 

use of life books, tirne lines and placement genograms which provide visuai records for the 

child of life before entering Gare and since entering care (Vagrincic, 1990). 

Palmer stresses the roles that parents, foster carers, and social workers can play in 

modising the hannfiil effects of placement "Ali duits in the child's placement m u t  

coilaborate to provide conditions that WU aiiow the child to experience and express 

underlying feelings" (1995, p. 50). Natural parents give their children a gift ifthey can 

play a role in helping to prepare the child for placement Social workers need to 

encourage parents to fulfil this role and involve them in this way during an apprehension 

process. 

The role of the foster parents includes (Palmer, 1995): (a) understanding and 

accepting the child's behavor as a natural reaction to separation; @) accepting and 

allowing for the child to experience the pain of separation; and (c) recognizing that they 

cannot replace the child's parent or f d y  and in aict need to be able to share the chdd 

with their parent through Visitation, contact and allowiag continuity of the child's natural 

f d y  to O c C u .  

The primary role of the social worker is to reaüze that it is never too late for the 

child to have a N U  and honest explanation of the r-n(s) for the separation from his or 

her natural M y .  This wodd involve workers giving children tnrthfùl information, in a 

developmentally appropriate M o n  that included @?almer, 1995): (a) the recison(s) for 
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coming into agency care; (b) any information to reduce confùsion for the child; (c) any 

information t O reduce the chiid's experiencing self-blame; and (d) avoiding "socially 

desirable" explanations. 

Social workers need to encourage openness throughout the child's system about 

the pain of separation and loss: 

Early in foster care, the foster child's feelings about sepmation are most 

accessible. Ifchild welfore workers ignore the opportunity to help the child 

talk about and accept the experience, they lose a criticai opportunity to 

forestail the hazards of deniai, fantasy, and repression on the part of the chiid. 

(Siu & Hogan, 1989, p. 343) 

The child's feelings are accessible if: (a) a child's fear does not overwhelm him or her; 

(b) the child can trust the person with him or her; and (c) the child can experience 

validation through the expressing of his or her feelings. Social workers need to develop 

their skills in accepting and responding to the child's defeasiveness and other coping and 

s u ~ v a l  techniques. Social workers who fail to respond to the child's expressecl or 

perceived feelings are belittling the importance of the separation expenence for that child. 

Children in care...need an open approach fiom their workers and care givers, in 

ternis of acknowledging their pain, providing information about their past, and 
- 

encouraging them to talk about theû families. (Palmer. 1995, p. 59) 



Chapter Two: Group work with childrm in care 

Rationale for  mou^ work intervention 

The value of group interventions with children has been well established overall 

(Fatout, 1996; Malekoff. 1997; Mandeli & Damon, 1989; Rose & Edleson, 1987; 

Siepker & Kandaras, 1985) and specifically with groups of chüdren in care (Melior & 

Storer, 1995; PaImex, 1990). "Group work entails the deliberate use ofinteivention 

strategies and group processes to accomplish individual, group and carnrnunity goals ushg 

the value base and ethical praaice principles of the social work profesaon" (Toseland & 

Rivas, 1995, p. 3). 

Mandell and Damon (1989) believe that a traumatic experience (which would 

inciude coming into care) cm disrupt a child's development through the latency-early 

adolescent stage. Group interventions can enhance the child's social ski11 development 

and help him or her to resolve traumatic experiences. The group process combined with 

appropnate structure and supports assists the child in strengthening impulse control, 

improving seIf-esteern, decreasing social isolation and promothg positive social 

interactions. 

Damon and Waterrnan (1986) identify severai goals that c m  be achieved through 

group work intervention with children who have expenenced trauma. These are: (a) to 
- 

validate the expression of their various fedings nirrounding the traumatic experience; 

(b) to help children to think about the trauma in ways that are less self destructive to thek 

self-image by helping hem to reduce their sense of nsponsibility and guilt, and to develop 
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labels for their feelings and experiences; (c) to teach children to be more asseriive; (d) to 

set limits on children's behavior and to help them explore appropriate ways ofexpressing 

their needs; and (e) to help chiidren integrate their conflicteci feeiings surroundhg their 

traumatic experience. Hunter (1990) supports treatment groups for traumatized children 

citing many benefits, including: (a) reducing a child's sense of isolation; 

@) "norm&ingt7 the eXpenence as chüdren WU leam they are not the only one; and 

(c) helping children to dissolve denial and repression as they Men to others' stmggles and 

successes. 

Group models of intervention are not able to address ail the treatment needs a 

child may have as he or she matures and develop. In treatment groups for children, a 

developmentally sequenced treatment approach is offen recommended (James, 1989), in 

which goals and objectives of the group are designed for that particular developmental 

stage. "Sequenced treatment is necessary because past traumatic ewents will have Merent 

or additional meanings to the chiid as he [or she] matures, which can impair the progress 

of development" (James, 1989, p. 5). A dwelopmentdy sequenced treatment approach 

infers that termination of a course of treatment needs to be c'open-door," and that fbrther 

treatment or consultation is available as needed. Infomtion about signs to bok for that 
- 

would indicate this nad  for M e r  treatment is provided to the child and care giver 

throughout the program. 



Rationale for nrouv work with children in care 

GeneraIly, children in care are more likey to present with behavioral, social, 

educationsl and emotional problems thaa children not in care (Colton, Algate, & Heath, 

199 1 ; Fanshel et al,, 1989; Fanshel, & Shinn, 1978; JeWitt, 1982; Lawder et al., 1986; 

Pilowsky, 1995; Steinhauer, 1991). The needs stem fiom both pre-existing factors, which 

perhaps wnei'buted to the child coming into cpn, and the ovalay of the sepdon,  los 

and alternative care experiences for the child. The children coming into the care of child 

welfare agencies t day  are presenting with more difficuit and wmplicated needs than 

previously (Stein, Rae-Grant, Ackland, & Avison, 1 994; Steinhauer, 1995). 

Palmer's 1995 study of the experiences of children in the foster care system 

involved a sample of 423 children in the care of two Ontario Children's Aid Societies. 

Through interviews and videotapes with thirty-six social workers, Palmer identifies eight 

broad thernes which reflect the range ofchildren's reactions to separation and loss 

experiences. These reactions included: (a) heightened ami% @) behavioral regression; 

(c) physiological symptoms; (d) increased use of denial and fàntasy; (e) persistent 

attachment to rejecting or unreliable parents; ( f )  rebeihous behavior, (g) delayed 

expression of feetings; and (h) self-blame regardhg being in placement. 

SimiIarly, Lush, Boston and Granger (1 991) identifid rnany presenting emotiod 

problems for children in care, some of which can be addressed through a group 

intervention. These needs included: (a) &ety, f u r  of abandoment, and rejection; 

@) attachment disorders; (c) anger and hstration; (d) aggressive behaviors; (e) poor 
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school performance; (0 identity problems; (g) concentration difEculties; (h) poor p- 

relations; and (i) depression. The child welfare system hias a critical need to support the 

children in care and their a r e  gïvers through the experiences of appreheasion and 

placement (Palmer, IWO, 1995; Steinhauer, 1 980, 1 99 1, 1995). 

The emotional and behavioral needs of children in care and the care givers who 

attempt to meet those needs, ovemheim the chiId wdfhre system's rbiiity to meet those 

needs (Mellor & Storer, 1995; Palmer, 1995; Steinhauer, 1991). MeUor and Storer 

(1995) state: 

It is apparent that while endeawors are being made to ensure that children's 

physical, educatioaal, and social needs are weli met, and that emotionai 

supports are available, k t e d  resources and lack of training ofien reduce the 

possibïiity of providing the counseling, and therapeutic input demanded by many 

children in aiternative [foster] care. (p. 906) 

This reality includes social workers being over burdened by their caseloads and unable or 

unwilling to experience the emotional pain of w o r b g  with children in care on separation 

needs. It has fbrther contributed to the problems of placement drift and breakdowns 

(Paher, 1 990). 

Mellor and Storer (1995) cite several advantages that group work can offer to 
- 

children in care and their a r e  givers. A group can o f k  guided thaapeutic input to 

children in care where there is a lack of resources in g d  to support these chiidren. The 

child welfare system d a s  not have the retouras to provide one on one therapeutic work. 
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Group interventions can provide opportunities for ctiildren to share their experiences of 

their lives with others who have had sWar experiences. This use of peer support and 

feedback is very important at the Iatency-early adolescent stage where there can be some 

resentment by the chiid towards authority figures who hold some control over his or her 

Iife, Le., social workers and care givers making decisioas about visits etc. Through group 

involvement, children in care can corne to au understanding that they are not aione in theu 

current anger and coafusion. And, through group involvement, chiidren in a r e  may have 

an opportunity to develop a support network (Ailison & Johnson, 1981). 

Palmer's (1990) description of a group treatment program for chiidren in care 

identified other benefits of a group approach to dealing with separation issues. The gods 

for the chiidren in her group included: (a) reducing self-bame about being in care; 

(b) recognitllig the many stresses over which they have little or no control; (c) knowing 

and understanding their Life story, in order to try and understand their present faluigs and 

behavior, and (d) through the above, reducing separation wnflicts which contnite to 

placement breakdowns. Separation conflicts were defined as "children's reactiom to 

events surroundhg admission to care, theu feeiings about behg in care, and about the 

partial loss of their biological families" (Palmer, 1990, p. 228). The group was identified 

as one of the few places where the children who participated felt they could talk about 
- 

their feeiings ofbeing in c m .  The group ais0 provideci an educational hction by 

identifjing gaps in the children's infiormation about behg in a r e  and providing many 

opportunities to clarify areas of codùsion several of which were cornmon to many 
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participants of the group. Palmer's group experience identified the need to keep 

biologicai families alive to the child. 

Rationale for ~arallel Drocess for care @vers 

Damon and Waterman (1986) cite the need for care givers to be involved in a 

parallel process while their children are in group treatment. This process wodd uiform 

care givers of whit their chiid is worlaag on (j.e., issues identified, emotiond reactions t o  

the group and content) and would support the care givers in meeting the emotional needs 

of their children. In this way, care givers becorne allies in the treatment. Further, Palmer 

(1995) suggests foster parents play the criticai role in the support that foster chiidren 

receive in coping with their separation and loss experience. However, it is often the adults 

in the child's tife who stniggie with how to support the child &a apprehensioa. Palmer 

(1995) outlines several training and support needs for foster parents which would 

contribute to greater support behg provided to the child. These include training and 

education in separation theory, support groups for foster parents and greater recognition 

and involvement of the foster parent(s) in the case planning for children. 

Palmer (1990) highlights this need for foster parents to be involved in the group 

process for the children in their care. The wping and parenting skills required by the 

foster parent(s) to support the child's emotional needs will stress their family system. 

Foster parents can benefit nom the support, undastanding and direction gained through 

involvement in a paraliel process. 

Further, there are the stresses of blending non-related children into an already 
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existing famiiy structure. The integrating of foster children into a famiy environment 

represents changing alliances, hierarchies, and expeaatioas. The family identity can be 

fùrther stressed by contact with the foster child's biologid famiy which has become an 

increasing expectation of today's foster f d e s  in order to reduce the impact of 

separation upon the child. O h  placement dmiands on the agency (i-e., Visitation, 

scheduiing, tmnsportation etc.) are transferreà ta the foster famity which nnther interfères 

with family stability and unity, thus afEecting the viabiiïty of the foster family system 

(Steinhauer, 1995). Agencies and social workers must support care gîvers to wpe with 

these issues in order to prevent placement disruption and breakdown. 

Two -dies which sought to support foster f d e s  in their carhg for foster 

children are the Foster Cam Research Project (Steinhauer et al., 1988, 1989) and the 

Foster/Adoption Systems Training (FAST) Project (Westhues & Cohen, 1987). Both of 

these studies highlighted the importance of including foster parents in training and support 

programs which served to increase foster parent satisfaction and improved relations 

between foster parents and the agency. StQnhauer a d. (1988, 1989) descrr'be the 

benefits of the Foster Care Research Project which included foster parents: (a) feeling 

understood through a decrease in their feelings of loneliness, isolation, excessive 

responsibility and alienatioa; (b) having the opportunity to ventdate their anger, 

fhstrations and anxieties; (c) feeling support& by both the group faciltators and other 

foster parents in the group; (d) gaimng some practicai relief fiom other foster parents 

through the sharing and networking between th- (e) dernonstrating an increased 
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sensitivity to the n d s  and feelings of the foster chiidren; and (f) reporting an i n c r d  

motivation and c o d t m e n t  to fostering. 

Purnoses of  mou^ work with children 

Toseland and Rivas (1995) outline five types of groups for children each with 

different goals and purposes. These group types can be combined as the goals and 

purposes are often cumplimentasy- 

1. Support groups are those that employ supportive interventions to assist 

participants in wping with stress Me events. There is a foaw by the facilitator in 

promoting communication among participants and in developing mutual awareness and 

support. This group putpose is characterized by the sharing of experiences and coping 

strategies ammg participants. 

2. Education groups have the primary purpose to help participants to lem 

more about themselves and their situations through the providing and c1-g of 

information by the fàcilitators and between participants. Presentation of information and 

discussion are the primary modes of communication for this group purpose. 

3. Growth groups have a purpose of providing opportunities for 

participants to gain awareness and understanding of their thoughts, feeüngs and behaviors. 

Individual group members may change their attitudes, values and beliefs as a result of this 
- 

group experience. The focus in this type of group can move between individual or group. 

4. Therapy groups seek to help participants change th& behaviour wbich 

has been defineci as problematic, andfor to cope with rnd amelionte personal problexns 
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through focusing upon participants' problems and concem. Individual participants can 

have different treatment goals which are identined through an intake, assessrnent process 

or are identifieci during the group. The facilitator takes on the role of expert in leading a 

therapy group. 

5. Socidkation groups seek to heIp participants to "leam social skilis and 

socidy acceptable behaviwr patkms so they c m  hction &ectivdy in the community" 

(Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 27). There is usually more ernphasis upon actMty for 

socialilrition groups than discussion. The group and its activity becorne the medium 

through which socialkation of participants can occur. 

gr ou^ Deveio~ment and Grou? Dynmics 

Facilitators need to have an understanding of how groups for latency and early 

adolescent aged children evolve and develop. Toseland and Rivas (1 995) describe group 

development ocairring through a four stage model compriseci of (a) Planning, 

(b) Beginning, (c) Working, and (d) Ending stages. Mandeli and Damon (1989) outline 

three phases of group developrnent in their mode1 of group treatment: (a) Phase One 

deals with the beguuiuig stages of group development, and creating a safe and supportive 

environment; (b) Phase Two explores the trauma experience; and (c) Phase three helps to 

integrate the group experience and prepare for termination. 

Siepker and Kandaras (1985) outline a sk-stage mode4 of group developrnent that 

is distinctive in its f m s  upon children's treatment groups. Their stage model includes: 

1. The P r e p d o n  stage, during which the fhcilitator considers and 
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addresses many issues and chalienges in pullhg a group together and begll>s to develop 

initial relationships with participants. 

2. The Exploration stage, lasting nom the fkst session up to the point 

where the group has developed an identity and a sense of becoming a "group." 

3. The Anxiety stage, which involves each participant struggling with his 

or her cornmitment to the group processes. 

4. The Cohesion stage, in which memben experience a psychological 

comection to each other and the group. 

5. nie Termination stage, during which group members recognize the 

group is ending. 

6. The Closure stage, in which the facilitator addresses M e r  treatment 

needs for individuai children (Le., referral and foliow up as required). Aiso, the facilitators 

need to reflect upon their own experience in the group and their feelings regarding the 

group's end and toward individual chilchen. 

Toseland and Rivas (1995) believe it is hdarnental that facilitators understand 

groups as social systems. An understanding and appropriate use of group dynamics by 

group facilitators can promote the goals and objectives of the group. ûroup dynamics 

refer to "the forces that result fiom the interactions of group members ... which influence 

behaviors of both individuai group members as wel as the group as a whole" (Tosdand & 

Rivas, 1995, p. 69). Group dynamics are a major focus of the group facilitator as they 

have the potential for both positive and negative impacts upon the group process and the 
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achievement of group and individuai goals. Group dynamics change and evolve through 

the group development stages describeci above. 

Toseland and Rivas (1995) identitj. four main components of group dynamics that 

the faditators need to understand: 

1) Communication and interaction patterns occurrùig in the group. 

Different interaction patterns will exbt throughout the stages of the group. Verbal and 

non-verbal commUMcation will idluence these interactions. Interaction patterns wïfi be 

affected by concepts of power and status of participants in the group, size of the group, 

physical arrangements of the setting, subgroups7 and awtional bonds between 

participants. Facilitators need to be observant of the interaction patterns and to influence 

them appropriately to facilitate group objectives. 

2) Group cohesiveness, which is the degree to which participants feel 

connected to and are supportive of the group's purpose. Cohesive groups usualiy have a 

positive impact on group task accompliohment. Malekoff (1984) provides a four-point 

fiamework that facilitators can use to socialize the eady adolescent h o  the group culture 

over the stages of group dmlopment and to  promote group cohesion: 

A) D i s c o v e ~ g  the group process which involves exploring what 

brings the participants together and what directs them as a "group". It is helpfùl to 
- 

identify and share participants' past group experiences and to use those experiences and 

educate through them. For example, each of the participants may be helped to ralize that 

they are all part of some groups already and expand on this idea by lookhg at what the 
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purposes of those groups are- This can then be wnnected to the current group also 

having a purpose which Malekoff suggests the group can identifjr together. H h g  a 

purpose is essential to group formation. It is important to recognize that the theme of 

every purpose is mutuality. Facilitators should seek collaboration and cooperation in this 

process of discoverhg the purpose together. 

B) Searching for the wmmr>n ground. It is normal human 

behavior that people ~IY to find a wmmon ground when interacting with strangers. 

Facilitators need to encourage the participants to explore what co~ects  them as a group. 

Malekoff (1984) provides rome examples for îkilitators to try, such as: (a) identifying 

mutual feelings upon entering the group; @) prornoting the sharing of outside interests 

which starts the cultivating of the experience of achialy being Listened to and the 

enjoyrnent of being part of a discussion; (c) exploring the emergence of interpersonal 

styles; (d) developing the group narne; and (e) developing group rules. 

C) The promotion of playfùiness. A crucial factor in the 

development of relatedness to another is the creation of the playfid feeling. This instils a 

growing connection arnong the group members. 

D) The establishment of group rituds. Facilitators will increase 

cohesiveness and the group's distinctiveness through participants' identification with 
- 

repeated ccceremoniai" activities, Le., check ins, problem of the day, having a snack, etc. 

3) Social control exerted in the group. Socid control refers to ways that a 

group obtains cornpliance and conformity fkom the participants in order to be able to 
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function. There is always a need for some sociai control in a group setting, for 

safety and security- Facilitators strive for a balance between over and under control; the 

balance being defimi by the needs of the participants and the goals and objectives of the 

group. 

Concepts of resistance, n o m  roles and status are central to sociai control. 

Kurley (1984) suggests that there are blatant and direct types of resistance that children 

employ to avoid the explorations of inner wnflict and interpersonal tensions. nie 

facilitators need to appreciate what role resistance plays in the overali development of the 

group. Hurley outhes three roles that resistance m e s  during the three phases ofgroup 

development . 

A) Resistance in the s e ~ c e  of denning group structure. In the 

beginning stage the purpose of resistance by participants is to test k t s ,  provoke a 

leadership response and to defiw issues of distancelcloseness; trust/mistnist, control, 

safety, etc. 

B) Resistance ernployed to regulate group tensions. At the work 

stage, resistance serves as a pressure valve in regulatuig emotional rnatenal in the 

work/resistance cycle. 

C) Resistance used to deal with separation and termination. At the 
- 

ending stage, participants may present with regressive bebvior which seeks to prolong 

the group and avoid dealing with issues of separation. 

The treatrnent implications wncerning the role(s) tbat participants' resistance nuy 
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play and therapeutic interventions for the faditaton hclude (Hwiey, 1984): (a) adopting 

a posture that he or she is not asking Uidividuals to change but expects the group to 

change; @) accepting resistance and redefïning it as the participant's contribution to the 

developmeat of the group; (c) refiaming with a positive connotation, Le., ail this confiict 

helps the participants sort out how they should handle conflict in the group; 

(d) rest-g, i.e., discourage participants nuhing in and spüling their feelings until 

people biow each otheq and (e) prescribing, i-e., continue what they are already doing. 

4) The cuitures that develop in the group. Culture refers to the vaiues, 

beliefs, customs and traditions held in comrnon by group participants. Pfeifer (1992) 

presents a mode1 which perceives treatment groups as composai of two compiimentary 

cultures: the indigenous peer culture and the therapeutic group culture. Facilitators have 

to be sensitive to the peer culture that exists and use it in supporthg the therapeutic group 

culture to achiwe the goals and objectives of the treatment program. 

Grour, work with children 

Selection and ~re~ara t ion  for ~ U D  

'ïhere is a n a d  to give attention to the selection and preparation for group 

participation which involves pre-screening of children and care givers. Several general 

factors would preclude participation in the program. These essentidy would include any 
- 

reasons that would make the individual a risk to others in the group, or would take away 

f?om the group (i-e., psychotic, i n a b ' i  to etc.). Mandeil and Damon (1989) also 

discuss the need for facilitators to continuatly reassess an individual or f b d y ' s  
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participation in the ongoing group. They advocate for two or three individual sessions to 

prepare the child for group. These sessions would help to address the child's and care 

giver's anxiety about going to group, and would explain the structure, fonnat and rules of 

the group. They also suggest contracting with both the child and the care giver around the 

expectations of their group participation. 

Sue of  mou^ 

Hargrave and Hargrave (1983) suggest an ideal children's group size as between 

six and eight members. It would be unmanageable to have more then eight members in the 

group. There is a need to resist combining too many age and developmental levels just to 

get a group going. There can be a considerable developmental difference between an 

eight-year-old male and a twelve-yearsld female. Diffaent developmental levels b ~ g  in 

too many factors for the group facilitators to cope with resulting in too much energy being 

directed at social wntrol and group maintenance needs. This number also protects against 

attrition of group members. 

Lennth of nrou~. number of sessions and fonnat of the 0oup 

O'Comer (1991) recommaids that groups meet mhhally once a week for 

younger children to provide stability and wntinuity. H e  advocates for tirne-limited groups 

which allow for al1 participants to start and finish as a group. This eases both the initial 

wann up process and temination stages ofgroup deveiopment. Closed groups are 

preferable for the same reason, adding or losing participants to a group is very disuptive 

to the group pro-. The group being closeâ dows for maximum group cohesiveness. 
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in my own experience of doing group work, the ideal length of each session was 

about 90 minutes long, any longer thaa this was intolerable. The groups 1 CO-facilitated 

were tirne limiteci groups with twelve week. being the nom. In my experience, more 

than this number of sessions would not be realistic as few client systerns could commit to 

that degree of participation (Le., care givers not able or w i h g  to commit the time or 

chiIdren having other intaes&). Noo. thae is the potential for the group arpaience to 

becorne "pathogenic" for the participants ifthe group sams to go on forever. As weU, 

fiom an agency perspective, this could represent a significant investment of resowces. 

Gender issues 

Mandeil and Darnon (1989) advocate for sarne-gender groups at the latency 

developmental level. They suggest that same gender groupings r d t  in less over 

stimulation and distraction, and promote the development of intimacy with same sac peer 

groups. They relate their comrnents to m e n t  groups for sexually abused children in 

which issues of sexuality and gender identity are o f h  the focus of the trament work. 

Further, there is support for having as homogenous a group as possible when providiag 

sexual abuse treatment (Lanktree, 1994). Factors to consider include, gender, 

developmental stages, and even type of abuse experienced. 

Garland and West (1984) explore the issue of group gender composition in 

relation to age-Merences. They suggest that *oup purpose and goals are the critical 

variables in selecting gender composition They report a prderence in social group work 

for same sex groupîngs particularly for latency aged children and young adolescents. 
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Theoretically they support this for latency and early adolescent age groupings whai 

"dealing with feelings about issues of gender identity, sexuality, and parents, [which] is 

oflen better accomplished in the absence of figures who exemplifL these relational states - 

especidy persons of the opposite sex" (p. 61). The dynamics which are introduced in 

rnixing gender groups can have a major impact upon a treatrnent group. Partiapaots may 

be at different levels of sexual development. The wider the developmentai 1evei.s ofthe 

participants, the mon "crowd controf' becornes the primary activity of the fociltator. 

One has to balance the benefits of mixing gender groupings with the risko and 

complications. For a treatmart group to help children resolve issues ofseparuion and l o s  

resulting fiom coming into agency care, I believe there are more benefits than risks to 

mixing genders. Prïmary goals include supporting children in developing problem solving 

and social skills which cm best be done when redistic conditions exist, including when 

both genders are present. Mellor and Storer (1995) and Palmer (1990) support mixed 

gender groupings for treatment groups specifically ahed at helping chiidrai redve  

separation and 10s issues when conhg into agency care. Siepkcr and Kandaras (1985) 

suggest that mixed-gender groups can be successfûlly accomplished in latency and early- 

adolescence- The primary considerations of forming a group are maturity, social 

adjustment, school age and developmental levels of the participants. 
- 

Co-facilitation 

Thenpeutic considentions should be the deciding fictor in choosing to do co- 

facilitation in group work* Advmtages of using a co-facilitation approach indude 
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(Siepker & Kandaras, 1985; Toseland & Rivas, 1995): (a) two faditators simdating a 

family environment (ii mixeci gender); @) CO-facilitation offers two obse~ations, 

perspectives, and expertise for feedback, consultation and professional development; 

(c) CO-facilitation allows for splitting techniques as an intervention (Le., support and 

conf?ontation); (d) CO-facilitators can complement each other's strengths and weaknesses; 

and (e) effective co-facilitators can role rnodel for the children social skills such as 

problem solving, collaboration and conaict resolution Amther distinct advantage of 

using CO-facïiitation in group work with chiidren concems "crowd controi" and lllnit 

settuig. There can be less anxiety for the facifitators and subsequently, the group 

participants when two persans are setting limits. When difnculties arise, one facilitator 

can stay with the group while the other can deal with an individual. 

Another concem involves safety. If the group is compriseci of both genders, then 

it is important to have both a male and female CO-fanütator which provides for safer 

supe~sion. This is particularly relevant when faeiltating a group of children, some of 

whom have been victims of senial abuse. Having a mixed gender CO-facilitation team also 

aliows for participants to have both genders to interact with and relate to in the role of 

group facilitator. 

Disadvantages of using CO-faciiitators involve the t h e  and energy required to 

work out and coordinste the rnany issues of the &-facilitator relationship. These include 

issues of equality and mutuality between the CO-ficilitators. "Confîict between CO- 

[facilitators] can have detrimentai eff- on the outcome of the group" (Toseland & 
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Rivas, 1995, p. 137). How the CO-fàcilitators bction as a team and mode1 interaction 

patterns for the participants can have a signifiant impact upon the fkctioning of the 

group and the achievement of group goals. There is also more time and collaboration 

required to plan and coordinate the group. 

Roles of the facilitators 

When doing group work with children, the faQLitator needs to wnsider his or her 

own "fit" in workhg with children. Whoever works 4th this age group has to be able to 

establish a sense of security and &&y for group participants, yet cm develop a 

cohesiveness and cornfort level to help the children to be able to share with each other. 

Siepker and Kandaras (1985) iden* certain qualities facilitators requke when working 

with children. These include: (a) a clear acceptance of chiidren as people desenhg the 

facilitator's respect and courtesy; (b) that the facilitator tmly likes children; (c) that he or 

she can empathw with children through verbal and nonverbal communication; and 

(d) that although liking chiîdren, the faciiitator does not have a strong need to be iiked by 

children. 

Thinking about group leadership involves planning the use of self "If the worker 

can playfùiiy accept the kaleidoscopic nature of the pre-adolescent group, the confLsion 

wül eventuaüy be transformeci into fusion (or it won't)" (Malekoe 1984, p. 17). The type 

of group being considered, itr purpose, goals and objectives, are important to considering 

the facilitator roles and leadership styles required. 



Structure and limit settinq 

Mandell and Damoii (1989) argue strongly for taking a structureci, directive and 

focused approach to group treatment. Depending upon the specific issues the group is 

focused upon, most latency-early adolescent aged chiidren are going to have difficulty 

sharing their feelings about theù trawnatization. A nondirective approach has the 

potential to d o w  for long, uncornfortable silences, creating feelings of insecurity and 

shame. These are some exnotions that latency-early adolescent age children in care are 

already struggling with. 

Malekoff (1 984) refers to group hciîitaton needing to find the balance between 

tolerance and over wntrol in their work with children. Facilitators need to ensure there is 

enough structure and direction which provides (Mandeil & Damon, 1989): (a) security 

and safety; (b) clarifies expectations; (c) ensures facilitators cover ali significant aspects; 

(d) dows for sequencing that permits readiness for the material; (e) dows for activities 

that lead to an increased sense ofmastery; and (0 provides direction to the parallel care 

givers' group. 

The use of play as a method in mouos for children 

Play activities can play an important fhction in worlang with children's groups 

(Rose & Edelson, 1987). O'Comer (1 991) suggests that activity-oriented group therapy 

is idedy suited for latency and early adolescent aged chiidren The purpose in using play 

as part of a group intervention is to promote "the developrnent of the child's ab'ility to 

play, to engage in behavior that is fun, intrinsicaiiy complete, person-onented, variable and 
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flexible, non-instrumental, and chanicterized by a aatural flow" ( p. 345). 

The use of play can help to meet several needs that children b ~ g  to the group 

when they may be feeling dinerent, h o u s ,  scared and alone. The value of using play as 

a method in working with groups of children starts with the belief that play is a child's 

natural way of expressing him or herseIf. Using play as a method can help facilitate 

co~ll~llunication as chiîâren are often unable to express thei. feelings in words. The 

activity of play releases emotiod tension as it dows the child to expend energy, and this 

relaxation of tension permits the child to express bis or her fcelings and motions. Play 

also aiiows a child to gain mastery of situations. 

Play contributes to meeting the foliowïng goals of children's group treatrnent 

(Mandell & Damon, 1989): (a) irnproving wcialization by encouraging heakhy interaction 

with peers; @) teaching children to respect themselves and others through maintainhg 

appropriate boundaries; (c) helping to organize drives into socidy acceptable behaviors; 

(d) strengthening impulse control and reality testing; and (e) improving self-esteem. AU of 

these goals prornote the dwelopment of socid skills. 

Play and the use of garnes helps to build group whesiveness through promothg 

fun. Having fiin helps to make the group experience more enjoyable, especiaily when 

working with difficult, emotional material. Play promotes social interaction and by that 

assists in decreasing isolation among the particii~ts. Playful activity also provides d e  

opportunities for the discharge ofemotional energy. In treatrnent groups for children 

involveci with sensitive emotional subjects, participants may nad the opportunity to let 
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loose, yell, be carefke for a while. "As the child feeis fieer to reveai himselfand bis 

emotions, thoughts and opinions, as he knows that he will find support and connection 

with the therapist and the other children, he wiU grow stronger within himseü" 

(Oakiander, 1978, p. 290). 

Play can help promote the faciltators' relationship with the child and the social 

interaction and connections between members of the group rhrough the m u t d  shMag of 

fùn and excitement Play aiso b ~ g s  fùn and enjoymmt into the treatment group which 

can help to make the difiicuit, pauiful work more tolerable for the child. It helps to retieve 

intensity. In this way, play helps to alieviate resistance, passivity and avoidance in 

c hildren, 

To achieve these goals through play adVities, facilitators need to selact games and 

activities which: (a) are fiuS simple and safe; (b) do not require many d e s  or materials; 

(c) are such that everyone gets to experience being leader and follower, (d) are non- 

threatening and ai l  can participate as no opecial s u s  or abilities are required; (e) are 

structurai so that everyone can experience success; and (9 dlow the facilitators to be part 

of the play. 

A key component of effective play in a group is the approach of the facilitator. "It 

is very unlikely that any play therapy you conduct will be effective unless you have learned 

to engage in such play behavior for yourself" ( ~ ' ~ o n n e r ,  1991, p. 345). It is very 

important that the faciiitator participate wholeheartedly and be part of the group so that 

the members crin see the f'hciiitator having nui and behg "equai" with th- This way of 
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interacting helps comect the fâcilitator to the participants by showhg his or  her 

humanness as welt . 

As the facilitator, what you need is: (a) enthusiasm and energy; the play can be 

energizing in itself; (ô) an area where participants c m  run around, make noise safély 

without inhibition; (c) not many materials, keep it simple; and (d) some structure and 

lisnits to provide saféty and security* yet bang open, flexible and creative. 

There is often a rationaie for plrcing a fûn, physical activity towards the end of the 

session. It gives the chifdren somethuig to look forward to and motivates them to work 

through the content of the group session. mai the content and mataial wül be upsetting 

and will generate emotionai energy. Having an activity to discharge this emotional energy 

safely is helpful before the children l a v e  to retum home. It also allows a w-facilitator to 

debrief with a participant ifnecessety. 

Group facilitators need to be sensitive to the dynamics occurring during the play. 

They need to be alert to and aware of each child and his or h a  reactions to the play 

experience. It is useful to discuss and debrief the play/game experieace to hi@ght 

certain themes, such as: (a) the value of dinerent problem solving approaches, (b) roles 

taken or prescribed by participants, and (c) the use of dinerent communication processes. 

In debriefing, the f d t a t o r  will help ta enhance awareness, promote responsibility and 
- 

teach listening skills to participants. 
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Conclusion 

It is clear that the experience of comulg into care has profound implications for the 

child. The expenence of separation from and loss of biological parents can be a traumatic 

experience for a child. The needs of chikiren entering care ofien ovenvhelm the skilis, 

abilities and resources of the workers and care givers who are involved in supporthg that 

child's emotionai neais. OAen, this ovewhelming need contn'butes to a child's placement 

breaking down and a chiid bang exposed to fûrther trauma of placement drift and limbo. 

A group intervention can be supportive to children eqeriencing nich 

psychologid and emotiod trauma. Support and understanding can be gained through 

sharing of experiences with other children in Gare. Idonnation and clarification can help a 

child to understand his or her reality in a way that places less selfblame and impacts upon 

his or her self concept. Interaction with other children in care can support a child to 

understand that he or she is not alone. The building of networks can help support a child 

to cope with his or her experience. The group experience can be a place where chiidren 

can taIk to other children about th& feelings of beiing in care. 



Chapter Three: The Group Intervention Process 

The Setting 

The setting for the practicum was my place of practice: a rural, not for profit, 

chiid and family s e ~ c e  agency. This agency 1 work for was incorporateci in 1899 and has 

enjoyed and promoted a long history of connection and support w i t h  the cornmunity. 

Ttie agency's st;ited purpose is to protect cbildren and sîrengthen thmihies. There has been 

a consistent cornmitment made to the prevention of children fkom becoming in need of 

protection through a va&y of on-going f d y  support and community development 

programs and initiatives. 

The group was run during the spring and eariy summer of 1998. The group met 

after schoo1(4:30- 6:00 pm) at the agency 's family resource centre, a community based, 

family support and counseiiing centre. There are many examples of this type of group 

( i ,  children's treatment focused, support, psychwducational) aiready having been 

offered through this resource centre. 

My participant population was latency-early adolescent aged children, ages 8- 13, 

who are wards ofthe agency. Ofthe 183 children in the care of the agency at the time of 

the practicum, 96 (53%) were Permanent wards, approxhately 45% were of Aboriginal 

descent and 57 (3 1 %) were within the ages of Gght and thirteen. 

The recmitment of participants for the group was done intemaily. 1 approached 

the senior management staff of the agency to disaus the practicum proposai and solicit 
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the support of the agency. Severai issues and diiemmas were identified at this stage which 

were incorporateci into the practicum design. 1 met with the various supe~sors  of the 

agency to fiirther explain and refine the practicum proposal. 1 then approached the 

workers of the children in care. 

The purposes and goals of the group were identified and v-s issues and 

concerns were discussd Workers were asked to consider the children in care on th& 

caseloads who would fit the criteria for participation in the group and who couid benefit 

fiom such an experience. Workers were asked to: (a) c o d t  with their s u p e ~ s o r  on the 

appropriateness of a referral to the group for that partidar child; (b) to approach the 

foster parent(s) to disaiss M e r  and determine the foster parents' willingness and 

agreement to participate; and (c) to approach the child to discuss his or her interest and 

willingness to participate in the group. A referral fom was developed and distributeci to 

ai i  workers (See Appendix A). 

The CO-facilitator of the group (Caroline Corbin) and 1 conducted introductory and 

screening i n t e ~ e w s  with ail referrals includhg the chiid and his or her care giver. This 

process was to help participants to understand the purpose of the group and to have an 

idea of what to expect, as well as to nirther assess the appropriateness of the group for 

that child and his or her care gîver. Issues of informeci consent, benefits of participation, 

confidentiality and sharing of information were &O addressed within this process. 

Inclusion criteria 

(A) Legd Status: The group was open to chüdren in the a r e  of the rgeacy either 
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by Temporary or Permanent Court Order. The group was open to chitdren in aire under a 

Voluntary Placement Agreement (VPA), but none were referred to the group. 

(B) Age: Children were within the ages of eight and thirteen years. 

(C) Length of Care: Children were likely to remain in a r e  for the duration of the 

practicum. 

@) Other The =Md was acperiencing some ernotiond or behaviord needs 

resulhg from his or her eqdence of cornhg into are. The child was willing to 

participate in the program after leaming what his or her participation wodd mean. The 

child's worker and care giver were alsb willing to participate in the practicum d e r  

learning what that would mean. 

Exclusion Criteria 

It was decided that children would be excluded for the following reasons: (a) they 

were unable to cope with a group format (Le., unable to follow lirnits, unable to control 

impulsive behaviour, etc.); @) they posed a d e t y  threat to other children because of their 

behaviour (Le., violent or abusive); (c) they were unable to tolerate the sharing of 

emotional content (Le., either unable to share or unable to listen to others); or (d) they had 

serious psychologid or cognitive impainnents which would k t  their abüity ta 

participate in the group process. 
- 

Care niver selection criteria 

Care givers (foster parents) were considered eligible if they accepted that children 

in care require support around the experiences of wrning into care. Eligible foster parents 
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were not threatened by their foster child's involvement in a group wbich placeci a focus 

upon helping the child to tak about separation fiom his or her natural fady. This 

included the expeî-ience of cornhg into care and feelings of anger and resentment towards 

the "system" (which includes foster parents) around this expenence. Foster parents 

needed to be prepared to cope with possible emotionai and behaviord issues arising for 

the cMd h m  this intensive focus. 

Overview of the children's  mou^ 

The group ran for ten weeks. The overall purpose was to provide opporturities for 

children to talk about their separation experiences and of king in care. The group 

combined aspects of support, education, growth, therapeutic and social groups (Toseland 

& Rivas, 1995). The specific goals of the group were as follows: 

1) To enable group members to discuss and rdate their separation and loss 

expenences to others and to validate the expression of their various feelings surroundhg 

their experience. 

2) To help children th* about their experience in ways that are les  destructive to 

their self-image by assisting them to reduce their sense of responsibility and guilt about 

being in ciire- 

3) To enable group members to identifil common themes in their life histories and 
- 

subsequent feeiings about their histories. 

4) To help group members to recogniw that what they were feding was not 

unusual for children in their situation. 
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5 )  To increase and strengthen the seIf-esteem of group members. 

6) To teach children coping s m s  to more appropriately express their needs, such 

as assertiveness anger management, relaxation, identifjing and developing labels for their 

feelings and past experiences, and problem solvhg. 

Cnticai themes (AUison & Johnson, 1981) to be exploreci with the children during 

the group sessions included: 

1) me experience of coming into care. 

2) Families, and reasans for coming into are. 

3) Feeling different. 

4) Mixed feelings towards foster parentdfamilies. 

5) Coping with schcml, teachers, and fiienâs. 

6) Reactions toward the system, workers and policies. 

Each session lasted approximately nineîy minutes and was generally scnictured 

With: (a) a snackkheck-in at the beginning; (b) approximately thirty minutes of "work" 

and facilitator content; (c) a play activiw, and (d) a debriefing and preparing for the end 

of the session The variety of activities included paper and pencil haadouts to work 

through and discuss, w-operative activities (i.e., srna11 group work, games, group 

pictures), role plays, art activities, and directeci storytehg. The planned goals and 

objectiver for each week's session are containe& Appendix B. 

Overview of the ~arallel nrocess for care aivers 

The goals of the paraiiel process included: 
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1. To help the care givers verbalize an understanding of the child's needs 

related to his or her separatioa and loss experience- 

2. To help the care givers develop specinc ways to empathicaiiy help the 

child to meet his or her needs redting fiom the separation and loss experience fiom 

coming into care. 

3. To assist the care @ers in identifLing ways to encourage and support 

the child in the griewig proass. 

Specifically, the paralle1 process for care @ers consisted of the foiiowing: 

1. Individuai interviews occuned with are  givers prior to the group 

beginning. This i n t e ~ e w  outlined the whole process for the care giver and sought to 

answer his or her questions and concems. The expectatiofls upon them as care givers 

were clarifiai and their informed consent was obtained. 

2. Meeting as a support group on t h e  d o n s :  (a) around the chiîdren's 

group beginning; (ô) mid-way through the ten weeks of the children's group; and (c) at 

the termination stage of the chiidrai's group. The purpose of meeting with care @vers as 

a smaii group was to facilitate the exchange of information, faeiings and support between 

and among the group facilitators and care givers. It was expected that the experience 

level of the care given involved in the process wodd Vary and thPt this would be a factor 
- 

in this group ' s development. 

3. As weli, there was a constant fbw of wmmunication between the foster 

family and the group &cilitators, Le., a letter was sent home each week with the child tbat 
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outlined what was wvered that week This iocluded a section which a r e  #vers could 

respond to. or wuid identify other issues. Faciiitators also met with care @ers around 

arriva1 and home times for group participants. 

Issues and ethicai considerations 

There wen three major areas of ethicai and pnctice issues which 1 needed to 

consider and plan for in the practicum: 

1. Doing a practicun with children. There was a need to be very sensitive 

to the child's developmental stage when tallàng with him or her about participating in the 

group. There was also the need to wnsider how to involve the chiid's whole system, i-e., 

the child, his or her care giver, his or her worker. sibüagq extended family, teacher etc. 

There was the cntical requirement to be sensitive to the curent circumstances of the child 

and any nsks of the child experiencing trauma thmugh his or her participation in the 

group. 1 also needed to consider how the children were asked to consent to their 

involvement and to ensure that they perceived theu involvement as voluntary. The 

agenv, as legal guardian, was asked to consent on behalfof the children to be involveci in 

the group (See Appendix C). 

2. Doing a practicun in your work setting. 1 had to carefbliy consider 

how to approach workers to be involved in this practicum. It was critical to consider my 

role and relationship to the workers because as an "insider", 1 had a history with the 

people who would be involved in the p r d c u m .  Also, as a member of senior 

management, 1 was part of the systcm responsible for irnplementing policies and in 
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evduating worker's job perfionnance. There was little reaction by the workers to MY 

perception of their being evaluated. Workers were accustomeci to the possibiïity of 

"management review" through participation in the practicum as this s c e h o  had o m e d  

in past evaluation projects conducted by management and the board. Workers were 

primarily focuseci on whether the group would be beneficial to their child in care. A 

related issue was that of including cases for which I was responsible as the supervisor. 1 

needed to be open to hearing critical comments about seMces in cases for which 1 had a 

responsibility. 1 also was carrying the baggage of 12 years which have a strong influence 

upon my perspectives. 1 received management and worker support for the pfacticum 

because of the perceived relevancy of the focus of the intervention to the needs of the 

children in care. 

3. Working with care givers (foster parents). 1 needed to have the support 

and participation of the care givers. I received a mixed reaction fiom care givem, and 

many required a great deal of idonnaton and clarification on the purposes of the 

practicwn before agreeing to participate. 1 needed to consider the can givers' petceiving 

there to be any coercive element to their involvement or non-involvement. A care @ver 

consent form was developed (see Appendk D) which attempted to meet this ethical 

requirement. During the practicum, lack of participation by Gare &ers in the planned 

parallel process was a diflicult issue to attempt t& resolve without there king any d v e  

pressure on them to comply. in the &hg of the practicum report, anonymity and 

confidentiality for ail participants, both children and care @ers, had to be ensured. 



Evaluation ~ l a n  

Dimock (1970) suggests that there are three factors which can be mea~u~ed to 

evaluate group effectiveness including: (a) changes in participants' behaviour 

(Le., symptom reduction); (b) changes in knowledge, semitivity, attitudes, seE- 

understanding, and skiils of participants; and (c) changes in participants as described by 

0th- people (parent, care @verS ieacher etc.) or tbrough the participants' own self- 

reports. Moms (1987) has outlined three basic questions of any program evaluation 

process that if answered or measured would help to evaluate the effêctiveness of treatrnent 

groups. These include: 

1) What do 1 do and why? (and what don? 1 do and why?) This is related 

to the goals and objectives for the group. 

2) How do 1 do it and why? This involves ewnining the methods used in 

the group w o k  

3) How do 1 know what 1 am doing is workhg? This is the plan for 

evaiuation. 

Measuring goal anainment can incorporate several perspectives including the 

parents', the child's, the agency's or social worker's; and the tacher's etc. There rnay 

also be a consideration of group level goals and objectives as compared to individual level 
- 

goals and objectives. 

A simple pre and p s t  test design was used to collect information on the 

effdveness ofthis group htewention (McCames & Smith, 1979). Three questions were 
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addressed in the evaluation: 

1. Did the group intervention assist the chiidren in coping more effectively 

with their expenences of loss and separation nom coming into the care of the agency? 

This question was evaiuated by measuring whether there were any changes in: (a) the 

chitdren's behaviors, as measured by the Achenbach Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL) 

and the Teacher's Report Form (TRF) (Achenbach, 199 1); and @) the children's seK 

esteem, as measured by the Piers-Harris Children's Seif Concept Scale (Piers, 1984). AU 

measures were wmpleted bdore the group began and upon completion of the group. 

2. Did the group intavention and paraiiel proceu for the care @vers have 

any impact upon supporting the csre givers in coping with the emotionai and behaviorai 

issues of the children they were caring for? This question was evaluated by measuring 

whether there was any change in the care giver's perceived stress of parenthg the foster 

child and utiiized the Parenting Stress hventory (PSI) (Abidin, 1986). This measure was 

also adrninistered at the beginning of grwp and at the mnclusion of group. 

3. What were the children's experience of participating in this group and 

did they see it as a useful and helpfùl method of supporting thernselves (and other foster 

children) in dealing with the issues of wrning into agency care? And, what were the 

expenences of the care @vers in their participation in the group? These questions are of a 

more qualitative nature and were assessed in a &ries of open-ended questions which 

attempted to assess the r d o n s  of the children and their a r e  @vers to the group 

intervention. A feedback questionnaûe was developed for the a r e  &ers (See 
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Limitations of the evaluation ~ lan  

Assessments of children must be developmentaliy and contextualiy sensitive. It is 

cnticd to have information about the child's functioning fkom both the care giver and 

child. However, there is a major risk of care giver bias (Kazdan, 1992). How the child's 

behaviouq circumstances and contexts affects the a r e  @ver (i-e.. the child's 

circumstances and history of corning into care, positive or negative contact with the 

biological f d y Y  the care giver's workin~ relationship with the social worker and agency, 

the care giver's expenena and expertise, etc.) wüi have an impact upon his or ber 

perception of the child's behaviour and subsequent accuracy in reporting. This fact 

necessitates subsequent input fiom teachers and other observers of the chiid. Care #ver 

ratings of behaviour also focus upon overt behaviour and may not pick up the hidden 

problems. An additional iduence upon care giver perception is that care givers may find 

it hard to be objective if they perceive theu abiities as a foster famiy to be unda 

"scrutiny". There are atm the risks of utiliang selfreport rneasures, including faking good 

and faking bad responses (Kazdan, 1992). 

There are many other inauences upon the effectiveness of a group treatment mode1 

of intervention for children in case to address expenences of separation and loss (Grigsby, 

1 994; Lanktree, 1994; Palmer, 1995; ~teinhauer~ 199 1). Some of these include: (a) the 

reason for the child bang in are (Le., the fàmiiy and cMd fàctors making placement 

necessary); @) the child's previous history of king in uue including: having had multiple 
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placements; (c) the length of time that the child been in care; (d) the chiid's legal stanis 

and prospects for reunification with his or her natural f d y ;  (e) the child's school 

performance; (f) whether there is evidence of dysfiinctional defenses employed by the 

child; (g) presence of other siblings in care or not in care; (h) whether the chiId has been 

in group are; (i) the number of social workas that the chiid has had; (j) the fkequency 

and dufation of parental and sibbg visitation; and Ck) the attachment relationship between 

parent and child. These are aü criticai variables that impact upon the experience for the 

child e n t e ~ g  can and the subsequent effectiveness of the group intervention. To control 

and account for ali the variables was not possible. Therefore conclusions made about the 

effectiveness of this mode1 of group treatment are subject to many limitations. 

C hild Be haviour Checklist KBCL) 

The CBCL is a parents' report that measures social cornpetencies and behaviour 

problems of children. The initial measure was developed in 1983 by Dr. Thomas M. 

Achenbach and was created f?om factor analyses of parents' ratings fiom 2300 children 

aged 4 to 16 who had ban referred for mentai health services. Revised pronles for the 

CBCL were pubfished in 1991 (Achenbach, 1991). At this t h e  the age range for the 

CBCL was extended upwards to 18. The revised scales are based on factor analyses of 

parents' ratings of 4.455 clinicdy referred children, and n o d  on 2368 chiidren aged 4 

to 18. The CBCL (1991) scoring profile provides raw scores, T scores, and percentiles for 

three cornpetence s d e s  (ActMties, Social, and School), Total Cornpetence, eight cross- 

idonnant syndromes, and Intemaüzhg, Externalipng, and Total Problems. 
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The CBCL was developed to obtain parent's reports of their children's 

cornpetencies and behaviors, but foster carers are appropriate respondents; 5.6 % of the 

total respondents in the normative sample were foster parents (Mooney, 1986). The 

CBCL has been used in research involving foster chiîdren (Hdsey & White, 1988; 

McAuley, 1996; Westhues & Cohen, 1987). Care @.vers rate their child for how cnie 

each of the 1 18 items are now or within the past 6 months ushg the following scale: 

O = not tme (as f u  as you know); 1 = somewhat or sometimes tme; 2 = very true or 

ofien true. 

The Tacher's Report Form for Ages 5-18 (TRF) was developed to obtain 

teachers' reports of children' s acadcmic performance, adaptive hctioning, and 

behavioraVemotiona1 problems (Achenbach, 1 99 1). Teachers rate the child' s academic 

performance in each subject on a 5-point scale ranging fiom 1 (far below grade 1 4 )  to 5 

(far above grade level). The TRF has 1 18 problem items, of which 93 have cornterparts 

on the CBCL. The remaihg items conam school behaviors that care givers would not 

observe, such as difndty foUowing directions, disturbs other pupils, and disrupts class 

discipline. Teachers rate the child for how tme each item is now or within the past 2 

months, using the same 3-point response sale as for the CBCL. 

Empirical strennth of the CBCL 

Temporal stability is hi@; the CBCL TOM Problem score has a one-week test- 

retest reliabiity ofr = .93. nie inter-parent agreement was = -76. For the TRF Totai 

Problem score, the test-retest reliability ova a mean intend of 15 days wu 1 -92, while 



the agreement between pain of teachers was 1 = .60 &honey, 1986). 

Administration and intmretation of the CBCL 

There are no special qualifications needed for administering these instruments, 

other than an abiiity to relate to care givers, and children. The foms are designed to be 

self administered, require no more than a 5th grade reading level and usually take about 20 

minutes to complete. They can ais0 be administered o d y  to parents or youths whose 

readiig slciiis are poor. When someone is asked to wmplete a checktist, it is helpful to 

explain that the aim is to obtain a picture of the child's behaviour as that respondent (the 

care giver or tacher) sees it. 

AU users are cautioned that the messures are designed to provide one source of 

standardized descriptions of behaviour. "It is important to remember that high scons on a 

Behaviour Problem Scale do not necessarily correspond to a diagnostic label; the narnes of 

these scales merely reflect their composite items" (Mooney, 1986, p. 174). Mead, the 

user should integrate data obtained fiom multiple idormants, standardized tests, medicd 

and developmental history, and direct obsewation or interviews to fonn a comprehensive 

evaluation of the child. A responsible professionai should not label individuals solely on 

the bais of scale scores fiom any one data source alone. 

Critiaue of the CBCL 

The CBCL is a very pncticai ~ist~ment'for the chcian as it is easy to administer 

and to score, is weil normed, is inexpensive, and is not too diicuit to interpret. The 

CBCL does not place onaous requirements upon the reopondent. 
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Empirical strength of the CBCL is impressive- A critique by independent 

reviewers stated "the Child Behaviour Checklist has eamed a place comparable to or 

above any other standard assessment tool for psychologists and other health and mental 

health profe~sionals who work with children" (Mooney, 1986, p. 182). 

Using care giver reports as the test's key informants has some potentiai nsks- 

Firstiy, it may be difficult for a are gker to be able to accurately estimate his or h a  

child's behaviour based upon the three point scale. Secondly, care @ver perceptions of his 

or her child's behaviors and subsequent ceporthg of that behaviour will be influead by 

that care giver's vaiues and expectations oftheir child's behaviour. And findly, Gare giver 

reports may reflect other aspects of the parental system (e-g., anxiety, depression) than 

accurate assessments of the chiid's behaviour. 

Users are continually cautioned to use the CBCL as a starting point and not the 

endpoint of a cünical evaluation (Mooney, 1986). Given that caveat to its use, the CBCL 

can provide users with useful information which has the "potential to play an important 

role in understanding the development of clinical problemu in children" (Mooney, 1986, 

p. 182). 

Piers-Harris CMdren's Self Conce~t Scale 

The Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale (Piers, 1984) is a self-report 

measure which look at children's feelings about themselves. It measures seIf-concept of 

the child in six clusters of items, which inchide: (a) behaviour, @) intelleaual and school 

status, (c) physicai appearance and amibutes, (d) anxiety, (e) popularity; and ( f )  happiness 
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and satisfaction- There are 80 items in the measure, dewloped through an item reduction 

process, which comprise the six clusters. It is designed for use with children eight to 

eighteen years of age. 

The scales are describeci as a global measure of satisfaction which is best used in 

ducational and ciinical settings. Cosden (1986) indiutes the measure is best used as a 

screening tool for "at ri&' ind iv idw as part of= individuai's assessment batteryF and as 

a pre and post test measure in "studies of factors afEeCting seff-esteem and in evaluating 

the relationship of other factors to seIf-esteern" @. 514). The meastue bas Limited use in 

making specifïc assessments. 

Empirical strenszth 

In ternis of reliabiiity, the Piers-Harris d e s  are reported to have good interna1 

consistency with Alpha coefficients of -90 - .9 1 and KR20 coefficients of. 88 - .93 

(Cosden, 1986). The Test-Retest reliabifity is reported to range from -62 - .96 with retest 

intervals of a few weeks to six months (Cosden, 1986). 

Administration and interpretation 

The measure can be done indMdualIy or as a smd group. Simple verbal 

instructions are provided by the test administrator. Respondents are asked to answer 

"yes" or "no" to the 80 items, reflecting whether or not the statement is true most of the 

tirne. The rneaswe has a grade three reading le& and is dt ten  to balance both positive 

and negative responding. Results of the masure are a total score, the number of item 

checked in the direction of positive seIfksteem, and a profile based upon the six clusters 
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Critiaue of the Piers-Hmis Children's Self Concept Scale 

The major concem with this measure involves the risks inherent in using self-report 

rneasures. Also, the items were normed with a total sample of N= 3692, but these samples 

were not broad based nor demagraphicaliy stratifieci (Cosden, 1986). There is Iirnited 

generalizability as a r d t ,  This samp1i.g design suggests that the use of the scale is as a 

screening device and not as a diagnostic device. 

Parentinn Stress InventogfPSI) 

The Parenting Stress Mex (PSI) (Abidin, 1986) is a sdfreport measure which 

seeks to identify the effkcts of stress upon parenting behaviour. To do this the PSI 

focuses upon the interaction of child characteristics, parent characteristics and life stress 

factors. The attempt is to have a meanire that assesses the parent-child system and how it 

is fùnctioning. 

The m e n t  form (Form 6) imrolves 101 items and an optional 19 LXe Stress items 

(total of 120 items). These items were generated fiom literature reviews of research in the 

areas of infant development, parent-child interaction, attachent, child abuse and neglect, 

child psychopathology, childbearing practice, and stress. This review was M e r  r e m  

down from a List of 150 items through pilot testing, expert paneling of the items and 

- 
further field testing. 

The normative group for Form 6 (N=534) involvecl parents and their children who 

were Msiting pediatricians' offices, including parents whose children were experiencing 
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health and/or behavioral problems. The n o m  contain data on fàthers' stress (N=100) 

which indicates fathers eXpenencing less overail stress than the mothers. There are mean 

profiles developed for severai clinical groups, e-g., parents of children with certain medical 

conditions or disabilities. However, there are no mean profiles dmloped for foster 

parents of children in are. 

Parents are asked to respond to a 5 point mat scale, h strongfy agree to 

strongly disagree, to the 120 items. These items comprise three sources of parentai 

stresson: (a) Child Characteristics Domain with 47 i tem (which has six subscales), 

@) Parent Characteristics Domain with 54 items (which Wudes seven subscaies), and 

(c) Life Stress Dornain with 19 items which are optional. Raw scores for the subscaies, 

domain scdes and total stress d e s  are then convertecl to percentile scores which then 

allow cornparison of the individual parent's score to the normative group. 

Emvirical strenath of the PSI 

Content vaiidity w u  established through the item reduction process describeci 

above. Further, Abidin reports on approximately 50 published research studies that 

demonstrate concurrent, coastnict, discriminant, predictive and factorial validities for the 

PSI (Abidin, 1986, pp. 18-38 ). 

The author reports an intemal reliabiiity coefficient (Alpha) for the Total Stress 

score on the PSI as -95; and for the subscales -89 for the Chiid Domain and .93 for the 

Parent Domain (Abidin, 1986). The manual detaüs how these Alpha reliabilities were 

replicated in independent studies. 
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Temporal stabiiity r d t s  are also nirly strong. Test-retest coefficients are 

reporteci as -96 for the Total Stnss score. -63 for the Child Domain and -9 1 for the Parent 

domain indicating good stability of the test results over a one to three month interval 

(Abidin, 1986)- 

Administration and intemretation of the PSI 

The PSI is easiiy and quickly m e r e d -  The PSI is able to be completed in 20- 

30 minutes and it requires a f i f h  grade reading level- The PSI provides a Total Stress 

score which identifies care giver-child systems which are under stress. This Total Stress 

score is then considered in relation to the subscales of Child Domain, Parent Domain, and 

Life Stress to provide a clearer pichire of the stress the system is experiencing and perhaps 

from which sphere the stress is wming 6om. The PSI takes a raw score and converts it 

into a percentile score which can be used to compare a sarnple score to the nonnative 

data. For example. a percentile score of40 on the Total Stress (TS) score would indicate 

that the respondent's score is equal to or greater than 4û% of the subjects in the normative 

sample. 

Critique of the PSI 

The validity of using the PSI in assessing a foster parent-foster child system is 

unclear. The PSI is helpful as a screenhg tool for the identification of parent-child 

systems which are over stresseci. The PSI is a& usefiil as a diagnostic tool in identifjing 

the sources of stress and contributing to the assessrnent and planning for treatment 

interventions (McKinney & Peterson, 1986). 



Practicum committee 

The practicum committee consisted of advisor, Dr. Diane Hieben-Muphy, 

member of the Faculty of Social Work; Professor Kim Clare, the Director of the 

Winnipeg Education Center, and Nancy Hunter, the S u p e ~ s o r  of Resource Dwdopment 

and Group Care for Chiid and Family Services of Western Manitoba. The committee met 

prior to implementation via phone coderence to review the practicum propaul and to 

consoiidate the goals of the practictm, and at the end of the practicum to review the 

practicum. 

Practicum supervision 

The group sessions were videotaped for use in clinical supervision. On site cllliical 

supervision (Brandon) was provideci by Nancy Hunter. Each group session was debriâed 

and reviewed between the CO-facilitaton and Nancy. This clinid supe~s ion  focused 

upon the content and process for each session and the identification of s p d c  objectives 

and plans for the next session. Recording during the practicwn included: (a) rderral 

materiai, consuitations and pre-group contacts; (ô) session notes (group proces and 

observations); (c) session planning; (d) supervision and consuitation notes (debriefing, 

feedback and planning); and (e) recordhg for agency purposes on the Chiid in Care (CIC) 

file (i.e., summary of child's participation). SupaMsion notes and copies of the 

videotapes were sent to Diane Hiebert-Murphy (Winnipeg) to ailow for additional clinid 

supewision via phone consultation. 1 also wiis able to meet with Diane approximately 

every three weeks in Winnipeg to continue chicai supenision in person. 



Chapter 4: Practicum Experience and F'mdings 

O v e ~ e w  of the mou!, ~rocess 

Stage 1 Prenrou~ ~lanninq 

Pregroup planning involves aii the work and adivity up untii the f h t  group session 

occurs. This stage is concemeci with "conceptualig, screening, composuig, and 

balancing the groupn (Schnitzer de N- 1985, p.50). There wae  three components: 

(a) preparation within the agency to establish the group intervention (Le-, discussion with 

workers, and management); (b) preparation by the group facüitators to become the group 

leaders, including emotiod, inteliectuai and practicai preparatioa; and (c) preparation 

with the child and care giver for theù participation in the group, including screening, 

explanation to the child and care giver, and the beginning of developing a trusting 

relationship. 

The Child and Farnily Services Information System (CFSIS) was used to identify 

al1 the children in care (CIC) of the ageacy who met the age criteria. Workers for these 

chiidren were then approached, either individually or during unit meetings. It was 

important that the agency and the workers referring the child understand the value and 

benefits of group work (Schnitzer de Neuhaus, 1985). In many instances, this was already 

accepted, as within this setting there have been previous models of group work with 

children being utiiized for différent purposes, e . i ,  anger management, -ai abuse 

treatment, senial offender treatment, children in alcoholic families. Thm was a positive, 

accepting attitude within the agency towards group interventions 
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Meetings were held with workers and supervisors to M e r  cl- the goals and 

purposes of the group and cnteria to consider when referring a child to the group. 

Materials and idormation handouts were developed to share with supervisors, case 

workers, and the care givers. 

At the beginning there was a good relationship between the referring workers and 

the group facilitators, one of trust, cornfort and a willingness to work together. The CO- 

facilitator and I previously worked together in the agency when we had provided group 

treatment programs to children who were victims of senial abuse. Also, the cbfaciiitator 

had expertise and credibility gken her role within the agency of working with a CIC 

caseload. 

Of the 57 chiidren in care of the agency who met the age cnteria, referrals were 

received for 15 children. As the group began to coalesce, 1 1 of these children were at the 

older end of the age-developmental range for the group, and the remaining four were at 

the younger end. A decision was made to provide a group for the older cluster of chiidren 

at this tirne and not to try and combine too many developmental levels together as &as 

been suggested by Hargrave and Hargrave (1983). Of the 1 1 children in this grouping, 

four of the referrals did not proceed past the screening stage for various reasons. One 

child would be returning home prior to completion of the group; two were assessed, in 

consultation with their social workers, as not be& able to tolerate the group process 

because of very high social and emotiod needs; and one chiid's foster parent refiised to 

aiiow the chiid to participate. The redting group of seven participants was not selected 
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in any random hhion, but was f ~ r i y  representative of the children who were in care of 

the agency. 

There were 42 children who met the age critena who were not referred to the 

group. Some were not referred as they did not m a t  the other criteria for group 

participation. It would be interesting to know why more children were not referred to the 

group. Future groups couid then be designed to be accessible to more of the agaicy's 

children in care (Le., more inclusive criteria). 

This pregroup planning was a critical stage as you are hviting the worker, the 

child, and the care @ver to participate in the group (Siepker & Kandaras, 1985). 1 found 

that there was a constant stnrggie for myselfbetween the need to have enough refmals 

for the group to proceed and in not being perceived as coercive in any way. There was 

some resistance by case workers to h a . g  a child on their caseload participate in the 

group; for some it involved having some increased work load (Le., arrangïng cirivers, 

discussing with child and care giver etc.). However, overall there was enthusiasm and 

support for the group ftom social workers and the agency. 

1 did approach one worker who had not thought of referring a particular child. 1 

asked her to consider the chiid's participation, which she agreed to do as she saw the 

group as benefitting the child after we had discussed it. 1 was also this worker's 

supervisor, and 1 needed to be carenil to only provide information to the worker and not 

to pressure ber to have her CIC participate. How she paceived my approach may be aU 

together different. 
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Meetings with Gare givers oc@ M o r e  the meethg with the cbild r9 thae WU 

a need to secure the care givefs participation and support prior to approaching tk child. 

The child's worker was oeen part of this proceu as it wu the worka who had a 

significant and tnisting relationship with the care giver(s), and the worka's support and 

acceptance of the group for the child went a long way in g-g the care givds 

participation. At this stage there wis again clarification ur to what the expectations ofthe 

a r e  givers were, including the parailel process as describeci in the outline providcd to care 

givers (See Appendix E). 

There was some mistance encountercd with some a r e  &ers, while o h  wae 

eager for their child to participate, seebg it as helpfùi to the child in coping and hopïng for 

improvements in behaviour. One w e  giver refbsed to have her foster child participate. In 

discussions with the care giver she identified her fear, a ffear shared by other a r e  givers, 

that this program would "stir" things up for the child, behaviour with which she would 

then have to manage. She was also not colIvinced of the need for nor the benefits of the 

child having this opportunity to tak  about hm sepamion feelings and the experience of 

being in care of an agency. Palmer (1995) explains this resistaace from care &ers os their 

wanting to avoid the pain and effort of doing the work with chiidren around separaion. 

An unspoken concern was the fear by some care givers that theh foster child may say 

something negative about them as care givers inthe group. Plilmer (1990) indiates that 

when children Ui care are given the opportunity to discuu theV fostcring experience, a 

great deal of anger is Wely to be expresseci. This anga is directad towards workcn, care 
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givers, birth parents and the "systemn. 

This case situation highiighted the tensions that the agency sometunes has in its 

relationship with care givers (foster parents). There can be a stniggle between the agency 

as "guardian" and the care giver as the "parentr7 for the child when the agency's values and 

beliefs about what is bea for a child conflict with those of the Gare @ver (e.g., the 

importance of maintaining M y  ties through Msits. or the chiid pariicipating in a group to 

help him or her to cope with his or h a  fwlings about behg in care). Much of the support 

work done with care givers revolves around negotiathg these Unpasses. For the group 

facilitaton, this tension was part of the context in which a tnisting relationship betwan 

the child participating in the group, his or h a  care giver and the group facilitators was 

developed. 

Care givers were consistent in avoiding examination of their own issues, féelings 

and behaviors. This wiii be described in greater detail later, yet at this initial stage as we 

met with care givers to discuss expectations etc., they wanted to limit the degree to which 

they were being asked to look at themselves, and their families. In the desire to get the 

group started this issue was not fuUy explored with care givers at this initial stage. 

The initiai meeting with the child occurred after the screening of written referral 

information and the meeting with the child's care giver. This was done with the co- 

facilitator and generally occurred in the chüd's home. One child was brought to the 

agency by her Gare giver, while another was met at his school with his worker. For the 

three chikiren in rural placements, travel to their community was involved. 
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This initial meeting involved explahhg to the child what the purposes of the group 

were and what he or she could expect to happen at the group each week, Most of the 

children's questions revolved around who else would be there (other children who live in 

foster homes) and what they would have to do in the group (various things; talk, work, 

play, never forced to talk, etc.). One chüd asked if her mother would be at the group. 

This chilcl's question ihstrated the critical need for the fdtators  to constantly consider 

and understand the meaning of the group experience fiom the child's perspective 

(Schnitzer de Neuhaus, 1985). 

Most of the participants were able to identify some enthwiasm towards coming to 

the group. No child ~e~se lec ted  himherseifout of pariicipating in the group at this point. 

Often, the care givers were also present during these meetings, and they were v q  helpful 

in supporting the child to ask questions, and in clarifying for the child any points of 

confiision or doubt. For aii of the children, it was difEcult to think about talking about 

being in care. For some of the children, faüngs related to their care experience and 

separation fiom parents were accessed at this initial stage. Some said they didn't want to 

talk about it; al1 were assured that they would not be forad to discuss, but that perhsps 

with the support of others, they may h d  that they wanted to. 

The next sep  involved contracting with both the child and the care giver on their 

participation in the group (Mandeli & Darnon, 1989). This discussion revolved around the 

mechanics of the group: location, fiequency, length, general fonnat of the group, 

measures to be useci, use of Mdeotaping for supervision piirposes, and otha related issues. 
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Ground d e s  for the group interaction were also disaisseci with the chiidren so thru their 

safety was ensureci. We covered what they could expect to happen in group and for the 

care givers, in the parallel process. 

For the three rural children transportation became an issue to be resolved. The 

agency agreed to cover the expenses of transporthg these children to the group on a 

weekly baçis. Drivers bad to be arranged for two of the children as their care givers were 

unable to provide the truisportation. This responsibility feu p d y  on the child's worker. 

There also had to be m e  discussion and negotiation with the child's school as the Nnl 

children needed to be puiled out of school early in order to get to group on tum. One 

child had a 1 1/2 hou drive one way. There needed to be some flexibiiity at this stage, as 

CO-ordinating the lives of seven busy, active chüdren and their foster faniilies in order that 

they could participate in the group necessitateci some give and take. 

There was some "selling" to the children and care givers on the potential benefits 

of participation in the group. Some of the child-care giver systems had ban weii prepared 

by their worker, others less so. The relationship between the chM, care giver and the 

worker appeared to be a factor to the child's and care giver's enthusiasm for participation 

in the group. Most had sigdicant, long standing relatioaships with their worker, and 

were easily convinceci on the program. For some others, it was less so. The issue of 

confidentiality for group participants was also addressed, including what information ifany 

would go back to their a r e  provida or socid worker. At this stage, idomed consent 

was obtained fiom each Gare giver, and on behaifof the chiidren in are ,  fiorn the guardian 
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agency. Samples of the iaformed consents are found in Appendix C and D. AU work-, 

care givers and children undentwd that this group was part of a master's practicum, 

Overview of ~artici~ants 

1 am p r o v i e  some limite& non-identifying informtion about the participants 

and their care givers to illustrate to the reader some of the contextual reaiities for these 

children and to heighten the understanding oftheir iives and participation in this group. 

See Tables 1 and 2 which mnmark  participant profila. 

One of the children was in a kinship placement with a matemai second cousin. nie 

other six participants were in f d y  foster placements. One of the children had previously 

been in group care. ûfthe men participants, five were Permanent Wards of the agency, 

the other two were Temporary Wards. 

The mean age of the participants at the time of group was 12 years, 8 months of 

age, with a range of 11 years, 8 months to 13 years, 10 months of age. Four participants 

were female, three male. Two of the participants were of Aboriginal descent, the othm 

were Caucasian. 

The mean age of the children when they fht entaed w e  was 6 years, 8 months of 

age with a range of 6 months of age to 11 years, 6 months of age. The mean number of 

total placements (defineci as distinct foster or group home placements) was 2.8, with a 

range o f  1 to 5 placements. This represents a fkk degree of stabiiity in placement for the 

children in the group. 

The mean value for the total lmgth of time in care wu 3 years, 11 months, with a 



Table 1 

Partici~ant Demogra~hic Profiles. 

Child I 

CMd 2 

Child 3 

Chifd 4 

Child 5 

Chiid 6 

Child 7 

Mean 

Age i t  time 

12 yrd2 rnos 

1 1 yn18 moa 

12 y r s f i  rnos 

13 Y= 

13 yd6 rnos 

13 yrdl0 rnos 

12 yrd8 mos 

Ccndtr 

Male 

Femde 

Female 

Mde 

Female 

Maïe 

Female 

Age at 

Permanent 

Ordtr 

11 yrsl9mos 

1 yrs/2 rnos 

10 yrs/6 rnos 

7 yrd9 rnos 

d a  

12 yrs/2 mas 

d a  

Note: C = Caucasian; A = Aboriginal; TW = Temporary Ward; P W  = Permanent Ward. 



Table 2 

Participant Care Emerience Profiks. 

Child 1 

Child 2 

Child 3 

Child 4 

Child 5 

Child 6 

Child 7 

Mean 

Child's agt at 

admission to 

Cam 

10 yrs 

6 mas 

8 yrd6 mos 

2 yn/8 rnos 

11 yrdl0 mos 

6 yn/4 mos 

7 yrdl naos 

6 yrs/8 mos 

Total 

# of 

fosttr 

homts 

2 

3 

2 

5 

1 

3 

4 

2.8 

Totd timt 

in eut 

2yrs 

11 y d m  

3 y d l l  m 

6 yrd5 m 

4 mos 

2yrs 

1 yd6 m 

3yrsillm 

Sibs 

In 

a r c  

Y== 

Y- 

Y== 

da 

Y== 

no 

Y= 
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range of 4 months to 11 years, 2 months. Stated difFerently, the mean for the percentage 

of the child's life spent in case was 3 1 %, with a range of 3 % to 96 %. This represents a 

wide range in the length of care experiences among the chüdren in the group. 

The mean value for stability of relationships with social wodcen (the total number 

of different workers since entering care) was 2.8 workers, 4 t h  a range of 1 to 7 workers. 

Of the seven participants, one had no mbliags, five had sibbgs Who were ais0 in am, and 

one had a sibiing who w u  not in m e e  Of the five participants with sibüngs who were also 

in care, hvo were placed with their sibling(s), while three were not placed togaher 4th 

their siblings. 

The reasons these children came into care reflect the range of chüd protection 

concems. These included: (a) parental incapacity due to mental health issues; 

(b) sexual and physical abuse; (c) neglect (poor, insuflticient physical and emotional care; 

multiple and unpredictable care givers, etc.); (d) parental drug and alwhol addiction; and 

(e) the child's emotional and behiviorai neeâs being beyond the capacity of the care giver 

to meet. In reviewing the placement histories for these children, ali but one had 

experienced a return to their parent(s) d e r  initiaiiy coming into care. The longest period 

of tirne rernaining with the parent before retuming to care was 5 years, 3 months; the 

shortest was 2 months. One child had experienced two attempts at r e m  to his or her 

parents' care before becamhg a Permanent Ward. 

Of the five participants who were Permanent wuds, only one had been old enough 
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to participate in the court process (12 years of age or older), during which the judge asks 

the child whether he or she understands and agrees with the agency plan. This expenence 

for a child is often overwheiming and not always conducive to the child feeling that he or 

she has had the opportunity to participate in the planning. Both of the participants who 

were Temporary wards were old enough to participate in the court pracess. This became 

a theme in group as both participanîs were involveci in court processes durhg th& 

involvement in the group. 

Of the seven participants, five had some degree of reguiar contact with their 

biologid families. Some of this contact was with extended fiunily andor siblings and not 

the parent(s). One of the chiidren had participateci in a Farnily Group Confêrence pnor to 

becoming a Permanent Ward. Family Group Conferencing is a new program initiative in 

which the extended family of the child is brought together to develop a plan for the child. 

This process involves reviewing the agency's protection concems for the child, the 

expectations on the parent@) in orda for the cbiid to be able to return home, and the 

extended family's capacity to support the child and his or her famiy in meaing those 

expectations. The setting and wntext of the meeting is supportive to the child. The child 

has an advocate with him or her who can help the child in stating his or her feelings and 

wishes. 
- 

Overview of care aivers 

Two ofthe children reside in the same foster home, so sample size of care givers is 

six in total. The mean experience level of w e  givers as Licensed fosta parents was 5 
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years, 6 months. The highest experience level was 14 years, 7 months, with the lowest 

being 4 months. All of the foster parents were Caucasian. 

One fhmily was a single parent famiy while the rest were two parent systems. AU 

the families, except one, had theu own children as well as foster children. Three of these 

families had adult children h g  outside ofthe home; the other three familes had school 

or pre-school ageû children. One ofthe &milies was caring for a sch001 a@ rela&e, 

while another provided care for a mentaiiy challenged adult. 

Only two of the six foster familes had previous placements as ficensed foster 

homes. The family who had been fostering for over 14 years, had a total of 18 previous 

placements for varying lengths of tirne. A review of their previous placements indicated 

that many of these children reached the age of majority while Living in this home- 

Therefore, four of the foster families have only provided care for the child who 

participated in the group. Two of the f a d e s  had started providing Gare to their child 

before they were licensed as foster homes. One w u  an extended family placement. The 

other started out as a Place of Safety M o r e  becoming Licensed as a child specific foster 

home. Two of the f d e s  are providing care to sibling groups, of which, one was 

participating in the group. Three of the f h e s  lived in rural areas. AU of the families 

had attended Foster Parent Orientation courses, but only two had participated in fùrther 

training opportunities. 

Before group started, pretest measures for the care givers (CBCL and PSI) and 

teachers were distriiuted. The mamures for can @vers were hand delivered and 
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some direction and explanation provided. The TRF was mailed out to the teachers with a 

covering letter (See Appendut F). Other than one exception, the pretest measures were 

completed and returned in a timely manner. One care @ver reacted angrily towards some 

of the more personal questions contained in the PSI. She refùsed to complete any of the 

measures at this point stating she understood the focus of the practicum to be on helping 

the child and not upon h a  and h a  f d y .  I was unable to alleviate h a  conccnis tegarding 

f e l y  privacy, suitability of the measure and the focus of the intervention iiaduding the 

coping by the care giver in parenting a child in care. She did not puil the child out of the 

group, but was no longer involved in any parallel process. This situation was discussed 

with the referring worker for possible follow up supportive intervention with the a r e  

@ver and child. 

1 had not anticipated this readon to the measures by care givers. In retrospect, 

more effort should have been made to understand the wncerns of care givers prior to their 

agreeing to participate in the practicum. Greater explanation about the purposes and need 

for measurement should have b e n  provided. For care givers, this group was offered to 

them and their foster children through the agency and by an agency staff person Even 

though it was clearly stated that this was part of a practicum, their perception could have 

possibly been that the group was an agency program and expectation. This situation 
- 

highfighted for me the need to understaad how individual are  givers perceive the agency 

and how they themselves deîine th& relationship and role with the agency and toward the 

child. How closely th& perception of theV role with a child wrresponds to that descriacd 
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by Palmer (1995) rernains an issue to assess in fbture groups. The care givers' perceptions 

of their role with the agency and the chiid has a direct impact upon their wüluigness to 

participate in supporthg a child with his or her feelings related to being in m e  and in 

maintainhg family ties (Palmer, 1995). 

Participants and facütators begin the group with feelings of anxiety and 

anticipation. Lampd (1985) descriôes the initial sessions of a group as having a "birtfiday 

party feeling" in which participants start to assess each other and the group facilitators to 

determine where they fit in to the group. There is d e t y  because this group is a new 

experience for them. Who am 1 here? Who are you? Facilitaton also experience aai8ety. 

Can 1 manage this group of kids? There is the anticipation of what is to corne. 1s this 

group worse or better than they had imagined? 

This initial stage of the group is foased upon getting to know each other and in 

the facilitators helping the participants to feel rafe and cornfortable enough with each other 

to be able to share feelings about their expenences (Mandel & Damon, 1989). The group 

was ais0 involved in discoverhg the group process, and what co~ected them as a group 

(Malekoff, 1984). The participants are trying to figure out theu place in this group. 

There is an initial search for connections with the other children in the group and with the 

facilitators (Lampei, 1985). Two ofthe participants discovered they knew each other 

aiready . 

Facilitators need to dmlop a comcction with cach cbild in the gmup, one of trust 
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and acceptance, in order to develop the sense of 'he-ness" as a group. Lampe1 (1985) 

describes how facilitators can acwmplish this. Facilitaton can show no favoritism and 

need to be shared with al1 in the group. Facilitators must demonstrate apparent concrrn 

for al1 the participants. Facilitators need to communicate with all the participants 

individually, yet develop the "we" that is critical to group development. 

For each group session, the facilitators dewloped a plan that was g e n d y  

followed. The sessions occurred in a large room with space to be active in. There wu 

also some green space close by which w u  used on occasion when more space was needed 

for an activity. We had the center to ourseives on the nights of group so were able to be 

loud and to move around a bit. We would meet around a group of tables which in the 

beginnllig felt too large and classroom like. As welI, when doing interview or small group 

activities we would often break fiom the table area and spread out on the floor to difEerent 

corners of the room. Over the duration of the group, we decreased the size of the 

collection of tables, which ailowed for closer contact and interaction between participants. 

This seemed to happen as the group evolved and became more cohesive. 

In the group beginning stage, activities and structures are designed to establish 

beguuiing "groupness" and to M t  anxîety of participants (Lampe4 1985). An initial 

activity involved discussing the purpose of the group and looking at how this group was 
- 

similar or d i r e n t  nom other groups the participants were hvolvd with (Maiekoff; 

1984). It was difficult at this earIy point to r d y  know if the participants had a clear 

understanding of why they were coming to this group, as theïr abiiity to talk to each other 
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was limited. The facilitators needed to continudy cl* issues and make w ~ e c t i o n s  

explicit to the overaii purpose of the group. In this way the group purpose was an 

evolving one, and as the participants began to understand and comect its purpose to their 

own experience, the). were able to participate more M y Y  

A technique of breaking into dyads to complete interview sheets was used as a 

method of promothg interaction between the participants. The dyads wouid complete the 

interview and then retum to the larger group to share what their in t e~ewee  had reported. 

It appeared to be less thraterhg to the participants to share foeüngs in tbis feshioe In 

the large group, simiiarities and diifferences between participants were ofien highlighted 

and discussed to promote sharing rnd an understanding of each other's experience. "Does 

anyone else feel that way?" "Has that wer happened to you?" 'Do you understand what 

he (or she) is trying to say?" In this way, comections between participants' experiences 

were initiated and group development promoted. At this early stage, the differences 

between the experiences of the participants was already emerging as a theme of the group, 

one that facilitaton needed to be sensitive towards as opportunities arose for supportive 

discussion. 

An early activity promoted the objective of participants leamhg fiom each other. 

As a group, the participants discovered that between the- they had 28 years of 

experience of behg in care. Facilitators capitalized on this by promoting the participants' 

expertise in this area and indicating the desire to team fiom their experiences. The 

participants ieamed U t  they had many thiags in common, and were not alone in how they 
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were feeling. This activity also helped to promote the group identity and start to develop 

cohesiveness. The participants started to catch on to what the group was al1 about. 

At this eady stage of the group development there wu some sharing of separation 

and care experiences. Participants "stuck their toe in the wateî' by sharing some initial 

feelings and then gauged the reactions by participants and the facilitators. It was crucial at 

this eariy stage that f h g s  expressed by the participants were accepteci and not judged by 

the facilitators and the other participants (Toseland & Rivas, 1995) in order to promote 

communication and sharing of feehgs. Facilitators need to demonstrate accep*mce, 

patience and understanding to ail participants (Lampe4 1985). 

Participants did a great deal of testing each other and the facilitators through 

m a h g  comments and statements intended to provoke reactions. This was especially so 

across gender boundaries. Participants constantly displayed emotions and behavion of 

approach and avoidance with the other participants and the facilitators. Lampe1 (1 985) 

suggests this is the participant's asking the question "Can 1 trust  enough to wme back 

again"? Facilitators try to support the reasons participants have for coming back, and 

mitigate those reasons participants have to not come back to group. 

Facilitators attempted to universaiize the experiences and feelings shared by 

participants through modeling of empathic Listening - skUs. This was to try and initiate 

some communication between participants and a demonstration of acceptance of each 

other. It helped to create an inter-dependence and cohesion among the participants. This 

sharing also helped the participants to develop a mutuai identiEication which craited a 
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supportive feeiing within the group. This process dlowed for interactions to occur 

between group participants, even across gender lines. A vivïd example of this was one 

participant crying and her receiving emphatic support nom most participants. 

The gender of participants played a factor in their forming of dyads and sub groups 

throughout the auration of the group, but especiaily in the beguuiing stage. There was 

some anxiety, especïalIy fkom the boys, about bang paired with a gut for an activityactivity At 

this developmental level, the dynamics and developmental n a d s  associated with genda 

issues in the group became a focus for the fàciiitators (Garland & West, 1984). Some of 

the participants had ümited skïiis in bang able to work in s d  groups. Initially, 

facilitators spent much of their time and energies in providing limits, supports and 

structure to these activities so the anxiety felt by participants was decreased and their 

safety ensured. 

The use of play activities was helpfbi in developing the group's ability to interact 

with each other. There was an incident early in the group in which one participant was 

accidentally hua by another. This provided an opportunity to tallc with the participants 

about respecting themselves and others by playing safe and becarne a therapeutic 

intervention with the participants. In this initial stage of the group development, play 

activities were moved fiom the end of the session towards the beginning as the members 

often arrived with a gnat deal of energy and a nad  to move. This change illustrated the 

need for facilitaton to be flexible and to match the planning of the group to the nesds of 

the participants. 
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In the early sessions there was some reaction by the participants to bang vide0 

taped for supe~s ion  purposes. The equipment was always set up ahead of tirne and was 

fairly inconspicuous. m e r  some initial horseplay to the cameras, we reviewed the 

purpose of video taping the sessions and who would see the tapes. The novelty quickly 

wore off and it became basically forgotten- 

A tradition developed in the earty stages of group whae we would bm a check in 

at the start of each session ushg the concept ofa  thennometer to gsuge how participants 

were feeling that day. Malekoff (1984) highiïghts the development ofgroup rituals as an 

important method of socializing poup participants into the gmup culture. This use of a 

check in was an ef5xtive method in brin& the realities of the participants' lives into the 

group process. Often participants used this as an opportunity to "debrief ' their day at 

school. Conflicts and problems were shared which prompted some discussions on 

problem solving and alternative ways of resolving situations. In th* way, all of the 

participants were able to share and gain support fkom each otha. 

Initiaüy, there were examples of some participants playhg "can you top this!" or in 

trying to shock other group participants but this dissipated over t h e .  Hudey (1984) 

suggests that this may be an attempt by the participants to avoid the exploration of 

emotional issues and illustrates theu anxiety at doing so. This form of participant 
- 

resistance in the beginning stage helps to promote group proass by testing Limits and 

provoking leadership responses (Hurley, 1984). It is ais0 an indication of the poor social 

skiils that some of the participants have developed or is perhaps related to their perception 
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of the purposes of the group. The key for the facilitaton was not to jump to the bah but 

rather to discuss comments made in a matter of fact fashion, so as not to draw more 

attention to the behaviour and to provide alternative ways to express those feelings more 

appropriately. There were times however, when the facilitators were not sure how to 

respond. 

Lampe1 (1985) suggats that partkipant behaviour at the begianing stage ofgroup 

is part of his or  her trying to assess where and how he or she fits into the group. "Cm you 

see me?" T a n  you hear me?" "1s it okay if1 stay here?" "Where do 1 fit in?" As each 

child sorts these questions out, the roles and status of participants bemme identified. 

The participants enjoyed hearing fiom the facilitaton about theu week at check in 

time. This seemed to help the connection between the facilitaton and the participants. 

Nutrition snacks accompanied this activity and it became an important part in helping the 

group to form an identity and developing cohesion. The participants arrïved at group after 

a day at school and were oflen hungry. 

The check in became a simple method to help participants begin to talk about theù 

feelings and to try and help them to elaborate this through gentie, suppomve questioning. 

It was also used to build connections between participants and to fili in the week apart as 

participants would offer updates fiam theu previous week's sharing- 

Participants demonstrated good listening skilis with this activity and some of the 

participants were able to s h a n  appropriately with this activity right fiom the beginning. 

Others could oniy $ive very limitecl, one or two word respoases. On one m o n ,  a 
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participant wanted to share too mich information too early, and h d  to be encouraged to 

"hold back" (or restrained) fiom dohg so (Hurley, 1984). This iUustrated some of the 

differences in social skilis and selfesteem between group participants. Overatli, the quaiity 

and depth of sharing during this activity by ail participants improved over the duration of 

the group. 

For each session there were lots of paper, pend crayons and d e r s  availabie and 

the participants made good use of them. Some of their use involved directed activity, but 

most of it was sirnply doodling while we talked in the group. 1 have fond in previous 

group work with children that keeping their hands busy and bQng able to avoid eye 

contact on occasion facilitates discussion around difficult emotional issues. That was the 

case in this group as weii. 

The participants began identifjing their own d s  and issues as early as the 

second session. In this session, one of the participants wanted to talk about an upcoming 

visit with his biological mother. The ficilitators began to redirect questions posed by a 

participant back to the other group participants for their thoughts and reactions. This 

illustrated the role of the facilitators in promothg interaction and communication among 

participants and not only haviag it directed towards the facilitators (Toseland & Rivas, 

1995). This interaction between participants started slowly, but as the group evolved and 
- 

participants became cornfortable with each other, more of the exchanges were between 

participants and not through the fiditators. 

The tool of using a j o u d  w u  introduced in the beginaing stage of the group. 
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The journal was developed to try and consolidate the leamkg which ocairred in the 

group, much üke the Resolution Scrapbook (Lowenstein, 1995). Participants could take 

the journals home between sessions to work on hem or to show them to their foster 

parents if they wkhed. The j o u d  was theirs to have on completion of the group. 

Towards the end of each session the participants worked on an "Exit Slip" (See 

Appendk G) which was dcvetoped to foaû and summrhe what heppentd during that 

session. Again, the quality and depth of the completion of the exit slips varicd between 

the participants but did show an improvement over the duration of the group. These exit 

slips were then d a t e d  into the child's journal dong with any art work activity sheets or 

group developed charts and word splashes. At the bottom of the exit slip was a space 

where the participants muid direct a question or concem to the facilitators that they were 

not ready to share in group. D u ~ g  the time between group sessions, the facilitators 

would meet and respond to any participant inquiries. Tbis was also an opportunity to 

provide to the participants M e r  feedback on their participation in the group. This 

becarne a meaningtiil way to cornmicate between the facilitators and some of the 

participants as they appeared eager to read the response fiom the facilitators at the 

beginning of the next session. 

On occasion a question would be r a i d  in an Exit slip that had relevance to the 

whole group. That participant was then approached to see if he or she wodd be 

cornfortable with the facilitators raising t io the group session. An example of this was 

one participant who r d e d  some fightening mernories of when she came into care. She 
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agreed to haWig that s h e d  with the group and it became a catalyst for looking at the 

feelings around coming into a r e  for the other participants. "Individual goais b m e  

group goals as participants begin to verbalize their desire for change" (Lampel, 1985, 

p. 107). In this way, the content of the group sessions took on some of the goals and 

needs of the participants, goals which they had not been able to idente at the beginning of 

the gmup 

There were a few situations where hcilitaton pwght a chiid's permission to s h e n  

relevant feelings expressed by the child in the group to his or her care @ver and or worker 

(e.g., fears over the court process, desire to have contact with birth M y ,  desire to have 

some clarification). Participants were ofken encouragexi and supporteci to take an issue 

home to discuss with their Gare givers or workers. 

The play activities thernselves did not always go srnoothly in the beginning stage of 

group. For some participants, there was not enough physical activity involved and 

aaivities had to be adjustecl to be more "athietic". Some actMties involving touch (e-g., 

the Human Knot) had to be changed as the group had not yet reached that lewel of 

c o d o n  and trust with each other yet at the beginning stage. For this group, gender issues 

were a signincant "regulator" of the participants' willingness to interact with each other. 

Yet, this promotion ofplayfiilness (Malekoffl 1984) was very important to the 
- 

development of group cohesiveness. 

Towards the end of the beginning stage of group, the nicilitators started to see 

some naturai comections develophg between participants. This was oAm observed 
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outside of group, Le., waiting for rides home and planning to tak on the phone. The 

participants had caught on to what was supposeci to happen in group and had started to 

label it as their group. This rnarked the transition to  the middle phase of group 

development . 

It was apparent to the fâciiitaton by the fourth session that the participants knew 

the purpose of the group. had started to  sort out sorne of the issues about how they fit into 

the group, and had started thinking about how the group could work for them. As the 

group evolved there was greater sharing, acceptance and recognition of participants' 

feelings of loss pain and anger. Most of the participants felt d e  and tnisting enough with 

each other to express their emotions more openly. Seating arrangements started to change 

as there became greater interaction among group participants. This was not universai 

among al1 participants but the quaiity and intensity of discussion did develop through tbis 

midciie working phase of the group's development. 

Of interest were the dinerent needs presented by the participants based upon 

where they were in the stages of placement. The concept of children presenting dierent  

behaviour based upon their stage of placement (Bayless, 1990; Fine, 1993; McAuley, 

1996; and Palmer, 1995) was certainly observed in this group. The participants had 

dierent  placement histones and experiences which impacted upon the group process in a 

significant way. 

Chiidren presented issues or related to the identified issues based upon their own 
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context and experience. The participant who had only been in care for four month at the 

time of the group had rnany dEerent needs and issues than the participant who had been in 

care for 1 1 years (e-g., co~ections to birth fiunilies, dealing with the pain of separation 

and Ioss, coping with the changes in where you iive, go to schooi, etc.). It made it 

sometimes chdenging for the facilitators to have the content be relevant to aii the 

participants. A technique was utilized in which the experiences of the chiidren who were 

past Stage T h e !  of placement (McAuiey, 1996) were considerd to have "expertise" that 

they could share with the other participants (e.g., how they deait with a partidar issue 

that another participant was beginning to experience, has this m r  happened to you?, and 

how did you feel?). This helped to keep al1 the participants involved in the disaission at 

hand- 

This technique was extended in general to al1 the group participants by capitalking 

on their expenences and promoting them as experts who had information to share with 

other children who were e n t e ~ g  care &er them (e-g., What would you have to say 

about ?). This motivated the participants to want to capture their thoughts and 

experiences in a book fom which rnight be offered to other chüdren entering care. This 

was a u e n g  theme throughout the group and provided direction to many of the 

activities and tasks wbich were captured in the children's joumds. 
- 

This diversity ofthe experiences of the participants added a great deal to the group 

process. One participant was entering a court process to determine hcr Permanent status. 

She was very concemeci about gohg to court and st~~ggling with the idea that she had to 
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choose and that the decision was up to her. With input fkom other participants and some 

educational information from the facilitators on the court process, this child was helped to 

prepare for and cope with the court experience. A role play was used to illustrate what 

she could expect in court and she was helped to express her fean and concerns and 

encouraged to foliow up with her worker. This, she reported, she was able to do. There 

were several other examptes of participants brin- their issues and II& to the group 

for discussion (e.g.. having a visit with famiy, gohg to court, confusion over the social 

worker role, etc.). In this way, the group met the objective of providhg the participants 

with the opportunity to triUc with other children h care about thek separation experiences 

and needs remking from being in are.  

A probtem with the wide range of care experiences was that, on occasion, some 

participants could not relate to the topic at hand as it was not directly relevant to them at 

that time. The facilitators tried to highlight any connection for the participant so that he or 

she could relate to the topic. Also, not al1 of the issues could be deait with in the group 

setting. Some of these were funneled to the participant's worker (e.g., a participant 

wanting to know more about a lost birth sister) for follow up with the participant. 

Children Vary greatly in how much they cm and should open up while in group 

treatment (Kandaras, 1985). Some of the participants were able to share a great deal of 

their expenences of being in care and their faüngs with each other during this stage. This 

marks an intemaikation of the group process and an increased cornmitment to the group 

(Lewis, 1985). The participants taiked about being abuscd, about king sc(ued and 
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fnghtened while in their biological parent's a r e ,  about contact with birth family rnembers, 

about being angry at their birth parents, foster parents and social worken for a variety of 

reasons, etc. There was good eye contact and empathie Iistening between participants for 

the most part. Communication and interaction patterns between participants were 

cornfortable. It was apparent to the facilitators that connections and relationships had 

been made between the participants- 

During this xniddle stage of group, m a .  issues for chüdren in care were explored. 

Facilitators directed some ofthese issues, while many were initiated by the participants 

thernselves. Some of the issues explored in the rniddle stage included: (a) feelings about 

living in a foster home, @) some of the reasons why children are in care, (c) do you h o w  

the reasons why you are in can?, (d) what is a parent's job?, (e) why kids may thhk that 

being in care is their fault, (f) feelings about their birth families, (g) what is the role of a 

social worker, (h) what is f d y  court Wce and what do 1 do then?, 0) what are some of 

the things we get from our birth family, 0) difEerent b d s  of placements and legal status 

for children, and (k) differences and comrnonalities between their birth f d y  and theV 

foster f d y .  

These issues were approached in a variety ofways by the facilitaton which were 

sensitive to the child's context and circumstances. McMillen and Groze (1994) detail the 
- 

use of placement gemgrams as a tool in helpiag children in care to describe and discuss 

salient issues in their lives. We utiiized this technique to reioforce the concept of 

transparency (Vogrincic, 1990) for the participants in th& having two faniilies, a 
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biological f d y  and a foster f d y ,  and to look at who was in those two families. 

The use of transparency in talking about aIi these issues was an important 

communication tool. When participants shared about their f d y ,  they were asked ifthey 

were referring to their birth or foster familes. This concept was also helpfùi when 

participants were identifjing issues in their foster homes (e-g., confïicts with foster 

sibhgs, being disciplined and ôeing told no etc.). It was sometllnes oodusing to me 

which f d y  a child wu talking about as the issues o h  ovalpped. 

For the participants who had been permanent wards for some time and had no 

contact with their birth f y ,  or those who W experiend a numba of placements 

(both agency and extended family), there was some confiision for them between the 

different families in their iives. This highlighted that considerable work rernains (for the 

agency, worker, care giver) in supporting these participants understanding their placement 

histories and connections to ciiffirent farnilies. 

Another technique the participants enjoyed was completing a tirne h e  diagram in 

which signifïcant events in their lives were recordeci. This provided idonnation in a visual 

fashion about the child's Mie which can be helpful to his or her understanding pnsent 

feelings and behaviow (Palmer, 1990). What was significant in completing this activity 

was how Little information the participants seemed to know or remember about their lives. 

This type of information is considered important to a child in coping wilh his or her case 

experience and reducing seifblame by helping the child to recognize those events over 

which he or she has no control (Plmer, 1995). Wtth this activity as the starting point, a 
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great deal of Monnation was raiiewed for each participant, including the number of years 

in are ,  reasons why they came into care, number ofdinerent placements, schools, socid 

workers. etc. Other techniques utilized to approach these issues for the participants 

included wmpleting in dyads more interview sheets, reporting back to the larger group, 

creating "word splashes", brainstorming, and summarizing through exit slips. 

The chiid who had participated in the F d y  Group Cooferencing (FGC) process 

seemed to bring the fewest issues to the group duhg  the middle phase. He presented as a 

content child who was fürly quiet and passive throughout the group proass. He certainly 

seemed to understand why he was in care and he accepted this as well. He ofhm shared 

positively about his foster and birth fiunilies, and taiked about his contact with his birth 

farnily. He appeared to be a child who rnay have perceived himseifto have been in charge 

of the move (Fahlberg, 1988) when he became a permanent ward. This outcome might be 

understood as one of the expected outcornes of the FGC process, or it rnay have more to 

do with the verbal and social skilis of the child- 

Stage 4 gr ou^ ending 

The termination stage of a group concerning separation and loss issues has some 

special signiscance. AU the participants are alnady coping with the rd t i e s  of separation 

from theû birth families. It was important to wnsider - how the separation nom tbis group 

expenence could be supported so that the participants could be empowered by the ending 

of the group and have a positive feeling ofits accomplishrnents and their participation. 

Facilitaton need to devdop an "atmosphere to help the child and the group rework some 
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earlier losses while aiso dealiog with the group's end" (Hemdon, 1985, p. 162). The goai 

at the ending of this group was to help the participants to have a sense of moving forward. 

As is ofien the case in cMdrenTs groups, a the time that tennination is occUmng, 

the participants have started to feel «>~ected and close to each other (Siepker & 

Kandaras, 1985). In this group, the facilitaton obsened a great deai of positive chatter 

and interaction among the participants. Participants demonstrateci carhg for othtn. 

looked fonvard to the arriva1 of the other participanîs and noticed when others were lae 

or away. At the beginning of the finai sessions, there was oAm a lot of discussion to get 

caught up with each other for the past week This occurred across gender boundaria as 

well. Observation ofthe group interaction during the ending stage indicates a nice level of 

cornfort among the participants. There was an ease to theu interactions as participants 

moved fieely around the room. 

In session nine the facilitaton remindeci the participants that the group was coming 

to an end, and started i d e n w g  rnmaining issues and any outstaadiug questions. In 

children's groups there are often separation reactions and the emergence of coping 

behaviors at the announcement of the ending of group (Hemdon, 1985). Some of these 

reactions contain elements of denial, anger, regression, hostïiity, acting out, grief, relief, 

joy and pnde. The tennination of this group was dictated in part by the design of the 

group intemntion (ten weeks) as opposed to king determineci by the progress towards 

achievement of group and individual goais. In some ways, temination of this group felt 

premature. Hemdon (1985) suggests t h t  group temination minimaüy takes t h e  
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There were few signs that the participants started to panic about the separation and 

loss of the group. Participants helped to plan the nnal session in which we celebrated the 

end of the group and the gains made. Tasks for faciltaton include reminiscing, 

reconfinning gains made and lwking fofward to the Nture (Herdon, 1985). A closing 

ceremony was heid and participants were given a posta and a group pictwe. The posters 

had been selected by the facilitators to signify a quality of that participant. The participants 

decided to sign each others' group pictures. huing the ending session, participants were 

very cornfortable with each other. The girls brought some CDS and were dancing to the 

music. There was a pizza and soda pop celebration. The group ended at the same the 

that the school year was ending as well, so there was a great deal of excitement and 

discussion about the coming summer plans. 

OveMew of parallel ~rocess for care Pivers 

The paralie1 process with the care givers did not happen as planned. Certrillily it 

was a goal of the parallel process to provide support, education, and networking 

opportunities for a r e  givers. This goal had been identifîed as a critical one in the support 

of w e  givers (Steinhauer et al., 1988, 1989). There were several individual interviews, 

phone cails, letters, notes and contacts around dropping - the child off for group between 

the group facilitators and the care givers during the Life of the group. Howwer, the 

planned meetings as a support group were not successfùi. 

The first meeting w u  scheduled to occur on a week night cvening. Ody two 
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foster parents attended this meeting. m e r s  had been sent out to di the care givers but 

only one had caiied to send regrets. In follow up with the a r e  givers, they indïcated 

several reasons why they could not attend. The two foster parents who did arrive were 

interested in discussing some of the issues related to supporthg a child in care with their 

experience of separation and loss. The facilitators had planned to follow some of the 

cumculum developed for workers on peparatio~ placement and r&Côtion (Rycus et 

al., 1988). The second meethg wu plaaned for about the 5th week of group. In calhg 

care givers ahead of tirne, ody one would commit to coming, so the meeting was 

canceled. The third scheduled meeting was abandonecl as it was apparent that this format 

was not working. 

In the pregroup planning stage care givers had been reluctant to accept any focus 

upon them. One referred child did not end up attending the group as the care giver 

resisted the idea that the child could benefit fiom the group. Four of the seven care givers 

were slow in getting the posttest measures back; one Gare giver refùsed to complete any of 

the measuces as she felt they were intrusive of her fiunily's privacy. 

In subsequent discussions with the supemisor of resource development, she 

indicated that care given often present this way when the agency attempts to provide 

training and support. Recent orientation sessions for prospective care givers (foster 

parents) drew only 10% of e x p d  participation. The agency has tried to offer aauillig in 

many varieties of fonnat, with little change to the participation rate by care givers. Case 

givers only accept a focus on the child and not on thenuelva. The agency experience 
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generdy is that c m  givers are reluctant to participate in development opportunities, and 

this is especialiy true for the more experienced care givers. It was interesthg to note that 

the two care givers who did attend the first support meeting were the most experienced 

among this group of care givers. Perhaps, they were the most confident in their foster 

parenting and were willing to N k  by coming to the support group. 

F d e s  place a good deai of cmphasis on being "normal" and "hcalttiy". F d e s  

worry about their own normality and judge thernselves if they do not fit the socialiy 

desirable standard. Walsh (1998) found in her years of f d y  research that participating 

families wanted confirmation that they werc normal. 0 t h ~ ~  fbdies decüned ta participate 

fearing that under scmtiny, they would be found abnonnal. Waish found that nMily 

"resistance" to participation in research and in seeking support were beause they fear 

being judged dysfùnctional and deficient. Such a fear could prevent foster families corn 

participating in any practicum which has any focus upon their hctioning as a family. 

In the agency-foster femily relationship, such a judgement couid be perceiveci as 

having a direct impact upon their role as a foster family, and could M e r  impact upon 

their relationships with their foster chiîdren (i-e., removal of the child and having a 

financial impact iftheir foster home letter of approval was removeci). This con- may 

also have an impact upon the validity of a r e  giver responses in the completing of the 
- 

measures. Amther possibiity for the lack of participation of care givers is the reality that 

many of the foster families have busy, active lives and it was not feasible for them to 

attend an evening meeting in the e d y  su-. Three of the fàmiiies wae rurai, so their 
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participation wodd have involved traveï and expense. AU of the a r e  g k r s  wodd h v e  

had to plan for chiid care needs as weii. These n d s  wae  not anticipateci in the planning 

of this aspect of the paraiiel process. 

A M e r  Muence upon care giver participation may relate to the adversarial 

relationship between foster parents and the provincial govemment which has cut bock on 

financiai and trainhg supports ta foster parents. At the same time, standards md 

expectations for foster parents have increased significantly. This has changed the 

relationship between agencies and fosta parents, from one ofaltniistic care giver to that 

of a professional parent. Also, it was important that I not relate to care givers in any 

coercive way and this perhaps ümited any "leverage" 1 had with which to influence the 

care givers to participate. 



Chapter Five: Evaluation and Suxnmary of Measures 

Introduction 

Four measures were applied at pretest and posttest to help evaluate the 

effectiveness of the group intervention. The following review highlights the findings, but 

the reader is remindeci of the previous discussion of the limitations of the conclusions. 

PSI - 

One care giva refùsed to complete the PSI which was administered both at the 

pretest and posttest stages. On both occasions, the PSI was hand delivered to care givers 

and some direction provided. The care giver who was providing care to two of the 

participants completed two separate PSI fonns as the measure relates to the stress 

expenenced in parenting a particular child. Most of the measures were completed by the 

foster mothers. In one case, the PSI was completed conjointly by the care givers. Table 3 

summarizes the PSI percentile scores for the care givers at the pretest and posttest stages. 

At the pretest stage, two of the care giver systems reported Total Stress (TS) 

scores greater than the 85th percentile, one was significantly higher at the 96th percentile, 

with the other four care giver systems reporting scores within the nonal range for TS 

scores (Le., between the 15th and 85th percentiles). Leveis over the 85th percentiie are 

considered clinicaliy sisnificant indicaîing a care giver-child system that is in trouble or is 

heading toward trouble. Referrals for professional help shouid be considerd for f d e s  

at this Ievel (Abidin, 1986). 



Table 3 

Percentile Profiles for the PSI at Pretest and Posttest. 

Caregiver 1 

Caregiver 2 

Caregiver 3 

Caregiver 4 

Caregiver 5 

Caregiver 6 

Caregiver 7 

Notes: 

Scores 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Prctest 

Pomest 

Pretesî 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretesî 

Posttest - 

Parent LIfe Stress 

Domain 
1 

AU scores represent percentile scores. 

in Bold fd in the clinicaüy sisnificant 

Care giver 

range. 

Total 

Stress 
P 

d a  

1d8 

87 

79 

96 

88 

54 

50 

69 

77 

40 

37 

80 

73 
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Except for the care @ver who retùsed to complete the uieasure, none of the 

respondents at pretest had a Defensive Responding PR) score which Mght indicate that 

they had responded in a defensive manner, Le., a DR of 24 or less. Two of the care giver 

systems reported Lité Stress (LS) scores above the 85th percentile. LS represents stress 

on the care giver system which is beyond their control. High LS scons intemines the 

total stress that the can giver is acperiencing (Abidin, 1986). None ofthe cate gMn 

reported clinidy signifiant (above the 85th percentiie) scores in the Parent Domain, 

(Le., dimensions of the parental hctioning which may represent sources of stress and 

potential dysfunction of the parent-child system). Three of the can giver systems reported 

signifïcant scores in the Chiid Domain, which indicate that characteristics of that chiid are 

a major influence upon the overall stress that the care giver is experiencing (Abidin, 1986). 

At pretest for this group of six care givers, there was a majority who were 

reportuig clinically signincant percentile scores for the PSI, either Total Stress Child 

Domain or Life Stress areas. This is consistent with the knowledge that care @ver 

systems experience significant stress as a result of parenting children who corne into 

agency care (Fanshel et al., 1989; Fanshel & Shinn, 1978; JeWitt, 1982; Lawder et al., 

1986; McKenzie, 1997; Pilowsky, 1995; Steinhauer, 199 1). 

At posttest, decreased TS scores were reportai by five of the six care giver 

systems, with the lzugest decrease being 8 percentile. Thne of the care givers systems 

reported significant leveis in the Child Domain score (above the 85th percentiie) which 

was the same as at pretest. Thae were some iarge decreases in Child Domain scores for 
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two of the care giver systems (12 and 23 percentile points). Decreases in the Parent 

Domain scores were reported by four care giver systems, with the largest behg a decrease 

of 13 percentile points. The remaining two a r e  giver systems reponed no change in their 

Parent Domain score. 

At posttest, two of the Gare giver systems reported increases in th& LXe Stress 

scores, two reported large decrrases in t h e  Li Stress, whüe two remained the same. 

The writer is not aware ofthe reasons for the large changes, both positive and negative, in 

several of the Lie  Stress scores reported by the Gare givers. These are changes which 

occurred over a relativety short penod of time ( t h e  to four rnonths) and which are 

beyond the wntrol of the care giver, i-e., indicated by care giver responses to questions 

relating to rnaritai, financial, health, employment and drug addiction areas of personal 

finctioning. These sources of stress also lie outside the idluence of the Child Domain, 

but do intens* the other stressors expenenced by the Gare giver (Abidin, 1986). There 

appears to be no di&rences in the PSI scores for care givers of Temporary wards 

compared to care givers of Permanent wards. One care giver system has a Mensive 

Responding score of 24 which indicated that she rnay have been respondiag defensively. 

The reported scores for the PSI at posttest indicate littie overali decrease! in the 

stress and challenges experienced by care givers foiiowing the group intewention. This is 
- 

perhaps not surpriskg @en the fact that the p d e l  prcmss did not occur as planned, and 

the penod of tirne was relatively short in duntion (three months). The n a d  for the 

agency to provide support and ducation to a r e  g i v a s  remriins high. 



CBCL 

The summary of the care givers' assessments of the children in their care at both 

pretest and posttest stages are reported in Table 4. The CBCL was hand delivered to care 

givers at both stages with some direction being providd As indicated above, one care 

giver refùsed to cornplete any of the measures, so the number of respondents is s k  

T scores above 70 are wnsidered clinicaliy signincant (greater than 98th 

percentile). T scores between 67 and 70 (95th to 98th percentile) are considered 

borderhe clinicaüy signïficant. The borderline range was chosen "to provide efficient 

discrimination between demographicaily matched refend and nonrefemd samples. ..while 

minimigng the nurnba of 'fâlse positives,' Le., normal children who score in the clinical 

range" (Auchenbach, 199 1, p. 56). For the CBCL, there are several reported T scores 

which faü into the clinicaiiy signincant range (above 70). Appendk 1 illustrates a 

cornparison of the CBCL T scores for this group at the pretest and posttest stage to those 

of the normative samples fouid in the CBCL m u a l  (Achenbach, 1991). Severai of the 

reported scores for Intemalizing, ExtemPLuing and Toul problems scales are signincantly 

elevated for the participants in the group (> 1 or 1.5 SI).), while Total Competency scores 

are correspondiigly lower for the participants in the group. This is at both the pretest and 

posttest stages. This is not surprising given the knowledge that children in care are more - 

likely to present with behaviorai, sociai, educational and emotional pmblems than children 

not in care (Colton et al., 1991; Fanshel a al., 1989; Fanshel & Sbinn, 1978; lewitt, 

1982; Lawder et ai., 1986; Pilowsky, 1995; Steinhaucr, 1991). 



Table 4 

T Scores for the CBCL at Pre and Posttest. 

CWd 1 

Child 2 

Child 3 

Child 4 

Child 5 

Child 6 

Child 7 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

PoStte!!a 

Pretest 

Total 

da 

d a  

39 

38 

47 

55 

39 

39 

32 

26 

39 

41 

34 

45 - 
id not 

n/a 

dit 

74 

77 

74 

75 

66 

67 

65 

60 

69 

70 

51 

51 
scores in bold 

Total 

ProbIa - 
da 

da 

74 

7s 

79 

74 

65 

65 

66 

59 

70 

74 

53 

55 - 
dl lnto t 

clinically significant range. 
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R is possible to compare the pretest and posttest CBCL outcornes for this group 

using the participants' Tscores for IntenialiPng, ExternaliPng, Total problem and Total 

cornpetence scales even though there are multiple sex and age diffences within the group 

(Achenbach, 1991). This aüows for some assessrnent of the impact of the group 

intervention upon the problem expenend by these chifdren in c m .  The mean for Total 

Competency for the group participants increased nom 38.3 @re test) to 40.67 (posttest) 

(n=6). This increase is smail, but it is in the positive direction (Le., movement to an 

Vicreased level for Total Cornpetence is a positive change). 

The group mean for Intenialipng Problem scores dropped fiom a mean of 61 -8 

(pretest) to a mean of 59.5 (posttest). Again, this small change is in a positive diiection 

(Le., lower scores on the problem scales are a positive change), yet, the scores stili remain 

high above the standardized noms. The mean for Externalizing Problem scale rernained 

Wtually unchanged (66.5 pretest vs. 66.67 posttest), as did the mean for Total Problem 

scale (67.8 pretest vs. 67.0 posttest). 

In conclusion, when comparing group means for the CBCL at pretest to posttest, 

there is virtually no change. Any change is so smaIl that measwement error could be the 

reason, and not the gmup intervention. The group means at posttest remain significmtly 

higher than standardized n o m  (See Appendix 1). 
- 

TRF 

The TRF is designecl to be filled out by teachers who know the child, and seeks to 

have the tacher describe the child's behaviour. TbU dows for cornparison between the 
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care giver report and the teacher report to trimgdate data The TRF was rnaiied out to 

the child's teacher at both pretest and posttest stages with a covering letter (See AppendOr 

F). Table 5 sunnnarizw the TRF profiles for the group participants at both pretest and 

posttest stages. The normal, borderline and ciinid ranges of the CBCL are used with 

the TRF to assess the significsulce of a respondent's T scores. There is onIy one reported 

T score in the clinicdy sigrdicint range (above 70) for the TRF scores. Appendoc J 

iiiustrates compariwns betwee~l the TRF scores reported by teachers for the group 

participants and the normative samples (Achenbach, 1991). 

It is interesthg to note that the teachers reported much lower T scores for the 

participants, than did the care givers. Generaliy, the TRF scores are closer to the 

normative means (< 1 SD.) than those reported by the care givers in the CBCL. One 

teacher caiied me when she received the TRF to assure me that the chiid was doing weli 

and that the agency should not be concerned. There was one participant where tbis was 

not the case. Child 2 had TRF scores which were equivaient to her care giver CBCL 

scores; both were weli above the nonnative means for her gender and age group ( u d y  

at lest one or two standard deviations ciifference). For Child 3 and Child 6 there were 

substantial ciifferences between T scores for the CBCL, campleteci by their care givers, 

and the TRF, completed by their teachers. - 

There couid be a nurnber of possible reasons for these discrepancies. Teachers 

may be more objective in assessing child behaviwr given their professiod role with a 

chiid and their cornfort in wmpleting child evaiuations. Cue givers may be arpaiencing 



Table 5 
t 

T Scores for the TRF at Pre and Posttest. 

Child 1 Pretest 

POSffcSt 

Child 2 Pretest 

Posttest 

Child 3 Pretest 

Posmst 

Child 4 Pretest 

Posttest 

Child 5 Pretest 

Posttest 

Child 6 Pretest 

Pomest 

Child 7 Pretest 

Posttest 
Note. Tscores in bold faU into the cünically signincant range. 
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parenthg stress which influences their perception of the child's behaviour. In the chiid 

welfàre system, care givers are financialiy compensateci according to the child's level of 

need which is determined through Child SeMce Plan (CSP) assessments wmpleted by the 

care giver and the cbiid's worker. Thus there may be an incemive to rate the chiid's 

behaviour in more problematic tenns. Also, children in care may behave dinerently 

between the school setting and their foster home beause of thek comfon and s a f i  level 

in the different settings. 

Similarly to the CBCL, clifkences in group means of T scores for Adaptive 

Functioning, Internalizing, ExtenieliPng and Total Problem scores for the TRF can be 

compared at the pretest and posttest stages to assess ifthere is any Merence foliowing 

the group intervention (Achenbach, 1991). There were alrnost no changes when 

comparing group means for the TRF and its subscales at praest to posttest. Adaptive 

Functioning group means were 40.7 at pretest, compared to 40.4 at posttest (n=7). 

Group means for the Internaliang Problem Syndrome rose slightly from 53.0 at pretest to 

53.5 at posttest. Moving siightiy in the positive direction, the group meam for the 

Externalizing Problem Syndrome feu from the pretest to posttest cornparison (54.7 to 

53 -7, n=7); as did the Total Problem score (57.0 to 56.43, n=7). 

In conclusion, there was virtually no change in the group means for the TRF - 

Syndromes at pretest and posttest. TRF group meam were however, much closer to 

standardized n o m  (See Appendix I) indicating that teachers reporteci much less 

problematic behviors than did the a r e  givm. 
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The T score data for the CBCL and the TRF were anaiyzed firther to determine if 

there were any sigdicant findhgs when cornparhg the group means for Temporary and 

Permanent wards. For the CBCL, the group rnean for Total Competence for Temporary 

wards rose fiom 33 pre test (n=2) to 35.5 posttest. Similarly, the group mean for Total 

Competence for Permanent wards rose eom 41 pre test (n=4) to 43.25 posttest. The 

TOM Competence means for Permanent wards were more positive than those for the 

Temporary wards. 

The Total Problem group means for Pamuient wards remauid unchanged; 72 at 

pretest and posttest (n=4). For the Temponry wards, the Total Problem group mean feu 

fiom 59.5 at pcetest (n=2) to 57 at posttest. The cornparison of the group means for Total 

Problem T scores between Temporary and Permanent wards indicates a much lower Total 

Problem mean for Temporary wards. 

For the TRF, the group mean for Adaptive Functioning for Temporary wards rose 

slightly fiom 36 pretest (n=2) to 39 posttest. The group mean for Adaptive Functioning 

for Permanent wards feu slightly tiom 42.6 pretest (n=S) to 41 posttest, yet remained 

higher than for the Temporary Wards. The Totai Problem group means for Permanent 

wards feii sligbtiy; 56.2 at pretest (n=5) to 55.2 at posttest. For the Temporary wards, the 

Totai Problem group mean rose siightiy fiom 59 at pretest (n=2) to 59.5 at posttest. 
- 

Again, the TRF group means were more closer between Temporary and Permanent wards 

than were the means of the CBCL. 



Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale 

The Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Sc& is a seEreport measure which 

look  at children's feelings about themselves. This measure was given to the participuits 

in the first and last group sessions. It was completad individdy during group tirne. The 

participants were told there were no right or wrong answers, but rather to try and answer 

honestly. One participant needed the questions to be rad to ha as h a  readiig salls were 

weak. One participant asked to take a copy of the questions home as he was intrigueci by 

them. Table 6 summarises the Tscores for the participants both at pretest and posttest 

stages. 

Average scores are between the 3 1st and 70th perccntilcs. Clinicaiiy sigmficant 

scores (plus or minus 1 standard deviation) , are below the 16th and above the 84th 

percentiles (Piers¶ 1984). There were no responses which were cansidered clinicaliy 

significant, although Child 5 presented with the lowest self concept T scores. Her Total 

Score at posttest was significantly reduad, akhough thae were validity conccm with her 

response. 

There are two validity indexes which are designed to cope with the vdidity threats 

inherent in a self-report measure. The Inconsistency Index helps to detect random 

responding by the child. A raw score of6 or more on this index suggests that a child may 

have responded randomly to at least some of the items for a variety of possible reasoar 

(Piers, 1984). There was one response in the posttest stage wbich hdicated a random 

response pattern (Child 5). 



Table 6 

T Scores for the Piers-Harris Children's Self Conamt Scale at Pre and Posttest. 

Cbiid 1 

CMd 2 

Child 3 

ChiId 4 

Child 5 

Child 6 

Child 7 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Postteat 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

Posttest 

Pretest 

and III= Physical 

appearance and attributes, N= Anxiety, V= Popularity, VI= Happiness and satisfaction. 

Responses having validity concerm 
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The Response Bias Index assesses the acquiescence and negative responding 

patterns by respondents. The items on the Piers-Harris rn-e are bdanced in the 

direction that the questions are phnsed, Le., a balance between positive and negative self 

esteem statements If the index value is greater than 52 or less than 24, t may indicate that 

the chiid has responded in such a fashion (Piers, 1984). There was one response at the 

pretest stage whkh is of concern (Child 1). 

A m e r  validity concern is that of sociai desirability in which the child tries to 

portray him or hersdfin a pcsitive fishion. Totai scores which are 1.5 standard deviations 

or more in a positive directioc, Le., raw scores of 70 or above, may indicate a chiid 

responding in a desue to appear socially desirable (Piers, 1984). There were four 

responses which may indicate a 'Yaking good" response. 

Sub-iective evaluation 

In the ending stage of group, the participants were asked ifthey had any concans 

or questions about the group or any suggestions to irnprove the group. The feedback 

fiom the participants was positive. The participants indicated that they enjoyed the group 

experience and were giad they had participated. Some appreciated the oppomuiity to 

meet other kids in care and to tallr about being in care. There was some discussion about 

planning a foUow up meeting in the f d  to touchbase. There was no attrition in the group 

over the ten weeks. Participants came on tirne and often wanted to stay later. There were 

a couple ofweeks when sports activities took participants away early. But generally, 

commitment to attending the group was v a y  hi@. 
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Care givers were asked through a survey for subjective feedback (See Appendix 

H). Theu cornments indicated that they had not perceived much change in the behaviour 

of the child. Some of the care given indicated they did not have an idea of what their 

child had done during the group. Others felt that the opportunity for their foster child to 

talk about his or her issues with other children had helped a great deal- There was little 

comment in regards to the pimilel process. 

In the year foliowing the group intewention, there have been some signifiant 

developments for this group of childrea The two Temporary wards became Permanent 

wards shortly following the end of the group. These children appear to be secure in th& 

placements at this time. One placement has broken down. Care giver Three had clinicaliy 

significant levels of Total Stress as reported in the PSI at both pretest and posttest. 

Although scores at posttest had shown ixnprovement, this placement continued to 

expenence Wcuity and subsequently broke d o m  This child has been placed into 

another foster home, after over four years of care with this care giver. This placement had 

been for a sibling group of three which placed sigoificant stress upon the care givers. 

These care givers have since "raireci" from fostefing. Two other placements have 

detenorated, according to the chiid's worker. There hm been requests for follow up 

group intervention to try and support these chitdren in their placements. 
- 

Summary 

The group appears to have b a n  able to support care @ers in understanding and 

coping with the separation ne& of the childrtll in th& are. There appears to have ban 
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some positive changes foliowing the group intervention in the parenting stress experienced 

by the care givers for these cMdren in care. Five of the six care @ver systems reported 

decreased Total Stress scores on the PSI at posttest. Two of the six care giver systems 

reported large decreases in the Child Domain at posttest. Four of the six care giver 

systems reported decreases in the Parent Domain at posttest, The Life Stress scores 

reported by the care @ers were mixeci. Some ofthe PSI scores at the posttest stage 

remaineci at ciinidy signifcant levds (above 85th percentile). 

The group intervention had littie impact upon the children's problem behavion 

and cornpetencies as measured by the C'CL and TRF. Many of the rasons for this lack 

of change are outlined in the limitations of the evaluation plan. As weii, increases in 

problem behaviors could be anticipated as a r e d t  of the child having the opportunity, 

perhaps for the first tirne, to begin to sort out and express cornplex feelings related to his 

or her corning into agency care (James, 1989). 

The sucass of the group is best measured by the extent to which the chiidren felt 

supported by the group to talk about th& own experiences of being in care. Given some 

direction, opporhrnity, permission and support they were able to open up to each other in 

taiking about their separation experiences. This is not measured so much by my pre-pst 

testing, rather by the growth and change demoastrateâ by the participants over the 
- 

duration of the group. The group did achieve its purpose in giving each child an 

opporhinity to recognïze and explore feelings about being in me.  



Chapter Six: Reflections 

Introduction 

This opportunity to work intensively with a group of children in care (and their 

care givers) was very rewarding and chailenging. The expenences with which these 

children are coping are signifiant. Leerniag fkom their experiences could impact upon the 

many children who will corne into agency care. Tbù group arperience has demonstrated 

the potential to cornphnent the efforts of care givers and workers and has provided some 

direction for future interventions. What the children (and their care givers) shared through 

the group experience suggests the extent to which services are meeting the needs. 

Emerainp: themes in  mou^ Drocess 

1. Participants coastantiy identifieci not knowing the reasons for decisions made in 

their lives (Le., fkquency ofvisits, canceling of visits, etc.). Some of this may have been 

the participant projecting his or her feeüngs about a particular decision (e.g., anger, 

sadness, relief). But there were severai instances when it appeared to be a lack of 

understanding on the part of the participant about how or why a particular decision was 

made about his or her me. Facilitators encourageci the participants to approach theu 

worker with their questions. 

At this developmental stage, pre and eady adolescent, this lack of involvement in 
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decision making is not always appropriate (Palmer, 1995). There are several reasons why 

children may not be involved in decision making, ranging fiom a lack of time and energy 

on the part of the court, the worker and the care gker to involving the child, to the adults 

in the child's life wanting to protect and shelter the child nom feeling responsible for the 

making of decisions. Workers and care givers could improve upon the level of 

involvement that the chiid feels she or he has in these decisions. 

2. The participants were able to be appropriate with each other as feelings were 

shared and discussed. Many issues and needs arising fkom separation and Living in care 

were able to be addressed in the group format. A group intervention for children in care 

cm be an effective way to support children in sharing their complex feelings and 

experiences around separation and coming into care and to explore their understanding of 

what happened to them (sorting out). The combining of genders in this group did not 

appear to create significant problems, but rather added to the group expenence and 

development of appropriate social skilis at the early adolescent development level. 

3. It was clear over the duration of the group that most of the participants were 

well placed. Care givers valued the children in their care and the children demonstrated a 

great deal of security in theû placements. The general stability of the placements for the 

participants allowed for issues other than those related to placement dismption and 

conflict to be explored in the group (Le., b i  funily, school and peers, feelings, 

genograms, etc.). Participants who were experiencing placement difnculties were able to 

share these at the group level and gain some nippon fiom the other participants. There is 
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a concern for a group ofchildren in care that this could becorne the primuy foais of the 

group intervention. 

4. Having participants with a combinatio~ of temporary and permanent legal 

statuses was an emiching aspect of the group as there were a variety of issues identifieci by 

the participants. For the two children who were temporary wards, this ciifference in legai 

status had been an issue fOr them M e  in group and some work had barn doae on th& 

sometimes confïicted fcelings towards becoming permanent wards. The downside to 

having this variety wu that not all of the participants, given their social skilis, were able to 

relate to topics which did not have a direct impact upon them at that the. The facilitators 

had to try and make connections for some of the participants during these discussions. 

5. Many of the participants lacked basic factual information on their own lives. 

This is considered to be important information for the child to have when dealing with 

experiences of separation and loss (Palmer, 1995). It higbiights for the agency a need that 

is not being met for some of the children in iîs are. This need is especîaüy significant 

given that the majonty of CIC in the group (and within the agency) are pexmanent wards 

which suggests that they are at nsk oflosing contact and connection with their birth 

f d e s .  Palmer (1995) suggests that this loss of contact with b i i  family c m  have a 

signifiant impact upon the child's progress while in are. - 

6. There was some risk that the participants would fa1 that there was something 

wrong with being in care (the nsk of path010giPng the participants by having a group 

intervention for children with a f m s  upon behg in un). This was addressed directiy 
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when one participant asked and then answered the question for herself during a group 

session. This sharing then evolved into the participants identifjing what they had gained 

(and lost) by coming into care. The facilitators were required to consistently reflect a 

realistic and positive perspective on being in care. 

7. The timing of the group experience for each particular child, in relation to the 

stage he or she was at in his or h a  s e p d o n  and care expaiena, influenced bis o r  her 

presenting needs in the group ruid his or her participation in some of the adVities- The 

group appeared to be most "timely" for the two participants who were temporary wards 

as they brought the most issues to the group for discussion and feedback. The issues they 

were coping with were happening to them while the group was nuuillig. For the 

participants who were permanent wardq many of their issues brought to group were not 

as directly impacting upon them and their daüy lives. Thus, the group process may have 

become biased towards those issues which directly wncemed the participants who were 

temporary wards. This is not to say that these issues were then idevant to the 

participants who were permanent wards, as the hcilitaton were able to try and wnnect to 

everybody's experience as described eartier. Rather, it may hdicate a need to plan fbture 

group interventions with groups that are more homogenous as to their placement histories. 

Numbers within this smailer agency may make this irnpracticable. 
- 

8. The use of play in this group was important to promoting the cohesiveness and 

developing the wntext for sharing of feelings to occur. The play activity was moved to 

the beginnllig of the session, rather than at the end. This was because of the need to W O ~ C  
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off some of the energy that participants brought to group. Also, facilitators need to 

consider the degree of physicai contact and interaction required for the actMty, especially 

in a mixed gender group. In the beginning stages of this group, ptnpical contact withùi a 

mixed gender group at this developmentai level was not successiùi. 

9. The lack of involvement by care givers is a concerning theme of this group 

intmention. As discussed, this is typical of the agency's efforts to  provide trainmg and 

support to its foster parents. M e r  efforts and methods of engaghg foster parents n a d  to 

be explord This need is especidy important given the high levels of stress reported by 

care givers involved in the practicum. Some ideas to improve on this response fiom care 

givers includes: (a) worlcing closely with the social workers who provide support to the 

care givers, as the trust and relationship between care giver and support worker has an 

infiuence upon acceptance by the care giver of the intervention; (b) utilize the Westman 

Foster Parents' Association as an advocate to encouraging care @ver acceptance and 

participation through presenting to the association the resuits of this p d c u m  and discuss 

relevant issues and suggestions for irnprovement; and (c) work with the agency 

management in i d e n m g  other ways of improving the support and training offered to 

care givers. 

Issues and im~lications for  mou^ work with children in care - 

The initial contacts at the pregroup planning stage highlighted how important it 

was to know your group. Facilitators have to constantly consider the child's age, 

developmental stage, liFe stage, state of crisis, We perspective, and degree ofsociahatioa- 
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What might happai when these children are brought together as a group beyond the 

identified gods and needs (e-g., what are the unanticipateci outcomes?). Faciiitators have 

to anticipate, then sa what the participants bring. 

One of the issues when working with kids in group was how much the children 

dEered in their aipacity to share their perspectives and feelings. There were also large 

differences between the cMdren in t a m ~  of- manory or ab* to r d  information. 

This was not surprishg given the dinaences between the participants' placement 

histories. What the children were able to remember about king apprehended diffaed 

between them (as did theu ability to shan this information within a group). Tbere was 

some question as to whether they hed specific recall of these mernories, or whether this 

was the resuit of any "memory worK' that may have baen done with them over the years 

by their social worker or care giver (what they remember as opposed to what they have 

been told). For example. one participant had mernories about a birth sister she had never 

met. A helpfùl technique in m g  to asses this distinction was to ask the chiid do you 

remember that or did someone teil you that? This was one of the ways in which the 

developmental levels of the children had a signüïcant impact upon the group's fbnctioning. 

Faciïtators needed to leam to foliow the lead of the participants and not to be too 

focused upon attempting to complete the agenda for that week. It was noticed that as the 
- 

facilitator, 1 had the tendency to provide the anmers for the participants when things 

bogged down, rather than trying to let the participants struggie with the silence. 

Participants were persistent in tqhg to mrLe the Mtators gutss their feeüngs by 
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responding to questions about feeüngs with, 4 don't know?". This provided the 

participant with some power and control in the sharing of information Facilitators needed 

to lem how to pace the questions and to tolerate gaps. 

The suitabiIity of the PSI messure is an issue to be resolved for h r e  groups. One 

care giver refiised to wmplete any measures as a result ofher anger over this measure, 

partidarly the personal questions. 0th- care givers dso found that the measure did aot 

seem to fit their experience. Several of the questions are fiamed to measure change in 

parenting stress fier the parent " took the baby home fiom the hospiW. Whether or not 

this measure works for alternative care &ers of children in case is a question. In 

retrospect, more effort should have been made to discuss the concenu of- &ers pnor 

to their agreeing to participate in the pfacticum Greater explanation about the purposes 

and need for measurement should have been provided. 

Working with the care giver system remains an important component to any group 

work with children in w e  (James, 1989). The u r e  giva un benefit fkom support and 

education. The gains made in group for the chiid can be enhanuxi through care givers 

echoing the materiais covered in group. Attachments to care givers can be strengthened 

through the care givers' active involvement in the group process. in a follow up phone 

conversation with one of the care givers who participated in the program, she shared her - 

perception that she does not feel îistened to by the agency and that her observations, 

reports and beliefs about the child are discounted by the agency. She expressed hstration 

with the workers and '%he systemn. These are JL feelings that a a r e  @ver support poup 
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can help care @vers to cope with more effectively. 1 am wnvind that the benefits of a 

support group are signifiant, even though this was not demonstrated in a positive sense 

by this practiaun 
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Chapter Seven: Evaluation of Student Learning, Recomrnendations and Conclusions 

Evaluation of student leaming 

This practicum provided me with the opportunities to gain knowledge about 

separation and loss issues for children who corne into agency care and how to use that 

knowledge in supporthg children in a group intervention. 

I learned that 1 needed to exunine what my assumptions are about f d y  normaiity 

and foster f d y  normaiity 1 need to find di&rent methods of co~ecting with a r e  

givers. This is similar to the experience of the agency in working with groups of care 

givers. 

1 learned that in a CO-facilitaton situation, my style is one of tending to take the 

lead. The interactions between the facilitators highlighted this. Strategies were discussed 

and used to ~IY and create more of a balance between the roles of the facilitators. It was 

important for the participants to observe a mutuality and respect between the facilitators. 

An issue 1 needed to work through was the n a d  to balance focushg on one 

participant's identifiai issue versus wanting to stay close to the agenda which had 

"perceived" relevance to aii. I learned I needed to relax in trying to accompüsh what 1 had 

set out for the group and to dow the children's needs to direct the actmty of the session. 

Strategies and techniques were discussed in supëmision to see that then was value in both 

and to be able to r e m  to issues that were p a b p s  not dealt with in great enough detaü. 

What emerges in the group telis an agency which of their cüent needs are not bemg met. 
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The experience of the group should feed into agency support of foster parents and its 

children in m e .  Over the duration of the group. faditators learned to foliow the lead of 

the participants and not to hold tight to the planned agenda 

I leamed 1 needed to look at my leadership style and evaiuate its appropriateness in 

t e m  of (a) what is desired style for that pdcular purpose; and @) what skilis are 

needed to support that style? My vaiues affected how my style cornes out. The style of 

leadership should match the n d s  of the grwp and children in the group. Whea you take 

on a directive styIe, you assume much responsibility. 

1 learned that expectations of a group need to be redistic. 

As a grwp facilitator, 1 learned that 1 needed to watch the language that 1 used in 

fiarning certain questions. Facilitators need to avoid value loading a question that they 

pose to participants. This includes for example, questions about contact with birth 

parents (e.g., Do you feel you have enough contact?). This becornes a very loaded 

question to the participant and implies that the aimnt plan wuid or would be changed or 

altered in some way and that the -eut arrangement is inadquate. Also, as facibator, 1 

need to avoid presenting as being defensive about the system (e-g., trying to defend a 

judge's decision to a participant). 

Workers engaged in this type of work (group intervention to support children in 

care) mu& be provided with support fiom within their agency in order to sustain the 
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energy and motivation lm1  necessary to successfùiIy meet the chalienges such a group 

provides. The agency recognizes that there is a need for this type of group intemention 

for its CIC. The offering of this type of group could become a basic program within the 

agency. Involvement of the care givers could also then become more of an expectation 

from the agency. 

There is a need to provide some ungohg foais for the cMdren who participate in 

such groups, because of the need for a developmentaily sequenced approach, and because 

the needs for children in care change as a r d t  of their placement realities and changes in 

their circumstiillces. IfthU programmllig becarne more avaiiable through the agency, thm 

variations and combinations ofgroup composition and use of techniques could be 

attempted. Greater evaluation of the intementions could also ocau; pehps  in a 

longitudinal fashion. 

This group experience provided some answers to questions about how effective a 

group intervention can be in supporting children in Gare and their c m  givers with the 

experiences of separation and loss. It also raiseci some other questions which need to be 

M e r  explored. Specific recomrnendations include: 

1. The agency should provide this type of group for its children in care and their 

care givers in an on-going fkshion. Other models should be explored to sa if they might 

be more effective. Examples include: providing the group to chiidren who are at the same 

stage of placement (e.g., aii participants are within thek first six mon* of care, etc.); 

providing the group at reguiar intervals for children who rermin in cue (e.g., 8, 12 and 16 
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years of age); and offering groups to a wider range of children in m e  (i-e., diEerent 

developmental groupings) as the inclusion criteria for this practicum excluded many of the 

children in care of the agency. 

2. There should be expandeci oppomuiities to provide professonal development 

for workers on the impacts of separation for children when coming into care dong with 

methods and intervention to support those chiIdren, This group interveation does not 

replace the need for workers and care givers to continue to provide support and education 

to children in care. A wtllIILitrnent by the agency (and child weifàre system) to meet the 

needs arising from placing chüdren must be stated and acted upon. 

3. Expand the length of group fiom ten weeks. The experience of this group was 

that there was more work that could be done when it came time to end the group. 

4. Develop a mode1 to involve the care givers for children in care in an educational 

and supportive group. This wdd include gaining the participation of the local foster 

parent association, the agency providing financial and child care support so that its care 

givers could attend training and support opportunities, and having an open support group 

for care givers which they could access as needed. The agency should explore the reasons 

for the discrepancies between care givers' reports (CBCL) and teachers' reports (TRF) of 

childrens' cornpetencies and problem behavion to see ifthis has an impact upon the stress 

expenenced by the care givers. 

5.  Offer follow up opportunities for the participants of this and future groups. 

This would help to support the children in developing and maintainhg conx1ections to 
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each other which decrease isoiation and provide support. 

6. Continue to develop a band out (booklet, pamphlet) by children in care which 

includes information which can be provided to children when they nrst enter c m .  

Conclusion 

This practicum demonstrateci an initial group intervention for chitdren in care that 

shows promise in supporthg their needs resuiting from corning into agency w e  and 

experiencing separatîon and loss. It provided children with the opportunity to meet other 

children in care, leaming that they were not alme in th«r feelings. It provided the agency 

an opportunity to hear from the children it seelrs to seme. It touched upon the importance 

of involving care givers in a parailel process that provides them with information, 

education and support. It is an important aspect of the agency's overall service delivery to 

its clients. It supports the goal of the agency to provide the best care possible to the 

children in its care. 
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Appendiix A 

Referral form: Child's Name: Age/Birîh date: 

Gender: Grade: 

School and Tacher: File number: 

Foster parents: Foster siblings: 

Phone nurnber: Location of foster home: 

BioIogical Family Parents/Sibliigs: 

Contact between chiid and biological M y :  Staîus: 

Reasons child is in are:  

Placement history(number of foster homes, previous apprehensions etc.): 

Briefiy describe: 

a) Behaviors/~culties arising out of child's separation and loss experience: 

b) How you see the child fitting into a rnixeâ-gender group, Le., maturity l a d ,  

developmental issues, ability to participate in a group process etc? 

c) Any specific needs the chiid may have which should be wnsidered in the group 

process? 
7 

d) How weU you see the foster parents beiig able to participate in the parailel 

process? 

e) How much do you feel the child knows and accepts why they are in care? 



The ~hnned noals and objectives for each week's session 

Week One: Specific purpose and objectives: To begin fonning the group; dealing 

with anxiety of entering new group; cl-g expectations; to start identifLing some 

of the goals for the group. 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of: al1 wili be d o u s ,  behaviour wili 

reflect the needs of the children in formhg new group; starting to check out other 

people as weii as their wanting to cornmit to the group or not; have to do some selling. 

One member not there for the first group, use empty chair for ha. group can be 

experts for her next week 

Activities for that session: 

1) a) Welcome and snack.; where bathrooms are; how the group wiU bction, warm 

up, snack, waekly check 4 work, play, exit slip, and use of j o d .  

b) Review gools/purpose of group as identifid by the facilitaton to date. There 

wiii be opportunities for group members to add to the list of group goals as they move 

into the group process. List some goals (scribe). 

C) Why f o h g  a group?(scribe) Le., not ahme, afiirmatioq deaiing with pain, 

learning fiom each other, etc. 

d) Rules (developed by the groupsaibe). Handout papa on what is a d e  place 



as discussion starter for the developing ofniles/stnicnire. 

2) Complete Interviers s h t .  Purpose is to start to get to Lnow each other, starting 

to verbaiize in the group setting. Method: done in pairs, one child inte~ewing 

another then reporthg back Need to find out: name, age, ima you live in, favourite 

thing to do, favourite animal, something you dislike the most, how long you have been 

living apart from your nahval M y  and what do you want fiom group? Share back 

to large group. 

3) Complete the PiemHams Self Estean Inventory. 

4) Play activity: Clap, Click and Pop Game; Bob Game 

5) Exit slip. Review and explain its purpose. 

Treatment challenges that may arise: Group at pre-afnliation; everyone will be 

anxious and seeing how they fit in. Aitemate your scribes (scribing is getting one of 

the children to &te down the responses nom the members). Let others help with the 

spelling if the scribe asks or the word is unreadab1e. Draw all members hto the 

discussion gently. 

Week Two: Specific purpose and objectives: To continue the group development; 

work towards more sharing of personal information and fedings; continue to clarify 

the purpose of the group. 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of: Childfen n a d  tirne and support to 



be able to share féelings appropriately; too much too early last session Move the 

activity session towards the beginning rather then the end as uiis group needs to wam 

up more to each other. 

Activities for this session: 

1) Check inKircle The: How was your week? Anything you want to share or ask 

for input fkom the group? Anythllrg that Iast week's group made happai (trigger) for 

you? Hand out the exit slip p r e p d  for last week and review how it wiil be used. 

Hand out their joumals, lots ofpaper and markers around to use. Check with child- 

who thought, perhaps, that she would be t a h g  to her 'real' mom at the gmup. Did 

any one else think that, hope for that? Done with snack- 

2) Continue with the warm up theme; as well as the getting to know each other. Pass 

around a bag of M&M's. Tell everyone to take as many as they want. Once the kids 

have ali the M&M's, tell them that for each MBM they toolq they have to say one 

thing about themsehres. For different colours, shan cent things, e.g.. if someone 

took 10 M&MYs (4 red, 6 orange), they would have to sey 4 things about themselves, 

and 6 things they like about school- 

3) Review Safe place sheet. Ask them to draw thek d e  place. Do brief initial 
- 

guided imagery to help with visualkation 

4) Exit slip 

Notes: Take your the, encourage thought and accept al1 answers as keiy 
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valid to the chiid. If a child shares too quickly, reùiforce the place of safw that group 

is, but be alert to stnictwe the discussion if shariag is in discriminate or  a distraction. 

Have journals on hand to distribute and review process of how they are to be used. 

Week Three: Specifk purpose and objectives: To continue the group development; 

work towards more sharing of personal information and feelings; begin to have 

participants taik to each other about their experience of comuig into and being in care. 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of: Children need t h e  and support to 

be able to share feelings appropriately; continue to move the activity session towards 

the beginning rather then the end as this group needs to warm up more to each other. 

Support the participants to tallc to each other more. 

Activities for this session: 

1) Check in/Circle T h e :  Introduce concept of temperature check, which is a scaling 

of hot (Great)- to cold (Lousy). Help them to share and elaborate upoa their 

measurement. Provide child with copy of the Piers-Harris which he asked for. Done 

with snack. 

2) Continue with the warm up theme; as weil as the getting to know each other. 
- 

1. Split the group into pairs. Each pair WU have 30 seconds to find 5 

things they have in common. At the end of 30 seconds, put 2 pairs together and give 

the foursome a minute to find something al1 4 have in common. Finally, each group 



can present the iist of things they have in cornmon 

2. Try the Hurim Knot. 

3) Have the participants draw a pichue of their foster family, Le., who is in it? Have 

them tallc in pairs about their pictures. Disaission: What is a foster family? Scribe 5 

words that describe a foster f e r .  do a Word Splash on the flip chart. How is a 

foster family the same or ciifferait fiom your b i i  -y? Chart this if people seem 

ready. What is it Like to live with a foster famiiy? Done in pairs as h t e ~ e w  style. 

4) Exit slip, changed a bit, took out 'important'. Need to put more effort into exit 

slips; Caroline and Dave to write comments for each week so the participants wiU strrt 

to use the joumals mon if they are interesteci in what is being written. Perhaps able to 

start more of a dialogue. 

5) Letter to Fps. Discuss moving start tirne ahead 15 minutes. Two children need to 

lave  at 5:40. 

Week Four: Specific purpose and objectives: To continue the group development; 

work towards more sharing of personal information and feelings; begin to have 

participants taik about their experience of coming hto and bang in care; specifically 
- 

today to talk about social workers and their role in the child's Me. 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of Children need time and support to 

be able to share f a h g s  appropriately. Support the participants to tak to each other 



more. 

Activities for this session: 

1) Check in/çircle The:  Continue to use the concept of temperature check. Help 

them to share and elaborate upon their meanmement. Review last week's exit slips. 

What did they write? Also hand out the two word splashed they had created. Done 

with snack. 

2) Avoid activities which involve touch as this group seems to resist that a bit, i-e-, 

dong gender lines. 1) R a d e  D d e  - where we form two lines and foilow a cris cross 

pattern of mimicking the nrst person's actions, which are slow dramatic motions. 

2) Bob game, which we played week 1 and the kids liked. 

3) Pick up on last week's discussion of the role of the social woricer in theïr lives. 

Participants have expressed k e d  feelings towards their worker, as well as one child 

was gettllig a new worker. Lcd to exploration of the number of workers the 

participants have haci, rrrsons why workers change, feeiïngs about this and the role 

that social workers have. Have participants break into pairs to conduct interviews. 

Discussion: What is a social worker? S words that describe a social worker- 

do word splash on the flip chart. Role of social worker, do picture which 
- 

demonstrates the connedon of the social worker to the biological and foster families. 

May bring up issues about why I entered a r e ?  Goiig to court, understanding court; 

feelings towards the social worlra for Ukuig them away fiom their fPmily or  for 
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protecting them. Have each cbdd begin their T i e  Lhe charts and mark on it the 

different social workers they have had. 

4) Exit slip 

Week Five: Specinc purpose and objectives: To continue the group development. It 

is apparent that the kids know why they are there now as there was less distraction last 

week. Continue to work towards more sharing of personal information and feelings. 

Begin to have participants talk about their expenence of coming hto and being in are; 

specifïcaüy today to pick up on last week's sharing around pieces related to Birth 

Famil y. 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of Support the participants to taik to 

each other more. As participants share more of theù own story want to support and 

encourage others to listen empathidy. 

Activities for this session: 

1) Check in/Circie T i e :  

2) Weather is nice, so perhaps go outside and play Human Pinball. 

3) Content/ Discussion: Issues raised last week: One child's intemal Planning 

Meeting (IPP) in which her grandfather said some things which upset her. Review the 
- 

purpose of the IPP and the form and its Merent sections. Generate discussion around 

Birth Families, Le., contact with Birth fhiiïes, who is in your birth famiiy, niixed 

feelings etc.. Another child sharing abwt how confi>& she is about what to do. She 

feels like she has a choice ovef whether she goes to live with her fither, her mother or 
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to stay in are .  She talked a bit about court and her experience. She reflected the 

dilernrna kids have about Ioyalties; hopes for their parents to be able to care for them; 

stniggling with accepting the iimitations of her parents as represented to her by her 

social worker and experienced 6rst hand. Try ta help her understand the role of the 

judge in makllig this decision. Exploreci in the gmup the concepts of Permanent status 

vs. Temporary. Further explore the roie of the socid worker as a connection to buth 

and foster fàmüies for the chitd. 

4) Exit slip 

Week Six: S p d c  purpose and objectives: To continue the group 

development as they are heading towards why they are in care and their feelings 

related to that. 

nierapeutic considerations to be aware of: Children need time and support to 

be able to share feelings appropriately. Support the participants to talk to each other 

more. As participants share more of theu own story want to support and encourage 

others to listen empathically. 

Activities for this session: 

- 
1) Check in/Circle The: Watch you don't congratulate too much over a high day. 

2) Try Charades to pick up on some of the ciramatic fiair that sorne of the participants 

are displayïng. Make it fbn, pcrhaps reward for getting it right. 
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3) Birth Family: Need to continue talking and sharing about birth families. Whiie we 

ta&, have the participants draw a picture of theu Bkth Famiiy Some issues which 

have been raised to date in regards to birth familes: 

a) DEerent levels of contact and involvement between kids and their birth 

families. There may be reasons for that. What are some of those reasons? Risk 

factors, court ordemi, di- (physical and emotiontl), and thne. 

b) Dïerent feelings about and towards Biith famiy. Some feduigs identified 

so far: anger about being in un, and not king able to look aAer them, confimion 

about where you want to live; mixeci feelings about BUth Family, excitement over a 

visit or a package from Birth f d y ,  sacinas about not seeing a brother, or a parent 

for a long tirne. 

4) I n t e ~ e w :  focus upon birth fimdy. Share back and do word splash on Birth 

Famiiy. 

5) Continue their time line chart. Have them put some basic information on it, birth 

date, wrent  age, when they entered their m e n t  foster home, when they got their 

current worker, what they did last summer during school holidays. 

6) Exit slip. Hand out letter for home. 

Week Sevai: Specific purpose and objectives: Continue exploring feelings 

towards Birih Families. Support the participants in telling their story of coming into 

care. 



ActMties for this session: 

1 ) Check-inkircle t h e  

2) a) Review: 

- How coming into care affects kids.(Feelings/symptoms- scribe) 

- How cornhg into care affects Fdes.(Feelingdsymptoms- scribe) 

- Why kids get taken into care.(&be) 

- What kinds of homes/placements do chiidmi go to Live in.(saïbe). 

- Dietent ways that chüdren come into are. Related to why they are in 

care. 

- Role of the agency, worker, and court. 

3) Trust Walk. Done in pairs. Spend some time preparhg for the activity. Talk 

about Trust, etc. In pairs, one blindfblded, the guide then takes their partner to an 

area, i.e. a tree or part of  the fence etc. The blindfolded person touches the tree, 

trying to visuaiize what it looks like, then is brought back to rniddle, blindfold is 

removed and then have to try and locate their tree etc. Group members may be 

reludant to be blindfolded and led, d o w  them to lead another or to watch, then may 

be willing to try. 

4) I n t e ~ e w  each other: foais upon birth f d y .  Getting to the issues about why 

they are in care. Have each group report back Last w& did word splash, some of 
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the words used were very incongruent with what had been shared. 

5) Work on their t h e  line chart. Have them put some basic information on it; add 

brothers or sisten corning into or leaving the f d y ;  curent schooi, previous schools; 

places, toms you have lived in. 

6) If the,  perhaps put information in form of Gmo-gram. 

7) Exit slip 

Notes: Utilize stnictured questions which are alsa open-ended, i.e. How old 

were you when you came into are? Where were you living? What else do you 

remember? Observe what other members are doing while they listen to each other. 

May take more then one week. Recognize defences of denial and repression- 

don't take away too early! Be prepared for a full range of reactions, depending upon 

the child's context and reasons for cornhg into aree Focus upon feelings. 

Week Ei&: Sp&c purpose and objectives: The group's purpose is 

evolving; work towards more sharing of personal idormation and feelings; begin to 

have participants talk about their experience of corning into and king in care; continue 

to support discussion around birth f d e s ;  heading towards why they are in care and 
- 

their feelings related to that; appropriate sharing with the group is happening- 

Therapeutic considerations to be aware of: Support the participants to talk to 

each other mon. As participants share more of th& own story waut to support and 

encourage others to Listen empathidy. 
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ActiMties for this session: 

1) Check in/Circle Time: Perhaps ask the participants for a brie€ review of last week 

in particular the sharing which occurred around birth f d e s ;  some fantasy sharing 

around going to live with birth families; experiencing of loss of birth f d i e s l  loss of 

"ideal families". 

2) Chart the rrasons they came up with on why kïds corne uito are. 

3) Initiative Task- Rubber band construction project. 9 strings are tied to a strong 

elastic band. A bag ofobjects is dumped out; using only the rubber band tooi, the 

group tries to buiid a monument out of the objects. This is done without talking. 

Note how the group works togetheq who takes charge? who follows?; all have to 

participate or the tool doesn't work; how did members communicate with each other. 

Use these to debnef the experience. 

4) Birth Family: Need to continue taiking and sharing about birth families. 

Discussion: What do we get fkom our birth f d e s ?  (Seeking to get some of 

the positives out; do it in a brainstorming way); e-g., name; Iife etc., haû color, looks. 

body shape and size etc., a love for something, ie- music or the outdooa, brothers, 

sisters, and extended famiiies. Complete Family Crest for their journal. 
- 

5) Work on their time line chart. Have them put some basic information on it. Add 

brothen or sisters coming into or leaving the famiy; m e n t  school; previous schools; 

places, towns you have iived in; loss of famiy mernôers, pets etc. 

6) If time, continue work and discussion on placement Geno-gram- 
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7) Exit slip 

8) Take group picture. Start discussion about the group coming to an end. Hand out 

ietter for home. 

Week Nine; Specinc purpose and objectives: As the group draws closer to the 

end, start p r e p a ~ g  for termination. Win also be important to give the participants 

opportunity to disaiss or raise hues that they need to raise before the group closes. 

Anticipate some behaviours associated with entering into temination; Le. resistance to 

terminate. Continue to work towards more sharing of personal information and 

feelings 

Activities for this session: 

2 )  Check in/lircle The: 

2) Hand out the sheet with the reasons they came up for kids beiig in are. 

Discussion: The focus of the reesons why lâds corne into care is on the 

parents' behaviour; not the child's. Reùiforce that it is not the child's fault. 

Explore why kids may think it is their M t :  Do brainstorming in mal1 groups: 

e.g., blamed by parent, or a fiiend says sometbing at school etc.; feel different, angry, 
- 

sad, fiightened; other sibs le& in home, so it must be them; M w e  it was their 

behaviour, ie. Breaking a window, that lad them to ôe in care. They were 'bad', 

therefore they were put in care. 
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Concept: Care is not a punishment; maybe see other kids in their foster home, 

or group home, who did go home; others? Chart this information: 

3) Play Activity: Tiger Babies. play over at the park 

4) Disniss: Feelings about the group conhg to an end. Wind up part.. Hand out 

letter for home. 

5 )  Exit slip 

Week Ten: Specific purpose and objectives: Last group mating today. 

Everyone seems ready to end. Will dso be important to give the participants 

opportunity to disniss or raise issues that they need to raise before the group closes. 

Anticipate some behavioun associated with enterhg into termination; Le. resistance to 

tenninate. 

Therapeutic consideratioas to be aware of: Termination session; try to keep 

positive and hopefiilly help participants to solidify the bridges and connections they 

have made. 

Activities for this session: 

1) Check Mircle The: - 

2) Pushes and Pulls of beiig in care: Concept that coming into care means change; 

changes can be seen as positivednegatives; losses and gains; we are going to look at 

the changes in tams of pushes and pulls; gets away &om any vdue loading, even 



though the kids will see it as such. 

3) Piers Hamis: Have the kids complete the post test. 

4) Review with the lrids the last ten weeks; ask them what would have been helpfùi; 

we want to offer this group to other children and their ideas would be helpfùl. 

5) Hand out group pictures, autographs? 

6) Hand out posters. 

7) Play Activity: Let them choose something; 

8) Wmd up party: Pizza and soft drinls. Ta& about summer plans and the idea of 

maybe getting together in the fd. 



Appendix C 

Consent Fom for the legal Guardian: 

Practicum on the Separation and Loss Experiences of Chiidren in Care. 

This practicum is about the separation and Loss experiences of children who are 

in agency care and the expaiences of their care givers in meeting the needs of these 

ctiildren. 

The purpose and benefïts of this practicum are to: 

1. Support children and th& care givers in dealing with separation and 

loss experiences when cornhg into can. 

2. Improve care givers' understanding of children's separation 

experiences when coming into are.  

3. Improve agaicy practice in responding to and supporting children in 

their experience of entering care. 

The children involved wül participate in a ten week support group which will 

occur at the Family Resburce Center. Thek participation will entai1 a cornmitment to 

attending ali the sessions, wmpleting a self e s t a  inventory at the beginniog and end 

of the group and in M g  an active participant in the group process. A child's 

involvement in the group process may r d t  in his or her addfessing several difiicult 

emotional issues which can nailt in th& rr-a<paimcing pain and loss. This is the 
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wre of the group experience and each child will be supporteci in doing this by the 

other group participants, their care @ers and the group facilitators. 

The care givers will also be asked to participate in the practicwn through: 

(a) supporthg their foster child's involvement in the group intervention; 

(b) participating in a parallel process for care givers which will involve interviews and 

the sharing and discussion of d e n  material; and (c) wmpleting two standardized 

measures which wili be used to evaluate the effectiveness of this group intervention. 1 

will also be approaching the child's tacher to complete a stmdardized measure on the 

chiid before and afler the group intervention. 

Participation in this practicum is voluntwy. No gain or penalty will result fkom a 

decision about participating in this practiaun. Participants rnay refùse to Bllswer any 

question. They also have the right to end their participation in the praaicurn at any tirne 

without penalty. The need for wnfidentiality and anonymity wül be respecteci within the 

guidelines of required reporting. Any information which wuld identify participants will be 

excluded when the hdings are written. While confidentiality will be asswed it rnay be 

possible for someone within the agency to detennine identities given the small population 1 

am working with in this practicun. 

The group intervention sessions wiil be video taped and these tapes will only be 

viewed by the group faaltators and the practicum supavisors for educational and 

supe~sion purposes. These tapes will be erased upon completion of the practiaim A 

benefit of participation in the practicum is that thae wiii k opportmitics to contribute to 
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any recommendations for changes to the senrices to children in care and their care &ers 

which reflect the needs arising fiom coming into care and the experience of separation 

fiom natural parents. The agency rnay have a copy of the summary o f  findings fiom this 

practicum, if you wish. 

Ifyou have any questions about anything refatcd to your agency's participation in 

this practicum, pl- ask- 1 can be reached at 726-6144. 

S incerely, 

Dave McGregor 

1 have read and understood the idormation above and give my consent, on behaifof the 

children who are wards o f  this agency, to participate in this practicum. 

Signaîure: Date: 

Name (please print) 



Consent Fonn for the foster parent(s): 

This practicum is about the separation and loss experïences of children who are in 

agency care and the experiences of their caregivers in meeting the needs of these chilchen- 

You, as their foster parent are being asked to participate in the practicum through: 

(a) nipporting your foster chiid's involvement in the group intewention; @) participating 

in a paraliel process for can givers which wül involve interyiews and the sharing and 

discussion of written material; and (c) complethg two standardized measures which will 

be used to evaluate the effdveness of this group intervention Ah, your comments and 

suggestions are welcomed and will be incorporateci h to  the overall discussion of the 

practicum- 

My name is Dave McGregor and 1 aimntiy am a Farnily SeMces supeMsor at the 

agency. Through tbis role I may alrcady have had contact with you. This practicum is 

part of the requirements for the completion of my Masters of  Social Work degrce. 

As part of the interviews, 1 wiîi ask you about your expenences in caring for foster 

children; in supporting them through their experiences of separation and loss; and in 

meeting their emotional and behavioural needs while in your care. 
- 

Your participation in this ptacticum is voluntary. No gain or penalty will result 

from your decision about participating in this practicumcum You may refbse to answer any 

question. You also have the right to end your participation in the ptgcticum at any tirne 



without penalty. Your need for confidentiality and anonymity wiii be respectai within the 

guidelines of required reporting. Any idormation which couid iden* you wiU be 

excluded when the findings are wrïtten. While confidentiality will be assured it may be 

possible for someone within the ageacy to determine identities given the s d l  population 1 

am working with in this practicum. 

A benefit of your participation in the practicum is that you will have an opportunity 

to contribute to any recommendations for changes to the savices to childrea in care and 

their care givers which reflect the needs arishg ftom wmiag into care and the experience 

of separation from naturd parents. You rnay have a copy of the summary of findings from 

this practicum, if you wish. 

If you have any questions about anything related to your participation in this 

practicum, piease ask. 1 c m  be reached at 726-6 144. 

Sincerely, 

Dave McGregor 

1 have read and understood the information above and give my consent to phcipate in 

this practicum. 

Signature: Date: 



Appendk E 

ûutline for Foster Parents: 

The Separation Experiences of Children in Care 

Goals/Purpose of the group: To support children and their foster parents in dealing with 

separation and loss experiences r d t i n g  from the child coming into care. Specifically: 

- to validate the expression of th& faüags; 

- to help children to think about tbeir cxperience in ways that are less destructive 

to theu &image by assisting them to reduce their sense of responsibiiity and gdt; 

- to teach children coping skills t o  more appropriately express their needs, 

including : 

- assertiveness, anger management, relaxation, identifjing and verbaiking 

their feelings and past experieaces, social skills, and problem solving. 

Maior Themes to be arplored in  prou^: 

1) About coming into care. 

2) About fades, and reasons for coming into m e .  

3) About feeling Werent. - 

4) About foster ParentdFamilies. 

5) About schooi, teachers and fiends. 



6) About the system, people and policies. 

Three measures will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the group intervention: 

1) Auchenbach Child Behaviour C hecklist(CBCU4- 18)-which foster parents complete to 

idenw a child's cornpetencies and behaviours. Also the Tescher's Report form(TRF) 

wiU be completed by the child's teacher- 

2)Abidin's Parenting Stress InvenîomSI)- This meesure WU be completed by the fosta 

parents and is used to i d e n e  the interaction of the effécts of stress upon parenting 

behaviour. 

3) Piers-Harris Children's Selfconcept Scale: This is a selfreport me8SWes completed by 

the children which measures their feelings about themselves. 

Exvectations of foster Darents: 

Before group: Meet wîth group facilitators 
Complete CBCL(4- 1 8) 
Complete PSI 

During Group: Ensure child attends group 
Participate in parallel process 

After group : Complete CBCL 
Complete PSI 
Complete qualitative evaluation. 

Foster Parent package: 
Outiine of group intemention 1. - 

2. Letter of Consent 
3. CBCL 
4. PSI 



Appcndi F 

Letter to child' s teacher 

Dear teacher 's name, 

My name is Dave McGngor, and 1 am a s u p e ~ s o r  for Child and Family Services 

of Western Manitoba 1 am writing to you as one of your students wiii be participating in 

a group 1 am fàcilitating for the ageacy as part of my Masters practicum. The student's 

name is &nt 's n n e ,  and as you ükdy know he or she is a ward of Child and Family 

Services. Child's Nane 's social worker and foster parents have rcferred him or her to the 

group and he or she has agreed to participate. The goal of the group is to help support 

children in coping with thek experiences of separation and loss associated with wming 

into agency are. The group wül be d g  for ten weeks, fiom now until the end of 

June. It wiii be on Tuesdays after school. 

To help evaluate the effdveness of this intervention, I am a s h g  that you as 

child's nmne 's teacher, complete the enclosed Tacher's Report Form (TRF) which is part 

of the Child BehaMour Check List (CBCL). This is a standardized measure which is ofien 

used to evaiuate the effectiveness of treatment ~ograrns for chiidmi. The fom is fairly 

straight forward and should only taie ten to nftan minutes of your tirne. 1 wiii alsa be 

approachïng you at the end of the group to complete the measme again. It is very 
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important to gather information nom sigdicant people in the child's system, therefore 1 

will be gathering data from the child, the foster parent(s). and from yoy his or her teacha 

in order to help evaluate this intervention. Ali information gathered wül be confidentid 

and no i d e n m g  uiformation will be used in the writing of the practicum. 

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. Enclosed is the TRF and an 

addressed, stamped rctum eiweiop. Pleue return to my by Apd 24th. I will mail you the 

folIow up TRF in June. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to cal1 me at 

phone mrnrber. For your information, Chiid and Farnily Services has signed an inforneci 

consent on behalfof all the ctllldren for their participation in the practiaun. 

S incerely, 

Dave McGregor, M W  



Appendix G 

Dote: 

Today in group we: 

- taIked and shared about: 

- made: 

- played: 

Today, one of the things we learned was: 

A question 1 have is: 

Response: 



Appendix H 

Foster Parents' Evaiuation Form: 

1) How do you feel your foster child did in the group? 

2) Was there anything sp&c that your foster chiid took nom their participation 

in the group? 

3) Did you observe any cha~ges in yow foster child's behaviour or attitude about 

being in care? 

4) Do you have any suggestions or wrnments for firture groups? 

5 )  What would have been helpful for you as foster parent in dealhg with 

behaviour associated with comïng into care and dealing with issues of los  or 

separation? 



APperi&I 

Cornparisons of the group's mean T scores for the CBCL at 

Pretest and Posttest to that of the normative samples (Auchenbach, 1991, pp. 29 & 54) 

For boys, 12-18 Normrrtrk 

Sampfe (n= S M )  

Total wmpetence: T score: Mean 50.3 

S D  9.7 

S E  -5 

Intemaiizing: T score Mean 50.3 

SD 9.8 

SE -4 

Extemaiizing : T score Mean 50.1 

SD 9.8 

SE -4 

Total Problem: T score Mean 50.0 
- 

SD 10.0 

SE -4 



For grils, 12-1 8 

Total cornpetence: T score 

InternaIizing: 

Extemalking: 

Total Problem: 

T score 

T score 

T score 



For girls, 4-11 Normrrlivc 

Simple @=629) 

Total competence: T score Mean 50.2 

SD 9.8 

SE -5 

Intemaiizing : T score: Mean 50.0 

SD 9.7 

SE .4 

Externaking: T score: Mean 50.0 

SD 9.6 

SE -4 

Total Problem: T score: Mean 50.1 

SD 9.9 

SE -4 



Appendi J 

Cornparisons of the group's mean T scores for the TRF at Pretest 

and Posttest, to that of the normative samples (Auchenbach, 1991, pp. 22 & 43). 

For boys, 12-18 Norwua!iw Gmup (n=3) 

S-le (irI 309) Preiest Postiest 

Adaptive Function: T score: Meav 50.2 44.0 41.3 

Total Problem: 

SD 8.7 

SE .5 

T score: Mean 50.5 

SD 9.4 

SE -5 

7' score: Mean 50.7 

SD 9.5 

T score: Mean 50.3 



For grgrris, 22-28 

Adaptive Function: T score: 

Internalizing: 

Extemaking: 

Total ProbIem: 

T score: 

T score: 

T score: 



For girls, Cl 1 Normttk 

scMpIe (n=3 79) 

Adaptive Function: T score Mean 50.0 

SD 8.7 

SE -5 

Int emalizing : T score: Mean 50.3 

S D  9.5 

SE -5 

Extenialipng : T score: Mem 50-7 

SD 8.8 

SE -5 

Totd Problem: T Score: Mean 50.2 

SD 9.8 

SE -5 




